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The European 
Parliament’s Resolutionary 
War

Mitchell Belfer

With Europe tying itself in knots over the twin problems of Brexit and 
the cresting wave of populism, EU foreign affairs are undoubtedly playing 
second fiddle to internal matters at preset.

The danger of such a state of affairs is that important gains made in 
democratizing foreign policy are squandered. And that the vacuum is 
filled by an assortment of narrow interests that do not necessarily reflect 
wider European values or strategic interests.

Concerns over a democratic deficit in foreign policy were heeded in 
the 2010 Lisbon Treaty, which gave the European Parliament fresh pow-
ers in the area and added a co-decision making mechanism intended to 
make Commission decisions more transparent and accountable.

Unfortunately, the change has not had the desired effect. Far too many 
European Parliamentarians have assumed foreign affairs positions that 
run counter to their constituency’s interests, their state’s foreign policy 
and the other branches of the Brussels bureaucracy. So, the democratisa-
tion of foreign policy has not streamlined the process, but rather contrib-
utes to confusing it — and the EU is no closer to having an accountable 
and transparent foreign policy.

Nowhere is this more obvious than with the so-called Rule 135 which 
authorises “a committee, an inter-parliamentary delegation, a political 
group or Members reaching at least the low threshold (one-twentieth of 
Parliaments Component Members) to request the President in writing 
to hold a debate on an urgent case of a breach of human rights, democ-
racy and the rule of law.” This is an important device in the European 
Union’s toolbox. For it to work properly, it has to be handled with care.

Sadly, over the course of the 2014-2019 parliamentary mandate, Rule 
135 has become deeply politicised and is used in an inconsistent, even 
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arbitrary, manner. Even more troubling is that some MEPs are waging 
a  resolutionary war by abusing the process and proposing resolutions 
that isolate states from the wider international community.

Since the wider Middle East has been at the centre of strategic think-
ing of the EU, it is important to also gauge the glaring inconsistency in 
European policy making when considering the regions’ largest (Iran) and 
smallest (Bahrain) states.

Whereas Bahrain has entered European parliamentary discours-
es as a target of criticism, Iran has gradually been rehabilitated. And, 
despite the handful of European Parliamentarians that consistently 
targeted Bahrain with Rule 135 resolutions — while never focusing on 
Iran — nothing has really changed on the ground: Bahrain remains 
a religiously tolerant and progressive state while Iran remains a closed, 
theocratic, Islamic Republic.

It is a sad fact that since the beginning of the 2014 mandate not a single 
resolution has been proposed — let alone passed — against Iran despite 
the grotesque human rights abuses that have been carried out in the name 
of Ayatollah Khomeini’s Islamic Revolution. During the same period, Bah-
rain had to deal with no less than four Rule 135 resolutions against it — of-
ten as part of an agenda that included ritualistic murder of albinos in Ma-
lawi, genocide of the Rohingya in Myanmar and violence against Christian 
pastors in Sudan. Bahrain does not belong on such a list. Iran does.

Such an inconsistency is not restricted to the cases of Bahrain and 
Iran — it is a widespread problem. During the same period the European 
Parliament sought to exercise Rule 135 only five times against China, once 
against Venezuela and, shockingly, also only once against North Korea.

The choice to add or omit, praise or criticise, partner with or against 
a country falls on the shoulders of MEPs, and it is through them that 
Europe is represented internationally.

It is therefore more than a requirement, but an institutional preroga-
tive, that European Parliamentarians approach foreign policy with good 
conscience, impartiality and a sense of civic responsibility. Failure to do 
so risks unravelling Europe’s own international reputation as an honest 
broker in international relations.



This article was originally published at CapX, available at https://capx.co/
the-european-parliaments-resolutionary-war/.
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China’s South Asia Policy 
Under Xi Jinping

India’s Strategic Concerns
Vinay Kaura

China has always been interested in enlarging its economic and politi-
cal influence in South Asian geopolitics. Several factors are responsible 
for China’s long-lasting interest in the region. China’s policy towards 
South Asia has been a combination of unique bilateral relationships, 
characterised by economic opportunities, territorial disputes, security 
challenges, containing Indian power and resisting American influence. 
China is containing India’s influence and power by strengthening Pa-
kistan’s strategic and military capabilities. While solidifying the tradi-
tional bond with Pakistan, China remains focused on enhancing its 
influence with Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan and Sri Lanka. The article 
argues that Chinese diplomacy in the Xi Jinping era shrewdly blends 
strategic objectives with economic incentives. Under his watch, Chi-
na’s strategic challenges to India have thus increased in recent years. 
This threat intensification has been accompanied by a  growing gap 
between India and China in terms of strategic capabilities, which has 
serious implications for India’s national security. 

Keywords: China, Xi Jinping, India, Pakistan, South Asia, Indian Ocean, 
Counter terrorism, OBOR, Afghanistan

A brief bonhomie between India and China was brutally challenged by 
China’s communist leadership when the border dispute between two 
Himalayan countries resulted in a war in 1962. India was defeated and 
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isolated. Thereafter, China underwent a comprehensive review of her 
policies towards South Asia and enhanced its ties with Pakistan, a close 
ally of the United States (US). In the ensuing years, China’s South Asia 
policy was shaped around the Sino-Soviet equation of the Cold War 
era, which largely remained one-dimensional as security was the pri-
mary concern. China’s  internal security compulsions had also forced 
her to extend friendly overtures to South Asian countries. Having 
adopted the policy of opening up in the era of Deng Xiaoping, China 
began a concerted effort to enhance economic ties with most of the 
South Asian countries. Around the mid-1980s, the former USSR re-
oriented her policies, aiming at rapprochement with China. India also 
made a bold diplomatic initiative to engage with Chinese leadership. 
After the end of the Cold War, China redefined her South Asia policy 
to create space for enhanced political influence and economic partner-
ship with the region, especially India.

South Asia has assumed increasing significance in world politics in 
the post-Cold War era. Its importance has further grown since 9/11, 
as the region is home to one of the world’s most intractable bilateral 
disputes between India and Pakistan, and between India and China. 
South Asia has embraced economic liberalization leading to stronger 
links with the rest of the world. By virtue of its sheer size and popula-
tion, India is the dominant country in the South Asian region. Howev-
er, India’s relations with its South Asian neighbours have been affect-
ed by several territorial disputes. On the other hand, with increasing 
economic might, China’s ability to shape international outcomes has 
gradually increased. While China’s  rise offers greater opportunities 
for global trade and connectivity, it has also fostered anxiety in some 
countries, such as over China’s  future intentions vis-à-vis its neigh-
bours. Consequently, China’s relations with South Asia have become 
more intensive and extensive over the past few years. China has been 
facilitating much deeper contacts between Beijing and regional capi-
tals across many policy domains, including economic, diplomatic and 
security. Since South Asia has always been perceived by New Delhi as 
its traditional sphere of influence, China’s  actions have far reaching 
implications on India, both economically and strategically. 

Given the relatively short period of observation, this article makes 
use of various current sources for analyzing the political, military and 
strategic significance of Chinese policies towards South Asia since Xi 
Jinping’s assumption of Chinese leadership. The article is structured as 
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follows: (1) an overview of China’s new foreign policy approach; (2) var-
ious pillars and tools of China’s South Asia policy; (3) India’s concerns 
and response. The article employs a qualitative analysis of secondary 
literature, with media reports, official documents and public state-
ments providing important sources for grasping China’s behaviour in 
the region. The assessment can assist academics and policy makers in 
understanding China’s approach towards South Asia and enhance un-
derstanding of India’s strategic concerns and response. 

New foreign policy approach
As Chinese political, economic and military power grows at remark-
able pace, the impact of Chinese external behaviour on the South 
Asian region has correspondingly undergone a  perceptible change. 
Earlier, China had adopted a conservative and low-profile approach to 
international affairs under Jiang Zemin and his successor, Hu Jintao. 
Since Xi Jinping assumed leadership, it has become commonplace to 
refer to Chinese foreign policy behaviour as muscular and assertive. In 
comparison with the strategy of keeping a low profile, which was the 
cornerstone of previous Chinese leaders, Xi Jinping has laid emphasis 
on the strategy of striving for achievement in shaping a favourable en-
vironment for China’s progress.1 Under Xi, China’s diplomatic estab-
lishment is increasingly viewing the country as a leading global power 
with wide-ranging interests and responsibilities, and is abandoning 
the traditional conservative and low-profile approach to international 
affairs and foreign policy.2 
Some observers are of the opinion that China will gradually begin to 
treat friends and enemies differently by using varied instruments in its 
diplomatic toolkit. China would like to increase the dependence of its 
neighbours on good relations with China, and also ensure that their 
interests are closely aligned with those of Beijing. Therefore, those that 
are seen playing a constructive role in China’s development will receive 
generous economic and security benefits, whereas the countries seen 
as seeking to prevent China’s development will be ignored and pun-
ished.3 

Periphery diplomacy 
The concept of ‘periphery diplomacy’ has become a keystone in Chi-
na’s official diplomatic discourse. Beijing has been moving from a fo-
cus on traditional great power diplomacy to prioritizing peripheral or 
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neighborhood diplomacy. That shift has gradually transformed Chi-
na’s foreign policy since Xi Jinping came to power. Under his leader-
ship, Beijing has undertaken several initiatives to expand its influence 
and restore China’s image in the region since 2013. While major power 
relations remain one of the top priorities, China’s neighbourhood has 
gained a  new significance in the country’s  diplomacy. The shift was 
confirmed at an official conference organised by the Central Commit-
tee of the Communist Party of China in October 2013. President Xi 
Jinping observed that:4

The strategic goal of China’s  diplomacy with neighbouring 
countries is to serve the realization of the two ‘centenary goals’ 
and the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. China needs 
to develop the relations with neighbouring countries in an all-
round manner, consolidate the friendly relations with neigh-
bouring countries, and deepen the mutually-beneficial coop-
eration with neighbouring countries...China needs to develop 
closer ties with neighbouring countries, with more friendly 
political relations, stronger economic bonds, deeper security 
cooperation and closer people-to-people contacts.

The increasing attention paid to the periphery or neighbourhood 
is not without reason.5 China has gradually realised that becoming 
a power centre in the regional system should be a logical outcome of 
its rise. Positive relations with the neighbouring countries would im-
prove China’s strategic position and help expand its global influence. 
If China’s periphery remains unstable, it would not be able to secure 
societal cohesion and national security. Although China has always 
paid attention to its relations with neighbouring countries, until very 
recently its diplomacy was not considered as an organic whole in terms 
of an overarching foreign policy strategy.6 Diplomacy towards neigh-
bouring countries was conducted mostly on bilateral terms, focusing 
on specific issues. 

It has been suggested that China’s  diplomacy can be analysed 
through the ‘three circles framework’, which presumes that Chi-
na’s foreign policy is focused on three areas – three concentric rings – 
with China in the centre. The first circle-level handles bilateral rela-
tions with neighbouring countries; the second circle-level deals with 
the South Asian region and China’s  counter-terrorism diplomacy, 
and the third circle-level is all about global powers including the US 
and the European Union. It has been argued that Xi is paying more 
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attention to China’s periphery as well as the Asia-Pacific region, and 
is displaying more activism at the global level. Since China shares 
land borders with 14 countries, it is natural that it would put more 
emphasis on peripheral diplomacy. Thus, China’s diplomacy toward 
neighbouring countries and South Asian region can be framed as 
a part of its peripheral diplomacy.7

Xi has made the revival of the celebrated Silk Road trading route 
through the ‘Silk Road Economic Belt’ and ‘21st Century Maritime Silk 
Road’ a centerpiece of his foreign policy agenda. In September 2013, he 
proposed the creation of the Silk Road Economic Belt in a speech titled 
“Promote People-to-People Friendship and Create a Better Future” at 
Kazakhstan.8 Silk Road refers to the historical trade routes linking Asia 
to Europe through a region that spans South Asia, East Asia, Central 
Asia and West Asia. Projected as a network of regional infrastructure 
projects comprising roads, rail links, energy pipelines, and telecommu-
nications ties, the initiative called for the integration of the countries 
situated on the ancient Silk Road into a cohesive economic area. In Oc-
tober 2013, Xi proposed in Indonesia the creation of the ‘Twenty-first 
Century Maritime Silk Road’9 as a complementary initiative aimed at 
fostering collaboration in Southeast Asia, Oceania and North Africa 
through the South China Sea, the South Pacific Ocean and the wider 
Indian Ocean area.

Pillars of Chinese strategy in South Asia
China’s  South Asia policy is primarily aimed at sustaining its global 
rise. Beijing is eager to increase its strategic, economic and political 
influence in the region, to ensure economic development of Chi-
na’s Western regions including Xinjiang and Tibet, to reduce political 
instability and jihadist threat in the restive Xinjiang region, to curtail 
India’s growing influence, to reduce the ability of potentially hostile 
powers like the United States and Japan to Chinese interests and to 
promote economic integration. In order to achieve these objectives, 
China has employed various means, which are discussed below.  

One belt, one road project 
The major objective of the two highly ambitious projects, referred to 
as the ‘One Belt, One Road’ (OBOR), or Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), 
is to win over neighbouring and other countries in the region through 
increased trade incentives and transport connectivity. Beijing is fram-
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ing its diplomatic approach in strategic terms with frequent reference 
to OBOR. Different explanations and interpretations have been of-
fered as to what drives OBOR. Broadly speaking, there are four polit-
ical and economic objectives behind the OBOR. First, China wants to 
build up a regional system with Chinese leadership, which promotes 
closer ties between China and its neighbours. Second, this would build 
a more extensive infrastructural and communication network in the 
region, facilitating closer economic integration. Third, this would help 
Chinese companies to invest abroad and export its surplus production, 
thus helping in the development of its western region. Fourth and 
most importantly, this China-led and Eurasia-wide initiative is seen 
as a profound challenge to the current global politico-economic sta-
tus quo maintained by the US, prompting a Chinese analyst to term 
OBOR as heralding a ‘post-Westphalian world’.10

Xi Jinping considers the OBOR project to be in the interest of South 
Asian countries. One needs to pay close attention to what Xi had stated 
in Islamabad in April 2015 (that China was prepared to align its strate-
gies with those of South Asian countries for mutual benefits). He fur-
ther said that ‘the Chinese side is willing to, within the framework of 
South-South cooperation, offer assistance and support to South Asian 
countries within its own capacity and that China-Pakistan economic 
corridor project will bring prosperity in all parts of Pakistan and the 
region, The Silk route project is a significant move on the part of China 
to fully open up’.11 Clearly, Xi has been trying to argue that the OBOR 
would lead to boosting the interconnectivity of countries along the 
traditional land and maritime Silk Road. For instance, Beijing wants 
Bangladesh to align its seventh Five Year Plan with China’s thirteenth 
Five Year Plan. Similarly, during the meeting between Xi Jinping and 
former Nepalese Prime Minister K P Sharma Oli in March 2016, it was 
hoped that both sides could fit together China’s ‘Belt and Road’ initia-
tive with Nepal’s reconstruction and development plan as well as speed 
up the establishment of a China-Nepal free trade zone.12 

A number of regional economic corridors that China has launched 
are actually part of OBOR. The most important are the China-Paki-
stan Economic Corridor (CPEC) providing China’s western provinces 
with access to the Indian Ocean through the Pakistani port of Gwa-
dar, the Bangladesh China India Myanmar (BCIM) economic Corridor 
giving Yunnan Province access to the Bay of Bengal, the China-Mon-
golia-Russia economic corridor as well as the new Eurasia land bridge 
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economic corridor. Nevertheless, there are some structural challenges 
that confront the Chinese formulations on OBOR proposal. The im-
plementation gap, unilateral conceptualization and lack of transpar-
ency are some of the factors that weaken any attraction for India re-
garding OBOR. New Delhi has refused to join the project since it is 
wary of increased Chinese influence over its neighbourhood. Hence, 
the OBOR initiative would find it extremely difficult to ‘navigate the 
irreconcilable geometries of South Asia that prevent India from pro-
viding full backing to OBOR’. If India gives the green light to the proj-
ect, it would be tantamount to ‘legitimisation to Pakistan’s rights on 
Pakistan Occupied Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan under the China-Pa-
kistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) that is “closely related” to OBOR’.13 
However, an Indian analyst feels that the Chinese have the capital, the 
technology and the requirement to speed up the development of the 
countries along the OBOR project, adding “that the tunnel, road and 
rail links that it intends to build will pierce the natural ramparts of 
South Asia, the Himalayas, and end India’s  geographical hegemony 
over the rest of south Asia.”14 

Greater interest in SAARC
The South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) is 
a  regional association of eight South Asian countries, namely Af-
ghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan 
and Sri Lanka. Although SAARC is not a vibrant association like As-
sociation for Southeast Asian Nation (ASEAN), it remains the only 
regional grouping which comprises all members of the Indian sub-
continent. China has always been interested in becoming associated 
with SAARC. It was granted observer status at the Dhaka Summit 
in 2005, with Pakistan, Nepal and Bangladesh supporting the move. 
Ever since, China has made significant progress in terms of its partic-
ipation in SAARC. 

Many of the SAARC countries have expressed interest in joining 
either the Silk Road Economic Belt or its oceanic equivalent, the 
Maritime Silk Road. China has strengthened its foothold through 
funding various development projects in the region. For instance, 
in November 2014, China’s  Deputy Foreign Minister Liu Zhenmin, 
declared China’s  intention to increase the level of trade between 
South Asia and China to $ 150 billion.15 The high-level bilateral vis-
its between China and SAARC countries have strengthened the po-
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litical, economic and military ties and have also allowed China to 
play a  greater role in SAARC, seriously reducing India’s  role. How-
ever, China’s role in SAARC is limited by its observer status, the slow 
progress of SAARC, and India’s increased role, which act as counter-
weights to China. 

India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi has made renewed efforts to 
reach out to South Asian countries. This regional outreach includes 
a  new vision for SAARC. On the face of it, India and China share 
common goals for SAARC. But, both would like ‘to be at the cen-
ter of this regional integration process’.16 With the SAARC remaining 
fractured due to ongoing India-Pakistan tensions, the possibilities of 
South Asia becoming a  unified trading and diplomatic bloc has di-
minished. Meanwhile, China’s own plan is working on a bilateral ba-
sis, a strategy Beijing has already been pursuing with lucrative trade 
and investment deals in Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, Maldives and 
Afghanistan. 

All weather friendship with Pakistan
China has serious boundary disputes with India. It claims huge por-
tions of India’s territory in Jammu and Kashmir and Arunachal Pradesh, 
with a large chunk of India’s territory in Jammu and Kashmir already 
under Chinese occupation. A  close China–Pakistan relationship has 
allowed China to construct all-weather roads, railway, airfields and 
ports to connect all passes and military posts in Pakistan-occupied 
Kashmir (PoK) for securing energy and transport routes as well as for 
easy movement of its troops. The China-Pakistan relationship contin-
ues to be underpinned by a mutual rivalry with India. As undermining 
India’s emergence as a great power is a common objective of both the 
countries, Beijing’s strategy in South Asia has been to ensure that Pa-
kistan can ably perform a credible balancing role. The convergence of 
strategic interests between China and Pakistan also characterises the 
policy outlook of Xi Jinping, who has expanded China’s military and 
economic relations with Pakistan. 

Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said during Chinese Presi-
dent Xi’s visit to Pakistan in April 2015 that ‘Friendship with China is 
the cornerstone of Pakistan’s foreign policy’.17 China has termed Paki-
stan as its ‘irreplaceable all-weather friend’ and the two often describe 
their friendship as higher than mountains, deeper than oceans, stron-
ger than steel, and sweeter than honey. China has always valued the 
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geostrategic position of Pakistan and considers it useful in countering 
India. China has helped Pakistan build its arsenal of nuclear weapons 
and has emerged as Pakistan’s top arms supplier, a position until re-
cently held by the US. Andrew Small rightly argues that ‘China has 
been Pakistan’s  diplomatic protector, its chief arms supplier and its 
call of last resort when every other supposed friend has left it in the 
lurch. Virtually every important moment in Pakistan’s recent history 
has been punctuated with visits by its presidents, prime ministers and 
army chiefs to Beijing, where the deals and deliberations have so often 
proved to have a decisive impact on the country’s fate’.18

Beijing has emerged as Pakistan’s  great economic hope, which is 
apparent from the triumphant declaration of energy and infrastruc-
ture projects worth $46 billion, projected as China’s biggest overseas 
investment. Pakistan is the most crucial link to China’s grand designs 
for a new silk road connecting the energy fields of West Asia and the 
markets of Europe to the East Asian region. The ambitious 3000-kilo-
metre-long China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) would link the 
northwestern Chinese province of Xinjiang to Pakistan’s Gwadar port 
via PoK through a massive network of roads, railways and pipelines. 
The Gwadar port is already operational, but lacks road connectivity to 
central Pakistan. It is expected that Gwadar would be linked to China 
at the end of 2017 with the completion of the M-8 motorway and the 
upgrade of the Karakoram Highway.19

Pakistan plays an important role for Beijing in dissuading the Isla-
mist extremist organizations operating in its territory from targeting 
China, and cracking down on uncontrollable elements. But this rela-
tionship is not with its underlying tensions. It must be recalled that 
President Xi had to cancel his scheduled Pakistan tour in late 2014 due 
to security concerns arising from political disturbances in the coun-
try.20 Xi’s first Pakistan visit was also the first visit of a Chinese head 
of state in a decade. The CPEC would pass through politically volatile 
Baluchistan province of Pakistan, where a long-running separatist in-
surgency raises important questions about the feasibility of the plan. 
Given Pakistan’s ideology of Jihad and the policy of asymmetric war-
fare against India, Pakistan army cannot go all out against terrorist 
groups functioning within its territory. However, Beijing shares a very 
complicated relationship with Islamabad in this respect for the simple 
reason that Pakistan’s practice of state-sponsorship of terrorism has 
actually benefitted China in the first place. Chinese strategists are fully 
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aware that Pakistani terrorism today is directed not only against the 
Jammu and Kashmir but also the entire Indian state. Pakistan’s inten-
tion to undermine India’s emergence as a great power suits China well. 
Although Xi has been pursuing the policy of prioritizing economic in-
terests in China’s South Asia policy, he is not likely to give up either the 
China-Pakistan nexus or Chinese assertiveness on Sino-Indian border. 

According to Andrew Small, China-Pakistan relations have be-
come more important to China than they ever have been before. Paki-
stan’s utility to China has been growing and ‘now Pakistan is a central 
part of China’s  transition from a regional power to a global one…Its 
coastline is becoming a crucial staging post for China’s take-off as a na-
val power, extending its reach from the Indian Ocean to the Persian 
Gulf and the Mediterranean Sea’.21

Military modernisation and maritime assertiveness  
The central location of China makes it the geostrategic heartland of 
Asia. As all the regional states are located along either its land or mar-
itime periphery, the rise in China’s military power affects almost every 
Asian state. China’s assertive external behaviour can be explained with 
reference to the persistent growth in China’s military capabilities, dra-
matic shifts in the global distribution of power, particularly those re-
sulting from declining faith in America’s leadership capabilities. China 
was the driving force behind the Obama administration’s policy that 
called for America to ‘rebalance’ its forces to the Asia-Pacific region.22 

The growing military expenditure of China is reflected in modern-
ization plans in all military spheres – the Army, Navy, Air Force and nu-
clear force. Until recently, China’s military equipment was reverse-en-
gineered Soviet equipment. But things have been changing fast. For 
instance, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has inducted Type 98 and 
Type 99 tanks which are thought to be equivalent to the best ‘Main 
Battle Tanks’ in the world, while also testing new attack and recon-
naissance helicopters, the Z-10 and Z-19.23 China has also unveiled its 
own stealth fighter, the J-31, which seeks to match the world’s  most 
advanced fighter plane. China is reconfiguring its entire range of land 
based atomic missiles, by enabling them to carry multiple warheads. 
That includes changes in the single warhead DF-5 as well as the DF-31A 
missiles.24 China’s share in the international arms exports market has 
risen from 3.6% in 2006-10 to 5.9% in 2011-15.25 South Asia geopolitics 
cannot remain unaffected with this pace of military modernization. 
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Xi Jinping has relentlessly consolidated his personal grasp of mili-
tary power through intensive political will and the military reform an-
nounced in 2015, which remains the most comprehensive since the one 
started by Deng Xiaoping 30 years ago.26 Xi’s initiatives for streamlin-
ing the functioning of the military are aimed at improving the efficien-
cy, professionalism and war-fighting capability of the military. Seven 
PLA’s regional commands have been consolidated into five ‘theaters’.27 
More than 100 high-ranking military officers have been punished for 
various offenses, particularly on corruption charges. Xi has recently 
created and become the chairman of the Central Commission for In-
tegrated Military and Civilian Development (CCIMCD), whose aim is 
to reduce costs and facilitate the sharing of technology and resources 
between the armed forces and the civilian sector. The maritime and 
cyber domains are likely to benefit from the adoption of civil-military 
integration.28 

The transformation and modernization of the military could cre-
ate new operational challenges for the US military as well as threaten 
India’s  security.29 The speed and scale with which China has under-
taken infrastructure modernization in Tibet and the PoK undermine 
the current military balance along the India-China border.30 Besides 
testing new tanks,31 China is also building its missile capabilities in Ti-
bet, basing them on the region’s growing infrastructure. With China 
upgrading its nuclear and ballistic missiles to target India, it is highly 
unlikely that India’s nuclear deterrence will reach full maturity for an-
other decade. Together with military modernization, Beijing has been 
trying to make sure that China faces no hurdles in getting access to 
South Asia through well-built highways and rail networks.32 This has 
enabled China to have unobstructed access towards Arabian Sea, Bay 
of Bengal and to the whole Indian Ocean. 

The Indian Ocean provides critical sea routes connecting West Asia, 
Africa and South Asia with the broader Asian continent to the east and 
Europe to the west. Some most important strategic chokepoints, in-
cluding the Straits of Hormuz and Malacca, are found in the Indian 
Ocean. India is the central power in the Indian Ocean, which is the 
life-line of India because of 7,500 km of coastline. The geo-strategic 
and geo-economic significance of the Indian Ocean has grown over 
the years. It is not without reason that Robert Kaplan mentions that 
geopolitics of the 21st century would be shaped by events in the Indian 
Ocean.33 Whereas China’s rising international stature and India’s grow-
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ing economic rise have heightened the strategic value of the Indian 
Ocean, America’s ‘rebalance’ to Asia has also raised concerns over se-
curity in the region.34 

China’s efforts to bolster its military presence in the Indian Ocean 
region counter the geo-strategic and geo-economic pillars of In-
dia’s  grand strategy. India perceives China as trying to reshape the 
strategic environment in its favour, particularly by forming align-
ments with countries in the Indian Ocean region that could be used 
against India. Port developments in Kyaukpyu in Myanmar, Chit-
tagong in Bangladesh, Hambantota in Sri Lanka and Gwadar in Pa-
kistan have been made possible by China’s  technical and financial 
assistance.35 Although the efficacy of these ports as full scale naval 
bases has been questioned, it would not be entirely inaccurate to 
claim that they could be useful logistics points for Chinese naval  
vessels. Building strategic ties with India’s neighbours might be driv-
en by China’s economic and strategic reasons, but it has been viewed 
by many Indian strategic experts as ‘aimed at preventing India’s emer-
gence as an Asian and global power’.36 China has recently announced 
its intention to build its first overseas naval base at Obock in Dji-
bouti, ostensibly to support China’s  anti-piracy and peacekeeping 
operations. The US and Japan are already operating their naval bases 
at Djibouti.37 China’s logistical base at Djibouti enables a round-the-
year naval presence in the Indian Ocean. 

The deployment of Chinese submarines in the Indian Ocean rais-
es disturbing questions about Beijing’s long-term objectives. With the 
geopolitical scenario in South China Sea heating up significantly due 
to aggressive posturing by China and its creation of artificial islands, 
it seems strategically reasonable that the Chinese navy is beginning 
to shift its focus to the Indian Ocean not only in terms of power pro-
jection but also in terms of securing the sea lines of communication 
through the Indian Ocean region.38 China’s recent acquisition of com-
mercial facilities in the Indian Ocean region seem more in the nature 
of dual-use bases that can be upgraded to military facilities in the event 
of a crisis.39

Furthermore, the maritime component of China’s Silk Road project 
runs through the Indian Ocean. The $46-billion CPEC would provide 
China with smooth access to the Indian Ocean through the Gwadar 
port besides running through PoK. As per Chinese calculations, CPEC 
and BCIM would connect the Maritime Silk Road with Silk Road Eco-
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nomic Belt and bring all South Asian countries into the OBOR net-
work. China’s acquisition of overseas military facilities in the Indian 
Ocean may be defended as essential for maritime security as well as for 
Maritime Silk Road project, but what really causes concern is the issue 
of ‘the lack of transparency’.40

Enhanced relations with Afghanistan
For Beijing, Afghanistan should not become a safe haven for Uighur 
radical groups; insecurity in Afghanistan should not destabilise Paki-
stan and other Central Asian republics; the rise of extremist Islamist 
forces in Afghanistan should not exert ideological influence in Xin-
jiang; and proxy battles in Afghanistan between India and Pakistan 
should not escalate tensions in South Asia. For more than a decade, 
China was satisfied to be on the sidelines in Afghanistan, trying to mi-
nimise its political involvement and avoid being seen cooperating with 
the US. Beijing also relied upon Islamabad to play a leading role in en-
suring a stable outcome in Afghanistan, and to take care of Chinese 
interests there in the aftermath of imminent American withdrawal. 
But Xi Jinping seems to have realised that China can no longer avoid 
a more active role in dealing with Afghanistan if it wants to secure the 
desired geopolitical, security and economic outcomes. Ever since the 
US decided to scale down American presence in Afghanistan, China 
has given more importance to its bilateral ties with Afghanistan in or-
der to plug the political vacuum as well as to secure OBOR projects.

Since Ashraf Ghani came to power in 2014, and repercussions of in-
creasing influence of the Islamic State (ISIS) came to be discussed, Chi-
na has begun to take part in international efforts to bring the Taliban 
to the negotiating table for maintaining peace in Afghanistan, includ-
ing its bordering areas of Pakistan, where China is planning to invest 
in a number of projects under CPEC. Beijing became involved in the 
Quadrilateral Coordination Group (QCG) comprising Afghanistan, 
China, Pakistan, and the United States.41 Pakistan, Afghanistan, China 
and Tajikistan established a new Quadrilateral Cooperation and Coor-
dination Mechanism (QCCM), which was a Chinese initiative, but the 
Pakistan army actively contributed to its establishment.42 The urgency 
of establishing another ‘quadrilateral’ mechanism stemmed from the 
failure of the QCG dialogue process.43 

Chinese foreign minister Wang Yi visited Kabul and Islamabad in 
June 2017 in a bid to reduce tensions between Afghanistan and Paki-
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stan. Wang’s mission was a significant shift in China’s Afghan policy, as 
it was aimed at creating an opportunity for Beijing to exercise greater 
influence over South Asian geopolitics.44 Seen from an Indian perspec-
tive, the emerging axis between Moscow, Islamabad and Beijing seems 
to have put Pakistan once again in the driver’s seat over the future of 
Afghanistan. China’s diplomatic efforts in tandem with Pakistan and 
Russia to accommodate the Taliban as a tool against the ISIS have im-
plications for India. However, unilateral efforts by China to reach out 
to the Taliban have not yet had concrete results. 

Selective counter-terrorism 
China views terrorism, separatism and extremism as posing potential 
threats to a wide range of national security interests that include so-
cial stability, national unity, sovereignty and territorial integrity. Chi-
na’s  counter-terrorism efforts presently focus mainly on its Muslim 
ethnic Uighur population in the Xinjiang region. China’s official use 
of the term ‘terrorist’ seems to be reserved almost exclusively for de-
scribing those tied to Xinjiang. However, some Chinese scholars and 
government-affiliated experts have also characterised the riots among 
ethnic Tibetans as terrorism. China’s primary concern is the prevail-
ing instability and lawlessness around its periphery. The proximity of 
these locations to Xinjiang has given rise to fears that Uighur separat-
ists could use these areas as staging grounds for attacks against China 
or link up with Islamic radicals already operating in Afghanistan and 
Pakistan which are the primary focus of Beijing’s efforts in this regard. 
China has leaned heavily on Pakistan to do more to combat the ac-
tivities of the Eastern Turkestan Islamic Movement (ETIM) and the 
Eastern Turkistan Islamic Party (ETIP), both of which operate in Pa-
kistan’s tribal areas, where offshoots of Taliban and al-Qaeda provide 
training and monetary support to Uyghur Jihadists.45 

India and China have been engaged in counter-terrorism cooper-
ation. In May 2015, when Prime Minister Modi visited China, both 
the countries ‘reiterated their strong condemnation of and resolute 
opposition to terrorism in all its forms and manifestations and com-
mitted themselves to cooperate on counter-terrorism’.46 In November 
2015, India and China issued a joint statement in which they ‘agreed 
to enhance cooperation in combating international terrorism’.47 In 
September 2016, R N Ravi, Chairman of Joint Intelligence Commit-
tee of India and Wang Yongqing, Secretary General of Central Politi-
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cal and Legal Affairs Commission of China held ‘in-depth discussions 
on enhancing cooperation in counter-terrorism and security and on 
measures to jointly deal with security threats and reached important 
consensus in this regard’.48 However, this commitment is not reflected 
on the ground.  

China seeks regional and global support for targeting Uighur Isla-
mists but refrains from backing India’s  efforts to weaken the terror 
groups like the Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) and Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), 
who are considered the Pakistani army’s ‘strategic assets’ to wage asym-
metric war against India. This selective characterization poses several 
challenges for the success of counter-terrorism efforts in South Asia. 
India’s application to the UNSC Sanctions Committee (also known as 
1267 Committee) to designate the JeM chief, Masood Azhar, as a ter-
rorist has been repeatedly rejected because of China’s veto. China is 
the only country in the UNSC to oppose Masood Azhar’s  inclusion 
in a  UN blacklist of terrorist individuals, entities, organizations and 
groups. Even a former Chinese diplomat who had once served in India 
has struck a different note and expressed his disapproval of China’s of-
ficial policy of blocking India’s  bid to get Azhar branded as a  global 
terrorist.49 China’s decision is a logical corollary of its friendship with 
Pakistan. Beijing has a long history of supporting Pakistan in the UN 
whenever India has brought up the matter of Pakistan-sponsored ter-
rorists. When India sought UN censure of Pakistan for releasing LeT 
commander Zaki-ur Rehman Lakhvi, China blocked the move on the 
grounds that India did not provide sufficient information against him.50

China’s friendship with Pakistan stands in the way of Beijing cooper-
ating meaningfully with India in tackling terrorism in South Asia. How-
ever, it has not been easy for China to navigate the relationship ‘with 
a country that is both the greatest source of China’s terrorist threat and 
the crucial partner in combating it’.51 Unfortunately, it would most like-
ly take a major terrorist attack inside China with links to Pakistan to 
force a change in current Chinese policy. That Xi Jinping’s China, Islam-
abad’s biggest benefactor and stakeholder, is reluctant to do much about 
these perils darkens the prospects for peace in South Asia. 

India’s concerns and response
Beijing’s  indulgence with India’s  smaller neighbours has influenced 
India’s threat perception in South Asia. China’s economic and security 
overtures to Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Myanmar, Nepal, Paki-
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stan and Sri Lanka confirm India’s apprehensions of China’s strategy of 
the encirclement of India. Concern has been growing in New Delhi that 
China is taking advantage of India’s difficulties with some of its South 
Asian neighbours. Although China has not declared a  formal military 
alliance with any South Asian country against India, New Delhi has been 
apprehensive of a two-pronged attack by China and Pakistan along its 
northern border. Because of these factors, the Modi government has 
paid particular attention to deepen the special bonds of friendship with 
smaller neighbours by catering to their economic and infrastructural re-
quirements. As India presently lacks the material capacity to engage in 
a zero-sum game with China in the South Asian region, using soft power 
diplomacy to influence the neighbours is the right strategy. 

India has taken a  serious view of China’s  military modernization 
and maritime assertiveness. Consequently, New Delhi’s bilateral and 
multilateral defense cooperation with regional actors such as Japan, 
Australia, Singapore, South Korea and Vietnam has increased in un-
precedented ways in recent years. Prime Minister Modi has upgraded 
India’s ‘Look East Policy’ into ‘Act East Policy’. One of the attractions 
of close relations with India from the perspective of ASEAN countries 
is the belief that those relations would help alleviate the effects of Chi-
nese assertiveness in the region. India is treating its engagements with 
states in the region as a counterbalance to China’s power aspirations. 
In the current century, India wants multipolarity to emerge rather 
than Chinese hegemony in the region.

One of the major determinants of Xi Jinping’s South Asia policy is 
to neutralise the perceived American strategy to contain China with 
the support of regional allies. It is worth noting that the US-China re-
lationship is characterised by a mix of competition and cooperation, 
with the balance of those elements varying by issue and region. Al-
though the US-China competition has remained less acute in South 
Asia, where Beijing’s current military reach is more modest,52 the pres-
ent scenario is likely to change in coming years when India comes clos-
er to the US in the global strategic calculus. India’s geostrategic signifi-
cance in the Indian Ocean with a powerful navy along with contempo-
rary geopolitical dynamics operating in the Indo-Pacific region leaves 
no option for the Trump Administration but to co-opt New Delhi as 
America’s preferred strategic partner.

In a  significant departure from India’s  traditional policy of not 
entering into a military agreement with any major power, Modi has 
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made India’s strategic preference in favour of the US unambiguous-
ly clear with Indo-US Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agree-
ment (LEMOA). By deciding to sign the LEMOA, the government 
has overcome a long-held resistance to the agreement.53 India’s only 
agreement of a  broadly similar nature was the 1971 Indo-Soviet 
Treaty of Peace, Friendship and Cooperation ahead of the Bangla-
desh war. Fundamentally strategic in nature, that agreement did not 
have much scope of military cooperation.54 In contrast, the LEMOA 
allows militaries of India and the US to operate by using each oth-
er’s bases for logistics support. This will have far reaching ramifica-
tions on the regional balance of power in South Asia, where the US 
has acquired the strategic support of India and Japan as it readies 
to meet China’s challenge. Chinese ‘unilateralism’ and ‘coercion’ in 
the Indian subcontinent and the Indian Ocean region risks inviting 
responses from both inside and outside the region. Obama admin-
istration’s ‘pivot’ policy was partially aimed at constraining Chinese 
power strategically in Asia. Hopefully, Donald Trump will not only 
continue but also step up this effort.55

India’s leading strategic affairs analyst, C Raja Mohan, forcefully ar-
gues that it is in India’s interest to seek out greater cooperation with 
the US, primarily because of two reasons. First, despite significantly 
expanding its material capabilities in the last two decades, India does 
not find itself in a position to contain Pakistan unilaterally as well as 
balance Chinese power. Second, any strategy being adopted by India 
that emphasises on achieving these outcomes ‘would strengthen In-
dia’s position by pooling its resources with that of another power that 
shares these interests’.56

Conclusion
Until the end of the Cold War, China’s interests in South Asia were 
centred on geopolitical imperatives. By 1990s, China economic re-
forms required it to engage with the economies of South Asia. The 
rising threat of extremism has heightened China’s  concerns about 
the risks of instability across the whole region, though it has re-
mained loyal towards its closest friend, Pakistan, so far. China has 
continued to see the jihadist threat as containable, or at least one 
that can be managed by the Pakistani military. Besides its securi-
ty relationship with Pakistan, China’s main tools in the region are 
still diplomatic and economic. Yet the scale of its economic resourc-
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es and the nature of the investments are consequential to South 
Asia’s stability, if China chooses to deploy them more actively with 
strategic goals in mind. 

Some South Asian countries such as Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal 
and the Maldives, are not likely to attach the desired weight to Indian 
perspectives unless India emerges as a major economic power by intro-
ducing suitable economic reforms. India should continue to persuade 
its neighbours not to blindly agree on Chinese projects that might im-
peril their own security and sovereignty in the long run. Moreover, Chi-
na’s continued goal of balancing India through Pakistan, and its narrow 
conception of the terrorist threat, means that it cannot be expected to 
deal effectively with stability issues in the region. It does not serve Chi-
na’s interests to have tensions with India as it cannot rise successfully 
without winning the support of all its South Asian neighbours.

There is a deep reservoir of frustration and disillusionment in In-
dia concerning China’s South Asian policies. The dominant view exists 
that New Delhi needs to get tougher with Beijing on a  broad range 
of issues, including boundary disputes. At a time when China’s power 
and influence is growing both regionally and globally, while those of 
the US seem to be relatively declining, getting tough with China could 
be potentially dangerous. In such circumstances, India would like to 
see greater US presence to balance potentially disruptive Chinese be-
haviour in South Asia.

India under Narendra Modi has both opportunities and challenges 
in Xi Jinping’s South Asia policy. India can work towards economic op-
portunities which may arise in South Asia as China promotes regional 
connectivity. Strategically, India needs to be prepared to face challeng-
es as Xi Jinping’s diplomacy is aimed at establishing a new Asian order 
in which China would play the leading role.
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Contextualising Fulani-
Herdsmen Conflict in Nigeria

Kingsley Emeka Ezemenaka, Chijioke Egwu Ekumaoko

This article examines President Muhammadu Buhari’s  role in the 
long-running conflict between Fulani herdsmen and farmers in Ni-
geria. Having attained the rank of fourth-deadliest terrorist group in 
the world, the attacks of Fulani herdsmen on Nigerian farmers and 
vice versa are gaining international coverage, but commanding too 
little internal investigation. Using qualitative and quantitative meth-
odological approaches, this article reveals that the conflict between 
the farmers and Fulani herdsmen is multifaceted. This article debunks 
factors such as ethnic ties and overt regional favouritism on President 
Buhari’s approach to the conflict. The research findings also implicate 
security agencies as drivers of the conflict by aiding the Fulani herds-
men with acquisition of arms, and withholding information useful for 
addressing the conflict. Endemic corruption, political incompetence 
and political misdemeanour are shown to be key factors exacerbating 
the conflict between Fulani herdsmen and farmers. 

Keywords: Nigeria, Fulani herdsmen, farmers, conflict, security

In international relations discourse, the issues of state interaction and 
state dependency arise because of problems facing nation-states, par-
ticularly resource scarcity. Such problems may be classified as internal 
or external. For many African nations, and for Nigeria specifically, ex-
ternal factors include a history of colonial experience, neo-colonialism, 
membership of international organizations, and shared sovereignty. 
But as Clark has already noted, ‘a large majority of studies focused not 
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on states, leaders, and their interests, but on the legacy of colonialism 
and the structure of the world economy, which they perceived to ac-
count for Africa’s poor record of post-colonial development’.1

Despite the return of democracy to Nigeria in 1999, Ekumaoko 
noted that insecurity has continued to rank as one of the problems of 
highest concern for the country.2 In the oil-producing states of the Ni-
ger Delta, militancy has destabilized the economic, social and political 
wellbeing of many Nigerians. The affected citizens point to marginal-
ization and poor representation in a poorly-structured federal system 
as their primary grievances against the state. Between 2009 and 2014, 
the Islamic terrorist group Boko Haram destroyed lives and proper-
ty on a  rampage through north-eastern Nigeria. The terrorists pro-
claimed their aim of Islamizing the entire country. Though it is unclear 
why, the wave of destruction at the hands of Boko Haram has steadily 
declined following the election of President Buhari in 2015. While rel-
ative peace seems to have returned to north-eastern Nigeria, another 
form of unrest and insecurity is escalating across the entire country. 

Records from IFRA-Nigeria (2014) show that violent deaths as a re-
sult of clashes between herdsmen and farmers accounted for 68per-
cent of the total number of deaths across north-central Nigeria (786 of 
1,150).3 This trend of fatal conflict has since spread to the eastern part 
of the country, with a total of 710 Nigerians killed by Fulani herdsmen 
over ten months in 2015-16 (Mamah and Ndujihe).4

This present spike in insecurity in Nigeria is especially worrisome 
because of the underlying factors attributed to it- factors that indicate 
that the spate of recent attacks will not discontinue without govern-
ment action. The Nigerian state now faces many challenges in pivotal 
areas such as terrorism, militancy, ethnic tension and religious con-
flict. The conflict between farmers and Fulani herdsmen has prompted 
the need for a state intervention before the issue escalates enough for 
the international community to brand Nigeria as another ‘failed’ Afri-
can state. More worrisome still is the way President Buhari’s admin-
istration is addressing the problems of Fulani herdsmen in Nigeria. 
The crucial point on which this study is anchored is the reluctance 
of the presidency to address the herdsmen-versus-farmers conflict as 
it foments in its early stage, before it threatens state legitimacy and 
sovereignty. 

The Fulani herdsmen and farmers conflict are not a one-way con-
flict, both have suffered causalities. However, from 2010 to 2013, Fu-
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lani militants killed around 80 people. In 2014 alone, Fulani militants 
(who are also herdsmen) killed a total of 1229 people, making them the 
fourth deadliest militant group in the world according to the Global 
Terrorism Index.5 A recent report by Mercy Corps, a global humanitar-
ian organization funded by the British Department for International 
Development (DFID), said ‘the endless conflict between farmers and 
herdsmen across the country, especially in the north-central, is costing 
Nigeria at least $14 billion in potential revenues annually’ (Agbedo).6 
This study investigates the hypothesis of how state are weakened by 
institutional deficiency, while showing how the Nigerian state re-
sponded to the Fulani-Farmer conflict and security challenges which 
increases ethnic disparities and xenophobic attacks. This article makes 
no attempt to prioritize the related problems since no single issue 
stands out as slighter or weightier. While the conflict’s causes and con-
sequences are many, the primary issues discussed are state legitimacy, 
sovereignty, and the president’s leadership role in governing the state. 

This study also seeks to address the gap in the literature concerning 
behavioural roles in addressing regional and ethnic conflict caused by 
the actions of nomadic herdsmen. Therefore, it examines the leader-
ship behavioural role and introduces a new line of thought using the 
presidency role on the current conflict between Fulani herdsmen and 
farmers through an exploration of three questions: 

1. Does the president’s cultural and ethnic affiliation to the Fulani 
tribe influence the way he addresses the conflict between farmers 
and Fulani herdsmen?
2. Is state security, legitimacy and sovereignty challenged by this 
conflict?
3. What are the consequences of the Buhari administration’s  in-
ability to address the conflict in a timely or effective manner?

Methodology 
In evaluating the observable phenomenon of the presidential role on 
the Fulani herdsmen and farmer conflict in Nigeria, the methodolo-
gy of this study adopts a  collaborative and adaptive research design 
that makes use of theory, regional and community situations with the 
objectives mentioned above and theoretical framework to help inves-
tigate and analyse the presidential role on the Fulani herdsmen and 
farmer conflict in Nigeria. Furthermore, the hypothetical problems 
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and notion associated with the presidential ethnic affiliation with the 
Fulani in addressing the conflict will be tested and addressed through 
the qualitative usage of an instrumental case study approach and 
quantitative method of data collection and analysis. 

Data collection: The data were gathered through the use of a ques-
tionnaire (general information concerning the Fulani herdsmen and 
farmer conflict was extracted from the Nigerian population through 
the quantitative method using questionnaires to reach a sample of 200 
respondents); 15 interviews (these were conducted across key security 
sector operatives consisting of members of the police, the Nigerian Se-
curity and Civil Defence Corp (NSCDC) and the State Security Services 
(SSS), as well as media practitioners and key politicians whose roles 
relate to the Fulani conflict); the local Fulani herdsmen representative 
(traders) and existing literature from journals, books and newspapers. 

Data analysis: The five months’ worth of empirical information 
gathered from the questionnaire were analysed using the SPSS statis-
tics software program, using logical regression with interpretations, 
and interviews were transcribed. Also, quantitative information was 
compared with the qualitative narrative and phenomenological anal-
ysis. With this, gaps in the literature concerning regional and ethnic 
conflict that are caused by Fulani herdsmen, farmers and the presiden-
tial role in resolving the conflict will be better understood and subse-
quently addressed. 

Study rationale
This research advances the debates of the presidential role on the re-
gional and ethnic conflict caused by nomadic herdsmen (Fulani and 
farmers) in Nigeria, by showing and explaining the underlying factors 
that destabilizes peace and security.  It is significant to African affairs 
studies because it takes a  state-centric approach to the study of de-
mocracy and advances the debate on regional security in an African 
nation. This state-centric approach seeks to set aside for a  moment 
questions of colonialism, neo-colonialism and other countries’ foreign 
policy in order to achieve a deeper understanding of domestic politi-
cal behaviour. This deeper understanding is necessary if we are to see 
more insightful studies of challenges to state legitimacy and sovereign-
ty within the framework of regional and international politics. 

As Malaquias argues, the realities of political, social, cultural, reli-
gious, and other connections to national and ethnic groups cannot be 
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ignored or dismissed in new African(ist) approaches to understanding 
contemporary African phenomena.7 And as Clark notes, ‘for Africanists 
on the continent, a large majority focused not on states, leaders, and 
their interests, but on the legacy of colonialism and the structure of 
the world economy, which they perceived to account for Africa’s poor 
record of post-colonial development.’8 

Literature review
Recent studies of Nwanegbo and Odigbo,9 Hassan10 and Okemi11 have 
suggested that Nigeria is facing enough security challenges to place 
it in the category of fragile or failing state. Studies from Richard at-
tempted to explain the state failure as a result of inept leadership.12 
Agbaje wrote about religious sentiments,13 Nnoli wrote about ethnici-
ty,14 also Nnoli15 and Offiong discussed and described the effect of eth-
nicity.16 Atwood17 and Ogbeidi18 talked extensively on corruption and 
Osaghae19 and Ekeh20 discussed the colonial legacy and the personal 
attributes of political leaders in Nigeria. The dominant perception 
among the international community is that African leaders govern 
failed states--christened with ugly names like “corruptocracies”, “cha-
osocracies” or “terrorocracies”-which occur because of the perennial 
violence and insecurity that bedevils the continent. African leaders 
agree on the severity of the crises on the continent, but how do they 
respond to these crises? What leadership styles, roles and initiatives 
are emerging? Leadership style is of importance as one style may pro-
duce a very different outcome than another. In this regard, the Nige-
rian political ‘leadership’ (past and present, military and civilian), as 
well as government institutions have suffered and still suffer from cer-
tain legitimacy problems that stem from the nature of the state’s com-
position and authority.

The work of Burgess et al. revealed how African leaders are influ-
enced by ethnic orientations. Their study revealed that political regime 
changes matter and leaders disproportionately invest in those districts 
where their ethnicity is dominant under autocracy and attenuated 
when the same leaders are in a democratic setting and increase con-
straint on the leader.21 For example, sub-Saharan Africa plays the role 
of prime mobilizer of resources for the people, but when the state is 
hijacked by one or more ethnic groups under autocracy who use the 
state machinery for selfish ends as opposed to national development 
concerns, a predatory state emerges where ‘clientelism’ and nepotism 
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are used for state development.22 Another exploratory study by Chin, 
who noted that most leadership research is silent about how race and 
ethnicity influence the exercise of leadership, showed that cultural 
variations emerged on a factor consistent with a humane orientation 
and collaborative leadership style.23 From the foregoing, one can say 
that African leaders such as Buhari are influenced by regional and cul-
tural orientations.

 Ogundiya summarised the prevailing explanations for political cri-
ses as: differing political cultures among differing ethnic groups; the 
lingering impacts of colonialism; ethnicity-based political parties; the 
loss of idealism; the politics of cultural sub-nationalism; and the poli-
tics of regional security. Each of these crises is compounded by an ap-
parent unwillingness to attack these problems at their foundation.24 
Upholding this summary of the political situation, Suberu argues that:

A fundamental feature of the contemporary Nigerian psyche is 
the deep and profound distrust for government. The dream of 
responsive and popular government in Nigeria has collapsed 
in the face of repeated abortion and frustration of popular as-
pirations by consecutive Nigerian governments, very few Ni-
gerians believe that government can act for the public good.25

The Fulani herdsmen conflict traces back to 1980-1984, involving 
the Tiv people of Benue state in a violent conflict with Fulanis result-
ing to theloss of about 80 cattle which meant a lot of loss for the Fu-
lani’s. (WEP 2012).26 In March 2014, the fatality trend in North East 
Nigeria with the rate of about 1187 dead people also indicated lethal vi-
olence associated with herdsmen attack and other drivers of violence. 
(IFRA-Nigeria 2014)27. The curation of attacks and fatalities by SBM in-
telligence (2016), revealed that Pastoral conflict is the deadliest threat 
which has resulted to 470 victims killed during cattle rustling and 
about 1425 killed in attacks involving Fulani herdsmen, with an aver-
age of 30 deaths per attack by Fulani herdsmen and the residents of the 
attacked communities account for most of the deaths.28 Concerning 
the South-East region which the study focuses on, 9 people were killed 
by suspected herdsmen in Nimbo/Ukpabi community in Enugu state. 
Thus, security agencies failed to prevent the attack even when they 
were forewarned by the community of the imminent attack. (Amnes-
ty International 2017). Due to the incessant clash of Fulani herdsmen 
and farmers, there is now a general notion that any attack on farmers 
are executed by Fulani herdsmen.29 This is stressed by USAID/Nigeria 
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(2014) that when rural massacre occurs the media puts the blame on 
Fulani instead of ‘unknown gunmen’.30

Theoretical framework
This study mainly employs Chabal’s twofold theoretical tenets of the 
politics of surviving and politics of suffering, supported by several ad-
ditional theories used to examine leadership behaviour. Chabal’s ‘pol-
itics of suffering and smiling’31 is useful here to explain the legitimacy 
of African politics on local and national scales in Nigeria. He explains 
that ‘ordinary people engage in economic activities to maintain life 
and a degree of self-respect’. He goes on to argue that for an under-
standing of what is happening in regional politics, it is vital to consider 
the informal political experience, made up of a number of socio-eco-
nomic and political facets that are outside the sphere of traditional 
academic analytical categories. An understanding that incorporates 
formal as well as informal experience helps us attribute importance to 
previously neglected relationships and causalities, and to rationalize 
behaviours that may appear ‘irrational’ according to standard econom-
ic logic. 

The first part of the twofold theoretical tenet adopted here explains 
President Buhari’s  role in the conflict between farmers and Fulani 
herdsmen as a role borne out of what Chabal calls ‘the politics of sur-
viving,’ specifically as it concerns migration. The politics of surviving 
(using migration) explains that people are not confined to the domestic 
arena. Africans have always moved in search of work, goods and land, 
and the erection of colonial territorial borders, later solidified into na-
tional frontiers, has not erased this traditional migration. Modern Afri-
cans, like many people throughout the world, are prepared to move for 
economic gain and/or out of economic necessity. The nomadic Fulani 
herdsmen customarily migrate to gain access to green pastures for their 
cattle, a custom which increases their economic activity and gains. This 
activity has become ever more desperate in recent times as pasture land 
is developed into housing and farmland. Chabal’s contemporary ‘politics 
of surviving’ provides an excellent insight into attitudes of and toward 
migrants, extensive African diasporas, the interrelation between mi-
gration and modern technology, and migration between nation states. 
However, Chabal doesn’t adequately apply his theory to the locality of 
migration within states (such as that witnessed by the nomadism of the 
Fulani). For example, on climate change, the Abugu and Onuba studies 
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revealed that pastoralists migrate within the state due to extreme and 
harsh weather conditions largely caused by climate change.32 Also, Nte 
notes climate change as the cause of Fulani herdsmen conflict.33

President Buhari’s  hesitation to address the attacks made by Fu-
lani herdsmen may be due to understanding rather than ignorance: 
a compassion for the Fulani tribe who are struggling to meet livelihood 
needs in the face of severe drought and drastically reduced pasture. 
However, Buhari seems not to have taken into consideration the scale 
of the conflict associated with migrations in contemporary African so-
cieties. According to Chabal, if the ability to survive is not in doubt, 
neither is the depth of suffering endured by the millions of desperately 
poor people who have no access to the “clientelistic” networks that are 
so essential to life in Africa.34 

The second part of the twofold theory examines President Bu-
hari’s  role through Chabal’s  ‘politics of suffering’ with specific refer-
ence to violence and conflict. Whether intentional or not, President 
Buhari’s fight against corruption, with little attention given to other 
aspects of Nigeria’s politics, has resulted in a ‘politics of suffering,’ lead-
ing to violence and conflict because people are struggling for basic re-
sources and survival. This struggle cuts across all forms of resources, 
including the basic livelihood needs of the farmers and Fulani herds-
men central to this study. 

From Chabal’s  theory, one prelude to violence and conflict is the 
informalization of the state. Informalization of the state causes trouble 
for the powerless in that it decreases certainty around justice. In the 
absence of effective top-down security measures, widespread abuses 
spring up, where groups of people prey on each other for survival. In 
rural areas, the state powers have few resources with which to curb 
violent activities or resolve emerging local conflicts. Conflict which 
takes the three forms of ‘degradation of the human body, the collapse 
of shared values and the breakdown of social order’ is, according to 
Chabal ‘like a low-grade fever that never ends… it is probably that such 
persistent subjection to an arbitrary and continuous form of brutality 
is having long-term psychological effects we do not yet fully under-
stand’.35 One psychological effect manifesting itself in Nigeria is the ste-
reotyping of Fulani ethnic tribes as violent dagger-carriers; a dreadful, 
unwanted component of Nigerian society. 

Leadership theory shows how leaders’ behaviour affects their ability 
to perform tasks set before them. Different theories concerning lead-
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ers have been put forward, ranging from behavioural theories, modern 
theories, contingency theories and transformational theories. Horne 
noted that ‘People point to a  leader who is benign, corrupt, power 
thirsty, sincere, charismatic or whatever, because humans give up their 
individual freedom in exchange for a  greater good so that everyone 
may live well, but few persons may realize that there is a profound phil-
osophical underpinning to leadership’36. This study utilizes role-play 
theory (a subset of Behavioural theory) to explain the leadership role 
of President Buhari. Role-play theory according to Mead, Person and 
Merton refers to:

[T]he explanation of what happens when people are acting out 
social processes and the consequences of their doing so. Each 
person is an actor representing a  typical individual in a  re-
al-life scenario performing within a specific context and a set 
of functions with which are associated norms, expectations, 
responsibilities, rights, and psychological states.37

Mead et al highlight that the principal function of role-play theory 
is its application to conflict resolution, and for discovering informa-
tion about exhibited behaviour that needs to be addressed. Role-play 
theory elucidates social positions in education, economics, science and 
government, which underpin social cohesion in the state. The central 
problem with ‘role-playing’ in leadership is that individuals cannot be 
representative for everyone all the time. In other words, individual 
role-play is limited in time, space and to specific situations, and may 
not accurately respond to real life events.

Overview of the Fulani herdsmen and farmer conflict in 
Nigeria
From the Nigeria Fact sheet, Nigeria has a vast land mass of 923,768 
square kilometres, with about 800km of coastline, making Nigeria 
a potential maritime power.38 Nigeria has abundant land for agricul-
tural, industrial and commercial activities. The country’s topography 
ranges from lowlands along the coast and in the lower Niger valley 
to high plateaus in the north and mountains along the east. Nige-
ria’s ecology varies from dense tropical forest in the south to dry sa-
vannah spreading through the middle belt region to the far north, 
yielding a diverse mix of plant and animal life. The vegetation and 
climatic conditions shape and inform the occupation of the various 
peoples of Nigeria. For instance, the people of the southern part are 
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mainly fishermen and farmers because of the coastal line forming 
their boundary. This is also true for the peoples of the forest hinter-
land of the south-east and west. For the northern part of the country, 
agriculture and cattle rearing are not just occupations, but ways of 
life.

Historically speaking, cattle are highly valuable in the north, where 
they serve as a medium of exchange as well as a means of estimating 
a man’s wealth, honour and prestige. Cattle have such religious, ritual, 
political, social and economic significance that ‘bride price’ is deter-
mined by the number of cattle owned by the suitor. The pre-histor-
ic trans-Saharan trade, which lasted into the twentieth century and 
spanned the entire West African region -- reaching Timbuktu, Song-
hai, Dahomey, Gao, Djenne, Tuareg, Agadez, Kanem, Borno, and far 
into the Berber regions of the north-- was made possible using cattle 
and camels. Long-distance trade was viable because of the constant 
migration of cattle herdsmen in search of greener pastures. 

The root cause of conflict between Fulani herdsmen and farmers 
in Nigeria is the natural tension between herdsmen struggling to find 
rich pastures to graze their cattle and farmers struggling to convert 
and maintain productive farmland without the interruption and de-
struction that can be caused by migratory grazing. The Fulani herds-
men are one of the largest semi-nomadic groups in the world and own 
most of the cattle in Nigeria. Blench states that the exact period the 
Fulani -also known as Fulbe - moved into Nigeria is unknown, but they 
are believed to have been present in the far north from the sixteenth 
or seventeenth centuries.39 The Constitution of the Federal Republic 
of Nigeria recognizes the right of citizens to move and live freely in 
the country while respecting private territorial properties and spaces 
of different tribes in the country: 

‘Every citizen of Nigeria is entitled to move freely throughout 
Nigeria and to reside in any part thereof, and no citizen of Ni-
geria shall be expelled from Nigeria or refused entry thereby 
or exit therefrom’.40

Like every other citizen in the country, Fulani herdsmen enjoy their 
right to movement while carrying out their business in the country. 
However, the ancient nomadic culture of the Fulani herdsmen con-
flicts with modern society, which tends to prioritise the land rights of 
settled urban and agricultural communities. The Fulani migrations 
also impede other citizens’ use of state and federal lands and roads. 
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Herdsmen are often seen grazing or moving their cattle across fed-
eral and state roads meant for public transportation, and strict puni-
tive measures do not exist to discourage such actions. Beyond violent 
conflict, disturbances caused by the herdsmen and their cattle include 
competing with vehicular movement on roads and littering roads with 
dung. Those familiar with Fulani herding activities will perhaps point 
out that this trend is nothing new, and ask why Fulani grazing should 
be an issue now. To answer this anticipated question, this study points 
to the dramatic increase in the number of casualties. Over the last de-
cade, this conflict has claimed human lives at an increasing rate: deaths 
now number in the thousands. 

It must be noted that the Fulani also have incurred loss of lives. The 
Armed Conflict Report reveals that between the first and seventh of Jan-
uary 2002, the conflict between herdsmen and farmers in Mambilla Pla-
teau State resulted in the death of more than 96 herdsmen and the loss 
of 53,991 cattle, which led to mass internal migration of affected commu-
nities.41 Notable Fulani clashes over farmland destruction occurred on 
September 30 2012, April 5 2014, February 18 2016, March 5 2016, April 12, 
19 and 25 2016, June 16 and 20 2016, and December 18 2016. Of the ten 
cases in total, eight were recorded in 2016 alone.42 In February 2016 over 
300 people were killed in the state of Benue, and in March 2016 over 40 
were killed in Enugu state, with many more fleeing their homes as a re-
sult. More recently, 20 Tiv farmers were killed with dozens more severe-
ly injured in Dan-Anacha, Gassol Local Government area, Taraba State. 
The deaths were attributed to Fulani militia who used sophisticated 
guns.43 Armed clashes, crop destruction and nuisance have combined to 
transform the customary behaviours of the Fulani into a serious public 
disturbance, one that needs to be addressed by a democratic administra-
tion that bears the slogan of ‘change’.

Additionally, the presidential silence in response to grievances 
raised by farmers has been unsatisfactory. Lip-service to concern for 
security and intentions to address the conflict have been met with 
scepticism. Recently, there have been measures taken to address Fulani 
herdsmen issues, such as by Ayodele Fayose, Governor of Ekiti, who 
signed an anti-grazing bill in 2016 after the suspected killing of two 
people by herdsmen in the Oke Ako community at Ikole Local Gov-
ernment, Ekiti.44 Fayose is the first executive governor to implement 
such a decisive punitive measure. Observers are concerned that Buhari 
is unable to dissociate himself from his cultural ties in discharging his 
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responsibility to the state as a  Nigerian president. Furthermore, the 
president’s  (lack of) response to the conflict has raised far-reaching 
concerns, such as: 

1. President inaction to farmers and Fulani herdsmen conflict is 
part of his Caliphate hidden agenda. 
2. The Sultan of Sokoto, who is the chairman of the Board of 
Trustees of MACBAN cattle breeder’s  association and enterprise, 
uses the economic gain associated with cattle business to perpe-
trate crimes of trespassing, destruction of people’s  property, kid-
napping, arson, murder and ethnic cleansing etc.45

It was shortly after the Ekiti state law on herdsmen movement 
that the (Federal) senate passed a bill against Fulani herdsmen using 
major roads in the Federal Capital Territory of Abuja. Perhaps the Fu-
lani herdsmen misunderstand the federal constitution on freedom of 
movement in the country, or have misconstrued their cultural rights 
assured them by the country’s current constitution.

State legitimacy and sovereignty 
National government is primarily a  means to address important na-
tional issues, such as security and human rights. The interference 
of the government is sometimes dubbed ‘negative sovereignty’ that 
breeds disorganized, divided, corrupt and chaotic nation-states.46 As 
Clapham notes: 

Sovereignty is a mechanism through which weak states seek 
to protect themselves against strong ones. Thus, the weaker 
the internal legitimacy of a state, the greater its external de-
pendence will be. This in turn exacerbated the relationship 
between the government and the people whom it ruled.47

In a heterogeneous state like Nigeria, the challenges to state legiti-
macy and sovereignty result from the state’s inefficiency in addressing 
long-standing issues in the society: security problems, marginalization, 
ethnic disenchantment, and the dominance of certain ethnic groups in 
state affairs. Specific challenges facing the current administration are:

1. An exacerbated conflict between farmers and Fulani herdsmen 
2. Ethnic domination of Fulani-Hausa over other ethnic groups in 
Nigeria.
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On the challenges of state legitimacy, Chabal and Daloz48 assert that 
‘one of the most important societal forces to challenge and replace the 
primacy of the state in Africa is the so-called “Big Men” or “Warlords”.’ 
This phenomenon has clear parallels with what is seen in Nigeria con-
cerning the Fulani herdsmen, who are challenging the state supremacy 
by taking laws into their hands in reactionary and organised attacks 
that have killed thousands of people. Of course the Fulani herdsmen 
are not the only lethal non-state force acting in Nigeria today: Boko 
Haram continues to top the lists of groups challenging state legitimacy 
through deadly force. The challenges to the sole possession of power 
by the Nigerian state fit a pattern of revolutions brought about by in-
equality, marginalization, and differing ideologies. 

External recognitions of government coupled with internal distur-
bance can in some cases not quell but compound challenges to state 
legitimacy. ‘The weaker the state,’ says Clapham, ‘in terms of its size 
and capabilities, its level of physical control over its people and territo-
ry, and its ability or inability to embody an idea of the state shared by 
its people, the greater the extent to which it will need to call on exter-
nal recognition and support’ (Clapham 1996:11).49 Examples of external 
assistance failing to resolve questions of legitimacy have already man-
ifested themselves in Nigeria. This played out when the United States 
military came to support Nigeria in fighting the Boko Haram terrorist 
group in the Sambisa Forest with little or no success. Support –whether 
military or economic- from the international community rarely comes 
on a platter of gold, and is always conditional on the adoption of other 
policies that will be institutionalized for the benefit of the benefactor 
when help is accepted. This undermines the internal and international 
policies, and ultimately the sovereignty of the beneficiary state.

The role of every leader is determined by a number of concomitant 
factors that play on the leader’s idiosyncratic attitudes, reactions and 
sentiments. Individual leaders can be biased, discriminatory, repres-
sive, suppressive, marginalizing, inclusive, sincere, progressive or oth-
erwise. 

From President Buhari’s inaugural speech, in which he declared that 
‘[he is] for nobody, and belong[s] to nobody,’ the president’s  actions 
demonstrate favouritism. This behaviour has led to a decline of legiti-
macy for his government. People question the sincerity, intentions and 
purposefulness of the president toward the Nigerian project. Especial-
ly in south-eastern Nigeria, where the president received significantly 
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fewer votes when he was initially elected, the level of disenchantment 
is high. The president has been quoted saying that he will remem-
ber the regions that gave him a  larger percentage of the vote before 
he looks to other regions. This has played out in a way that made the 
South-East senators to visit Buhari, demanding developmental proj-
ects in the South East.50

The consequences of the Buhari administration’s inability to 
address the conflict between farmers and Fulani herdsmen in 
a timely and effectively manner
From Benue to Enugu state, people have been gruesomely killed by 
Fulani herdsmen. This pattern of conflict isn’t limited to hand-to-
hand combat, either: an attempt was made by the Department of State 
Services (DSS) to arrest prominent Pastor Suleman for speaking out 
against herdsmen.51 In response to individual incidents and to the con-
flict as a  whole, the Nigerian government has done little more than 
passing the buck around. Small wonder, then, that the citizenry wish-
es the president dead.52 This sentiment conforms to the information 
gathered during the interview at the NSCDC, which revealed that vi-
olent incidents and the larger issues behind them are being addressed 
only by protocols of meetings and deliberations to be debated by the 
senate. This has proved to be an inadequate measure to stem the esca-
lating loss of life. Protocols and meetings are of course a necessary ele-
ment of addressing the issues in Nigeria, but prolonging action longer 
than necessary mars the whole process. Issues concerning human and 
national security should be addressed as fast as possible before they 
escalate. This type of delaying tactic is what led to the formation of the 
full-blown Boko Haram insurgency in Nigeria, the resurgence of Biafra 
agitations, and the militants of the Niger Delta in Nigeria. These con-
flicts always have early warning signs, but the Nigerian government 
traditionally ignores latent problems until they escalate.

One of the consequences of President Buhari addressing the Fu-
lani conflict on time is the approaches of state governors addressing 
such conflicts wrongly.  For example, the Kaduna State Governor, Mal-
lam Nasir el-Rufai, has made it known through print media that his 
government paid off a  Fulani group in Southern Kaduna to prevent 
killings. According to the governor, the payment was compensation 
for Fulani herdsmen aggrieved by their loss of cattle and lives follow-
ing the violence after the 2011 election.53 This payment came to light 
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during heightened debate about the president’s stance on the conflict. 
The consensus response in Kaduna to the compensation was that the 
governor was effectively paying killers not to kill again, when instead 
they could be apprehended and made to face the law. The compen-
sation was seen as informal damage control, rather than the formal 
measure that the residents of southern Kaduna hoped for. This pattern 
of inadequate policy, escalation and weak response is a microcosm of 
what is playing out across Nigeria.

Results and discussion 
Interviews
Interview responses gathered from the NSCDC revealed that the  
NSCDC have not been deeply involved in the conflict. Thus, the feder-
al government have included the NSCDC to help douse the conflict be-
tween Fulani herdsmen and the farmers. According to minutes of the 
NSCDC meetings held with federal government representatives, the 
central point deliberated was access to roads: how the Fulani herds-
men can migrate through communities in their search for cattle-graz-
ing pasture without destroying farmland. The minutes also contained 
an admonishment directed at both herdsmen and farmers, who were 
advised to report all grievances to officially sanctioned security agen-
cies, instead of taking the law into their own hands. Information pre-
sented during the meeting revealed that Fulani herdsmen agreed to 
pay a commensurate amount for crops destroyed in the cases where 
cattle damaged farmland. In closing the meeting, the NSCDC high-
lighted that plans for designated grazing reserves advocated in 2016 as 
a measure to address the conflict are yet to be implemented. 

One of the key respondents is a cattle dealer and the secretary of 
the Ebonyi state chapter of the Cattle Dealer’s Association. We inter-
viewed this respondent, who has consented to be cited as Alhaji Sule 
Mohammed, at Garki Market, Abakaliki on 03 February 2017. Alhaji 
Sule Mohammed, who is well versed with the Fulani herdsmen and 
Hausa community in general, noted that the herdsmen are nomadic 
and may therefore be not educated enough to recognize state law. In 
his words, ‘The Fulanis survive mainly on rearing of cows and dwell on 
fertile land irrespective of the land being a farmland or not, which has 
been their pattern of life since time immemorial. During the dry sea-
son, which is also known as summer, they move southwards in search 
of green pastures to graze their cattle and during the rainy season they 
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return to their homes which are mostly located at the Northern region 
of the country, thus urbanization has made grazing impossible, while 
the remaining available fields for grazing are used for farms’. Alhaji 
Sule Mohammed specified the root of the conflict as a lack of available 
grazing fields. An increase in population has caused people living in 
the settled societies to develop the places the Fulani herdsmen usually 
graze during the dry season. Over successive migration seasons, less 
and less of the Fulani’s  customary grazing land is available to them. 
Consequently, the Fulani herdsmen, not understanding the implica-
tions of trespassing due to their level of education, and valuing their 
cows more than anything they possess, graze their cattle in forests and 
on farmland. 

Alhaji Sule Mohammed said that the conflict has had grave conse-
quences for Nigeria’s national security. He said that the security op-
eratives help herdsmen to procure arms and weapons in the name of 
self-defence.  Although he couldn’t mention any security agency, he 
said that none of them are innocent of this crime, and that greater 
blame should be apportioned to the security operatives for the enor-
mous increase in challenges, scale and casualties caused by the violent 
dimension that the conflict has taken on in recent years.

On the conflict’s  consequences for the country’s  economy, Alhaji 
Sule Mohammed noted that due to the ban placed on cattle imports 
from Niger Republic and Chad, there has been increase in purchase 
prices. For example, a cow sold in 2012 for $306 (exchange rate 150,000 
naira) could now be sold for $449 to $510 (current exchange rate 
220,000–250,000 Naira) depending on the size and the owner’s bar-
gaining power. Thus, the conflict affects the economy and raises the 
cost of staples for the poor masses.

Regarding public perception of the conflict, Alhaji Sule Mohammed 
(and other anonymous respondents) informed this study that due to 
the importance of (or sentimentality towards) ethnicity and religion in 
Nigeria, many Nigerians place blame for the conflict on President Bu-
hari’s bias toward the Fulani. Although it is agreed that Buhari doesn’t 
condone the violence, many believe that the implicit support of the 
president is enabling the Fulani herdsmen to continue their armed 
provocations and deadly attacks.

On the question of whether security operatives have been adequate-
ly equipped to curb the conflict, Alahji Sule Mohammed asserted that 
‘Nigerian security is the best in Africa but they are corrupt. Corruption 
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everywhere: spiritually; economy; religion; politics; security- name it. 
They are very corrupt and that is affecting their operations and func-
tion. Are they not the people selling weapons to the herdsmen? It is 
unthinkable how ordinary civilians come in possession of such rifles 
like (the) AK 47, Mac 4 and other deadly weapons meant for the secu-
rity operatives. They have what it takes to douse the situation but are 
very corrupt and that impedes their effectiveness. They are selling the 
weapons.’ This anecdotal evidence is in accord with Bendix and Stan-
ley who noted that, ‘the security sector, especially the police and the 
military, often contributes to violent conflict rather than containing 
or preventing it’.54 Alhaji Sule Mohammed stated that the president is 
tackling the conflict seriously, ‘doing his best to arrest the situation,’ 
by dealing with militancy, insurgency and the herdsmen violence. Ad-
equate security, advocacy and campaigns through the media are being 
put in place. At the moment, there are no punitive measures in place. 
Responding to a question about what he thought the best measures for 
resolving the conflict would be, Alhaji Sule Mohammed said that there 
should be round table discussion between farmers and herdsmen, and 
that a thorough investigation into the activities of the security opera-
tives would go a long way toward dousing the conflict. Measures for 
weapon control should be put into place, and outright disarmament 
of the herdsmen should be conducted, since they are not part of the 
security agencies.

From the farmer’s side, two key respondents practicing subsistence 
farming volunteered for interview while others were not willing to in-
terview due to fear of security operatives harassing them and the sim-
ilarity in information to the two respondents.  With the absence of 
mechanized farmers in the region of our research to get detailed infor-
mation, a mechanized/commercial farm known as Aroms Farms in Edo 
State was enlisted for interview concerning the challenges of Fulani 
herdsmen. During the request for interview, the CEO of Aroms Farms, 
Aigbehi Emmanuel Aroms, provided us the link to an excerpt regard-
ing farming needed for this study with explanation on how he invested 
100 million Naira ($317,715) with a mission to create food security, em-
ployment and quality agricultural product for Edo state. Nonetheless, 
this mission was countered by the Fulani herdsmen whose mission is 
to create fear, food scarcity and food dependency from the North and 
lost 50 million naira ($158,858). He backed his assertions with an expla-
nation that ‘cows don’t eat pineapple and pineapple which is part of 
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the farms produce were not only destroyed by the Fulanis but an entire 
field of pineapple was uprooted’ and his workers were severely injured 
too, while some lost their lives, which shows that the Fulani herdsmen 
were not just wondering into farms with cows but with the mission to 
destroy farms. Also, he stated that destruction of farms was not done 
during day time but at night when farmers have all gone home and 
part of the effect of the dreadful activities by the herdsmen discourages 
the youth from engaging in agricultural business. An excerpt of simi-
lar information granted for this study can be found at (https://www.
facebook.com/AromsAigbehi/videos/229877960851653/; https://www.
facebook.com/AromsAigbehi/videos/228510110988438/ )

Shedding more light on the qualitative result above, this study used 
the quantitative approach to control and test the observable phenom-
enon and the results are show below.

Quantitative result 

To determine the relationship between 3 independent variables: Eth-
Vio, SepAgit, and StateLegit and the dependent variable: Fulani-herds-
men conflict undermines the country’s  security, a  binary logistic re-
gression model was performed. Hosmer and Lemeshow Test (p = 0.418) 

Table One. Logistic Regression Model for the Prediction of Fulani-Herdsmen Conflict 
Effect on Nigeria’s Security

Predictor Coeff.
Standard 

Error
p Value

Odds 
Ratio

CI Lower 
Limit

CI Upper 
Limit

EthVio -0.237 0.164 0.148 0.789 0.573 1.088

SepAgit -0.328 0.165 0.047 0.721 0.522 0.995

StateLegit 0.445 0.205 0.030 1.045 1.045 2.330

Constant -1.515 1.380 0.272      

Source: Field work research (2017)
* Predicted Probability is of Membership for ‘No’
Dependent Variable = Fulani-Herdsmen conflict undermine the country’s  security 
(Yes, No) 
Independent variables: EthVio = Causes ethnic violence; SepAgit = Causes separatist 
agitations; StateLegit = Challenges state legitimacy 
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shows that the model fits the data, with 91.3percent correct prediction 
and Nagelkerke R Square of 0.160. Reasoning that Fulani-herdsmen 
causes ethnic violence does not significantly influence participants’ 
outcome that it undermines the country’s security (p = 0.148, Exp(B) = 
0.789, 95percent C.I. = 0.573 – 1.088) but the reasoning that it causes 
separatist agitations significantly influence their outcome that it un-
dermines the country’s security (p = 0.047, Exp(B) = 0.721, 95 percent 
C.I. = 0.552 – 0.995). Furthermore, reasoning that Fulani-herdsmen 
challenges state legitimacy does not influence participants’ outcome 
that Fulani-herdsmen conflict undermines the country’s security (p = 
0.030, Exp(B) = 1.560, 95 percent C.I. = 1.045 – 2.330).

To establish the reasons that determine that Fulani-herdsmen con-
flict challenges state legitimacy and sovereignty, a binary logistic re-
gression model was also performed. The model was shown for data fit 
as revealed by the Hosmer and Lemeshow Test (p = 0.290), with 86.4 
percent correct prediction and Nagelkerke R Square of 0.160. Accord-
ing to the study participant; foreign interference, neo colonialization 
and state failure are factors that could predict that Fulani-herdsmen 
conflict can challenge state legitimacy and sovereignty (See Table two). 

Table two.  Logistic Regression Model for the Prediction of Factors that Challenge 
State Legitimacy and Sovereignty due to Fulani-Herdsmen Conflict

Predictor Coeff.
Standard 

Error
p Value

Odds 
Ratio

CI Lower 
Limit

CI Upper 
Limit

ForInt -0.152 0.129 0.241 0.859 0.667 1.107

NeoCol -0.154 0.139 0.261 0.857 0.654 1.122

StateFail -0.053 0.112 0.638 0.949 0.761 1.182

Constant 0.514 0.893 0.565      

Source: Field work research (2017)
* Predicted Probability is of Membership for ‘No’
Dependent Variable = State legitimacy and sovereignty are challenged due to Fu-
lani-Herdsmen conflict (Yes, No)
Independent variables: ForInt = Foreign interference; NeoCol = Neo colonialization; 
StateFail = State failure/Failed state 
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However, the influence of these factors was not significant in this 
study (p > 0.05). 

The two methods employed have a  common ground in revealing 
the observable phenomenon concerning the Fulani-herdsmen and the 
regression analysis revealed gave more insight on some of the variables 
employed for the research which is focused on the undermining of the 
country’s security.

Interviews conducted by this study found the conflict to be multi-
faceted, with several root causes and exacerbating problems. Attempts 
to interview the security agencies raised a further concomitant prob-
lem: the security agencies were extremely reluctant to release useful 
information that could help in addressing this trend and future oc-
currences of conflict. Other respondents, including cattle dealers and 
herdsmen, blame the security operatives for providing the Fulani mil-
itants with weapons. 

Responses gained through questionnaires suggest that the securi-
ty operatives and agencies feared giving out information because the 
Buhari administration uses the DSS to survey and hunt down people 
with opinions that contradict the administration. To an extent, this 
makes Buhari’s  administration not democratic but positions Buhari 
instead as a  ‘quasi democratic dictator’. Recently, the popular enter-
tainer known as 2face (Innocent Idibia), who wanted to lead Nigerians 
in protest against the countless disappointments of the Buhari admin-
istration, was secretly caught, interrogated and threatened by the DSS. 

The findings presented in the tables above informs us about Cha-
bal’s theoretical explanation in understanding the neglected relation-
ships and causalities having taking into consideration the regional 
and community situations, and to rationalize behaviours that seems 
to appear “irrational” due to standard economic logic. What seems to 
appear irrational in the behaviours of Fulani herdsmen is linked to 
the politics of surviving or strategies of surviving. Therefore, the ac-
tions and behaviours of the Fulani herdsmen and the farmers is a re-
source problem. The empirical result from the regression has shown 
that the challenges of state legitimacy caused by Fulani herdsmen do 
not determine that the herdsmen weaken the country’s security. This 
informs us that the causality of these challenges can be addressed 
by a holistic approach from the presidency through a bottom-up ap-
proach, which means addressing regional and ethnic problems from 
its root causes. 
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Conclusion 
The resurgence of conflict between farmers and Fulani herdsmen 
was first significant in south-eastern and north-central Nigeria, be-
fore spreading throughout the entire country. Popular opinion holds 
that the conflict is sustained by three contributing factors: inept per-
formance in the country’s  official leadership roles; a  related decline 
of state legitimacy; and the challenging of the state’s  sovereignty by 
armed non-state actors. There is also a widespread belief that the pres-
ident’s Fulani ethnic origin is the main reason for his reluctance to im-
plement punitive measures to curb the conflict. This perspective has 
emerged because the president has not adopted a holistic approach for 
addressing conflicts in Nigeria. It is also vivid as the Fulani herdsmen 
attacks have met all conditions of a terrorist group, yet the Federal gov-
ernment under the leadership of the president has not proscribed it 
as a terrorist group but channelled its energy in proscribing the IPOB 
group in South-Eastern Nigeria, a terrorist group,55 who have adopted 
peaceful protest in the fight against marginalization.  Therefore, this 
study after investigation into the conflict between farmers and Fulani 
herdsmen in Nigeria has concluded that President Buhari’s approach 
to leadership on this issue is unsuccessful in preventing the escalation 
of the conflict. 

The loss of faith in government has exacerbated the activities of the 
militants, insurgents and separatist agitators engaging with activities 
that undermine the country’s sovereignty and the exclusive power of the 
state to exercise the use of legal force. For this reason, the presence of the 
Boko Haram terrorists remains devastating in the north-east; militants 
in the Niger Delta region are blowing up oil pipelines, kidnapping and 
killing expatriates; and in the south-east, there is agitation for the sov-
ereign state of Biafra,56 with the presence of climate change, the conflict 
among farmers and Fulani herdsmen is farfetched if the Federal govern-
ment ceases to address the issue of climate change which has become 
a  reality and provision of alternative means for the Fulani herdsmen. 
Consequently, this study recommends that 1) the state quell the Fulani 
herdsmen and farmer conflict, 2) cattle ranches should be provided for 
the herdsmen, and 3) they should be educated and reoriented on alter-
native methods for cattle/animal husbandry through their local chiefs 
or representative to understand the state has adopted a democratic rule, 
and the local methods of subsistence and survival that disrupt the peace-
ful society will not be condoned in a democratic state. 
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Finally, this study debunks the fact that the president is ethnically 
biased in Federal allocation and security sectors in Nigeria as envisaged 
by many people. Below is the list of different ethnic group represented 
in the country:

Chief of Defence Staff – General Olonisakin Abayomi Gabriel – Yoruba
Chief of Army Staff – Tukur Yusuf Buratai – Kanuri
Chief of Naval Staff – Ibok Ekwe Ibas – Ibibio
Chief of Air Staff – Abubakar Sidique – Fulani
IG Police – Ibrahim Kpotun Idris – Nupe
Director of DSS – Lawal Daura – Fulani
Comptroller of NSCDS – Abullahi Gana – Nupe
Minister of Defence – Mansur Mohammed Dan Ali – Kanuri
National Security Adviser – Babagana Monguno – Kanuri

Limitations of the study
In as much as we tried our best to gather information over a period of five 
months, we faced a serious constraint in the form of the security agencies’ 
reluctance to cooperate. Some security agencies were reluctant to give us 
adequate information regarding the conflict between Fulani herdsmen 
and farmers; presumably because the security agencies are themselves 
partly responsible for dousing tensions between the parties involved. 
As a matter of fact, a fraction of the questionnaire that was distributed 
among junior security sector staff delivered unreliable results because, in 
answering the questions, they had assumed the role of farmers. When 
confronted regarding the misinformation, we were told that their supe-
rior had directed them to answer the questionnaire as farmers. We disre-
garded the compromised questionnaires thus. Notwithstanding, we sal-
vaged cogent and important information regarding the Fulani herdsmen 
and farmers from key personnel in the security sector whose identities 
are protected by the ethics involved in this study. Any further research on 
this conflict (conducted during the present administration) should bear 
in mind that similar challenges may be encountered in soliciting non-par-
tisan opinion and information from security agencies. Thus, while this is 
an ongoing conflict, causalities from both Fulani Herdsmen and famers 
keep increasing and the statistics keeps undermining the period 2016 and 
early 2017 which this research was conducted.  
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Lessons from Occupy Diraz

The Role of Velayati Twelver 
Activism in the Bahraini Occupy 
Space Movement
Vladimir Remmer

A social movement exists in space. The relation between a social move-
ment and space offers unique perspective into that social movement 
itself. Several dimensions of that relation can be observed in Occupy 
Diraz. It occupied a space that symbolised the movement’s grievanc-
es; by occupying a  space continuously, day and night, it shaded the 
light to a chasm that separated Shiite and Sunni members of society 
and offered a pole of attraction to those who identified with grievances 
and interests of the Shiites in Bahrain; it provided a territory in which 
occupiers had a  choice between remaining within the matrix of the 
religious-sectarian hierarchy or attempting to construct a community 
based on principle of horizontality (complete openness of participa-
tion and no formal leadership); and it engaged in confrontation over 
the occupation of space with the agents of the state. The paper shows 
how the Occupy Diraz movement founded on the ideals of radical Is-
lam leads to the prefiguration of a radical Islamic protostate in a space 
it possesses and controls. The paper provides a rationale for criticism 
of Occupy Diraz for emphasising the possession of space and doctri-
nal aspect of ideology espoused by occupiers over an opportunity to 
expand on the principles of horizontality, embracing reform and prin-
ciples of democracy. 
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Introduction
On 20 June 2016, the Government of Bahrain revoked the citizenship 
of Sheikh Issa Qassim, one of Bahrain’s most prominent Shia clerics 
and the spiritual leader of the largest Shiite rejectionist-opposition 
group AlWefaq.1 Within an hour of Qassim’s  citizenship revocation 
announcement, thousands of Bahrainis occupied the streets of Diraz 
surrounding Sheikh Issa’s compound, the symbolic heart of Shiite re-
sistance to Sunni AlKhalifa rule in Bahrain. 

In Diraz, the international observers of organised struggle for justice 
experienced what on the surface appeared as a spontaneously organised, 
diffused, and decentralised leaderless movement that sprang out of per-
ceived injustice inflicted by the government upon the spiritual leader of 
AlWefaq in Bahrain and, by extension, upon the Shiite community at large. 
However, close examination of this social movement reveals remanence 
of the AlWefaq Islamic Society harnessing its organisational structure and 
legitimacy in directing its coercive powers to generate and direct anger 
and frustration into the mobilisation of human resources and space sur-
rounding Qassim’s compound. In this contested space, Velayati twelvers 
openly and directly challenged the state functions of the government 
of Bahrain with far greater hostility than in previous randomly-formed 
groups of Velayati protest marches, Barbagi-site prayers, and episodic vio-
lent confrontations of Shi’a youth with PSF [Public Safety Forces].2

The initial intention of the protestors was tantamount to resisting 
any attempts by agents of the state that would try to deport Sheikh 
Qassim or even serve him court documents. Soon the action began to 
take the shape of the occupy-space movement by drawing on nation-
alistic identity and the perceived grievances of the community. The 
occupation inspired a nationwide movement, with the number of peo-
ple who gathered in the streets reaching levels that had not been seen 
since the 2011 Pearl Revolution.3 The Diraz occupation, the first and 
largest occupation of its kind since February 14, 2011, became the apex 
of the movement, attracting people from all over the Archipelago. It 
challenged the Bahraini political system which, according to Bahraini 
Human Rights Activists, exercised undue powers of persecution over 
Shiite rights activists, and skewed the economy and national politics in 
the service of the ruling classes.
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On June 21, 2016, only a day after crowds converged on the Sheikh 
Qassim compound, the head of the dissolved Ulama Islamic Council 
Sayed Majeed Al-Mashaal announced turning the rally held in Diraz 
into a permanent one, denouncing the revocation of Shiite leader Aya-
tollah Sheikh Issa Qassim’s citizenship. ‘We will not leave this place...
If the PSF want to reach Sheikh Issa’s home, they have to cross over 
our bodies’, said Al-Mashaal in the presence of thousands of protes-
tors assembling near Sheikh Qassim’s home in Diraz.4On June 22, 2016 
Ayatollah Isa Qassim received a direct phone call from the head of the 
Shia seminary (HawzaʻIlmiyya) in Iraq’s Najaf Grand Ayatollah Sayyed 
Ali Al-Sistani.5,6 Grand Ayatollah Al-Sistani stressed that ‘such abuse 
does not harm the status of Ayatollah Qassim’, in essence reaffirming 
the legitimacy [as well as the edicts and fatwas] of the highest-ranking 
cleric in Bahrain.7

In accordance with Shiite practices, no political activity should be 
allowed during the age of Al-Gheebah [until return of the Mahdi]. They 
demand deliberation and guidance on issues of collective action from 
community’s supreme religious authority, namely Ayatollah Issa Qas-
sim.8 His interpretation of the Qu’ran and the Sunna in concert with 
current socio-political conditions and colloquy by al-Majlis e-Ulama 
yields the rationale and perhaps final decision on the direction Shiite 
collective action will undertake. The aforementioned view underlines 
the substantial difference between occupy movements informed on 
new-liberal values and ideological precepts and Occupy Diraz, exhib-
iting innate duality as being both a political and religious movement.

Apart from the history of Shiite insurgence in Bahrain, the occupa-
tion was inspired by a massive wave of protests sweeping the world. 
It all began with Iran’s abortive Green Movement protesting electoral 
fraud in 2009; then the Arab Spring that spread from Tunisia in 2010 
to Egypt, Libya, Syria and elsewhere in 2011; the occupation of Zucotty 
Park in Manhattan giving birth to the Occupy Wall Street movement; 
the Occupy Abay movement in Russia; and the Indignados in Spain. 
In all those protests, demonstrators defied authorities by occupying 
outdoor public spaces while determined to remain day and night un-
til their demands were satisfied. The occupiers of Diraz had a similar 
agenda except that they initially refrained from verbalising any de-
mands. From the onset, the purpose of the Diraz occupiers was tan-
tamount to denying agents of state access to Sheikh Issa’s compound. 
Though occupations other than Diraz had a storied history in facto-
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ries, farmland, and protest encampments outside of city centres, the 
size, persistence, and loci of these occupations were something new 
and garnered them worldwide attention. Hence, it was reasonable to 
expect a similar level of attention granted to the Diraz occupation.

Occupations of the past two decades did not have the exact same 
objectives. Those of Occupy Wall Street and its offshoots around the 
United States and Europe were directed at the financial system and 
economic inequality; those in Europe protested austerity; the Arab 
Spring occupies, including the Bahrain’s  Pearl Revolution, sought to 
bring down the government. But on the surface, there were signifi-
cant similarities beyond that of convergence space. In each case young 
people, facing uncertain economic prospects, took prominent roles; 
the Internet and social networking were used to mobilise and oper-
ationalise the movement; occupying a common space for several days 
or weeks, the occupants developed at least incipient organisational 
structures that were non-hierarchical and promoted an egalitarian, 
non-alienated form of interaction. However, the substantial difference 
in the case of Occupy Diraz was, that from the very onset, the move-
ment was bereft of horizontality. Participation in Occupy Diraz was 
sanctioned by Shiite religious oligarchs who hijacked the leadership of 
the movement at its inception.

The level of participation and the spill-over effect across geography 
fascinated observers of all those occupations. Since the beginning of 
the 21st century we have come to recognise the convergence space as 
an organic element of the contemporary political repertoire. Each oc-
cupation broadcasts intimate characteristics of occupiers, including 
their collective interests and tactics of attainment. Hence, the occu-
pation epitomises the importance of this element in civic movement 
analysis. Henri Lefebvre argues that space must be interpreted as more 
than a neutral container of activity.9 Space is actively produced, not 
only in its physical disposition but also in its social meaning, by the 
activities that go on in it, or that go on in some spaces but not oth-
ers. Some have argued that Lefebvre overemphasises the production 
of space by capital as a  means of social control: ‘Rather than locat-
ing struggle at the centre of the analysis, it is capital as a producer of 
abstract space that is placed centre-stage’.10 But this contrast between 
abstract and concrete or “lived” space brings contestation over space 
to the fore: as rulers attempt to turn space into abstract space, devoid 
of particular properties and amenable to social control, subordinates 
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construct counter-spaces in which they strive to maintain their at-
tachment to particular localities and assert their right to determine 
the activities that go on in particular spaces.11,12 A relationship between 
territories subject to the control of different groups is ‘not just a matter 
of lines on a map; it is a cartography of power’.13 Through a subordinate 
group’s challenge to a ruling group’s claim, space is socially produced: 
Contestation in and over space changes the space itself; cf.14,15

In this context, the importance of space for social movements be-
comes visible. All social movements are organised in space, but some 
movements are about space: who possesses the particular space as well 
as who is entitled to be present in, control, and perform what kind 
of activities in those spaces.16,17,18 The occupation is also different from 
most social movements by its concentration in a particular location. 
As Peter Marcuse explains, ‘When space is occupied by the movement 
it gives it a  physical presence, a  locational identity, a  place that can 
be identified with the movement that visitors can come to, and where 
adherents can meet’.19 For some decades now, access to some Shiite vil-
lages in Bahrain has been intermittently restricted or regulated by sect 
activists within. This phenomenon came to the fore in June of 2016, 
when in Diraz only Velayati twelver youth, families, and elders almost 
exclusively were allowed to transit through the village; order among 
occupants was maintained by unarmed sect activists subordinate to 
religious clergy; Velayati leaders were put in charge of organisation and 
mobilisation; Velayati twelver clerics assumed responsibility for deci-
sion-making on what activities would be allowed to take place in the 
subordinate terrarium. In Lefebvre’s terms, the space is concrete, ex-
perienced by its inhabitants as lived and uniquely identified with the 
activities that take place in it.20 Marcuse further elaborates: ‘[an occu-
pied space] also has a second function: it is an opportunity to try out 
different forms of self-governance, the management of a  space and, 
particularly if the physical occupation is overnight and continuous, of 
living together’.21 An observer informed on the influence of Velayat-e 
Faqih in Bahrain would fully expect the Velayati form of governance to 
play out in Occupy Diraz. 

Two more aspects of being in a specific location are useful to stress. 
First, what Charles Tilly calls symbolic geography: the choice of lo-
cation symbolises something about the movement; it is not usually 
chosen at random. Locations carry meanings, and those meanings can 
telegraph the message that the movement wishes to convey.22
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Second, since the onset, the Diraz occupation exhibited pro-
nounced signs of confrontation, expectancy, and preparedness for 
a  virulent showdown between occupants and agents of the state 
overwhelmingly belonging to a different sect. Occupation by a social 
movement, as a rule, aims to liberate space to allow a population to 
act in defiance of the authorities’ attempts to subdue and exclude 
them. The space of the Velayati village in Bahrain was always occu-
pied by members of the twelver-sect. Thus, the connotation of con-
frontation remained, and was raised to the forefront. Here, the oc-
cupation enforced the exclusive right to determine the use of a space 
which on the basis of the concept of public space was designated as 
accessible to all the public irrespective of the sectarian or religious 
belonging. The occupation of Diraz is in inverse relation to all other 
occupations that are an exercise of the freedom of speech and public 
communication, a practice of democracy with the implicit or explic-
it claim that the public authorities violate democratic principles by 
preventing occupiers from exercising their rights. The occupations 
of Diraz involved confrontation with agents of the state charged with 
containing any threats to democracy and public order and were li-
censed to use force to do so. To advance understanding of the signifi-
cance of space for this movement and the political dynamic associat-
ed with it, the artricle proceeds as follows: 

Part 2 will examine the symbolic significance of Diraz, and show 
how this unique location creates a binding energy that makes partici-
pation possible, mobilises and perpetuates occupation.

Part 3 addresses the importance, independent of the location’s sym-
bolism, of occupying a defined space, identified as a counter-space and 
a  concrete space in opposition to the surrounding abstract space of 
authorities. 

Part 4 depicts prolonged possession of space by an organised group 
as a dynamic event that channels the energy of space into creativity 
and experimentation. Here we also show how Occupy Diraz improves 
on tactics of beleaguerment and proselytisation, application of the In-
ternet-based social media networks, and manipulation of mass media 
networks in accruement of power.

Part 5 posits that since its inception, the Occupy Diraz movement 
exhibited elements of ‘Velayati twelver’s  Islamic protostate’ with di-
rect ties to religious oligarchs outside Bahrain’s national borders. This 
phenomenon not only precipitated confrontation between occupants 
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and authorities but also inhibited the ability of the movement to at-
tain tangible political benefits on behalf of the Shiite community in 
Bahrain. 

Part 6 will introduce the inherent dichotomy of Velayati twelver’s Oc-
cupy movement of being both the political and religious movement, as 
well as structural limitation and constraints such dichotomy imposes. 
It addresses the prospect of the loss of space with the eviction of the 
occupation and suggests the avoidance of some of the negative conse-
quences of the practice of occupation and its identification with a par-
ticular location.

This study draws on the experience of visiting Shiite villages, direct 
interaction with occupiers, and qualitative interviews with prominent 
members of the Velayati community, as well as the Velayati foot sol-
diers. The interviews were primarily about the topic of political par-
ticipation and sectarian conflict mitigation, and the role of social net-
working on the Internet in opposition mobilisation; but in all of them 
respondents were asked about their general political orientations and 
their participation in the occupation. To authenticate this research, 
the article has also used documentary evidence harvested mostly from 
Internet-based open sources, in the text, photographic evidence and 
videos produced by activists, international human rights defenders, 
and other observers. 

This article argues for the centrality of the possession over space, 
and control over space, to the evolution of a social movement. It aims 
to use the experience of Occupy Diraz to highlight sharp structural 
differences between occupy movements inspired by new-liberal pro-
gressive ideas and occupy movements based on Velayati twelver ideol-
ogy, as well as implications of subjugation of political pursuits to sec-
tarian-religious precepts. The paper stresses that occupy movements 
inspired by Velayati twelver radical Islamic ideology inescapably 
creates a community bereft of horizontality, and in its prefiguration 
it strive to achieve a protostate in the image of the Velayati Islamic 
republic subjugated to religious oligarchs outside Bahrain’s national 
borders. Such a movement, when under control by religious oligar-
chy and radical sectarian actors, is unable to reject radical religious 
and sectarian dogmas in favour of democratic political pursuits and 
will inevitably fail to achieve tangible policy changes that advance 
group’s interests.
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Diraz as symbolic geography
Symbolic geography for Charles Tilly (2000) includes the ‘use of em-
blematic monuments, locales, or buildings in dramatisation of de-
mands, [and a] struggle for control of crucial public spaces in validation 
of claims to political power’.23 The symbolism of the preceding ‘The 
Pearl Square’ [GCC-roundabout] occupation of the February 2011 was 
rooted in edicts by Shiite religious oligarchs referring to it as “dawaar al 
lulu’a”.24 The symbolism of OccupyDiraz, on the other hand, inescap-
ably represented the Shiite village, the site where the most senior Shiite 
cleric, Ayatollah Issa Qassim, dwelt and preached.

There is a subtle symbolic significance in the Shiite enclave as a cra-
dle of the Velayati movement. It can be inferred that the claim for 
territorial integrity and independence extends to any domain where 
a Shiite-organized group has clear and continuous priority viz., mem-
ber’s household, Shiite village, tribal enclave, or any other manifesta-
tion of the vertical hierarchical node from last-born daughter of the 
poorest member to a sheikh or a spiritual leader. Such a claim is fur-
ther supported by sect members’ ethno-anthropological congruence, 
their tendency to coalesce into societal vertical nodes, the quintessen-
tial communal isolation mechanism supporting quasi-autonomous 
enclaves, and is compounded by theological provisions for governance 
and judicial practices. The Velayati twelver ordinances belabour on co-
ercive actions on behalf of the community, of which the vertical hi-
erarchy is the essential feature and where the segmentation between 
vertical nodes in the society is maintained by prohibition of horizontal 
formation connections with other sectarian, ethno-religious groups, 
and enforced by intimidation, elimination, or neutralisation of per-
ceived threats inside and outside the group’s domain.25

The ‘activist’ Twelver Shiism implies presence, within the Shiite en-
clave, of the centralised authoritarian structure combined with a judicial 
framework, both inherent elements of Velayat-e Faqeeh and incongru-
ent with the concept of horizontality.26 The Shiite Islamic movement, 
representing the collective interests of Velayat-e Faqeeh members in 
Bahrain, draws its legitimacy and energy from the sociocultural edifice 
that is the Shiite enclave. Here, the Shiite Islamic movement bridges the 
gap between the spiritual domain ever-present inside the Shiite enclave 
and surrounding world, as well as acts as a conduit through which Shi-
ite community projects collective interests outwardly. It is the vehicle 
through which the Shiite community forms coalitions of aspirants for 
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polity in pursuit of an opportunity to fulfil exigency to extend the gover-
nance compatible with Velayat-e Faqeeh ideology in Bahrain.

Apart from the symbolism represented by the Shiite enclave, there 
is a symbolism of grievance. Occupation of the Shiite village, home to 
Bahrain’s most senior cleric, brought forth the unresolved contention 
in interaction between the followers of Sheikh Qassim and all those 
who ardently support the ruling clan. The occupation emblazoned the 
perception that sectarian power and sectarian greed were a major force 
in the concentration of wealth and income in the hands of a Sunni mi-
nority at the top of the societal pyramid, whose share of benefits had 
increased in the past decades. The occupation propagated the notion 
that the inequality between these sects has reached record levels. 

Indeed, in Diraz occupants challenged the government practice of 
naturalisation and citizenship revocations that disproportionately tar-
geted members of the Velayati sect. At the same time, Shiite activists 
denounced the naturalisation of the foreign skilled workforce claim-
ing that citizenship is being conferred for largely illegitimate ‘political’ 
motives, calling it ‘citizenship for vote’. Unemployment among Velayati 
youth was another issue brought to the fore by the occupation. There 
are widespread allegations that Shiites, competing for government jobs, 
have been systematically excluded at least since the Iranian revolu-
tion. ‘The events 1979, the Khomeini threat, raised the loyalty issue for 
us’ — a prominent government official confided to us.27,28 Grievances 
expressed by occupiers and associated to discrimination in the sphere 
of education have been closely correlated to freedom of speech and 
have to do with occupiers demands for unrestricted teaching of Shi-
ite religious, tribal and sectarian philosophical precepts and practices 
emphasising primacy of Shiite collective sectarian interests. Similarly, 
grievances related to freedom of speech have been focused on the in-
ability to effectively mobilise mass media, TV stations (ALWEFAQ TV) 
and local newspapers, in an attempt to connect with grassroots, par-
ticularly the youth.29 Occupiers used strong terms to condemn state 
interference with Diraz ‘Friday Cerements’ in the vicinity of Sheikh 
Qassim’s  compound. The occupiers lamented to dozens of mosques 
throughout the island damaged or demolished by the state.30

Interaction in a counter-space
The occupants chose Diraz as a specific location for public protest. But 
the importance of space went beyond the location’s symbolism. In oc-
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cupations described in the previous chapter, some of the effects of oc-
cupying a fixed location in physical space, with the intention to remain 
day and night for an indefinite time, would have arisen even if it had 
been elsewhere, albeit not the case of Diraz. The symbolism of the oc-
cupation in the case of Velayati twelver activism reaches beyond griev-
ances of the community, and into a province of consecration of the 
Shiite enclave itself. Velayati twelver doctrine encourages the physical 
confrontation with the authorities in defence of the spiritual leader-
ship of the movement. The tactic of indefinite occupation in this case 
asserts the occupiers’ presence against the power that claims not only 
to dominate the space in question and to produce the impenetrable 
physical barrier that separates the leader of the Velayati twelver move-
ment and those who will attempt his removal from the space presently 
occupied, but also produces a  counter-space in which occupiers can 
communicate regardless fear of reprisal.

Occupiers remained in Diraz day and night in a view of the interna-
tional community. They organised activities that sustained the occupa-
tion physically and intellectually, and they confronted conflicts among 
themselves and with the surrounding neighbourhood. The similarity 
between Diraz occupation and those in the Middle East, North Afri-
ca, and Europe, is that it became an occasion for communication and 
organisation considerably more intense than what we came to expect 
from more ephemeral protest movements. As a counter-space, it ‘in-
sert[ed] itself into spatial reality . . . against power and the arrogance of 
power’.31 Diraz occupation became a nucleus identifiable with Velayati 
protostate in Bahrain.32

As in the case with most occupy movements, permanent physical 
presence in Occupy Diraz stimulated ongoing interaction and created 
a site for ideological indoctrination. Why is it important? Not all Shi-
ites are members of the twelver sect, and not all twelvers are members 
of the Velayati rejectionist opposition movement in Bahrain. Here, 
full-time occupiers and others who came in out of curiosity or feel-
ing of sectarian unity had an opportunity to immerse into ideology 
sermonised by Ayatollah Issa Qassim and his disciples. The site itself, 
the setting of the street became a stage, and occupiers and visitors be-
came actor galvanised with vibrant energy of the ongoing drama of 
space-capture.  The site became a reservoir where entire families and 
entire clans converged. In the course of the day, they formed groups 
to complete their designated tasks on behalf of the community. They 
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are almost spontaneously coagulated into working groups designed to 
perpetuate the occupation, promote collective interests and strength-
en the organisational structure.

The occupation was structured as a  top-down hierarchy. The re-
ligious leadership held regular meetings making decisions on behalf 
of the collective; information, edicts from meeting flew downwards 
throughout the organisation. This aspect of the Diraz organisation-
al architecture alerts to the absence of horizontality to which we are 
accustomed to seeing in most known examples of occupations of the 
time. However, the concept of egalitarian structure of the lower strata 
was clearly present among members of the movements, as it reflects 
the ordinance of Velayati ideology. ‘Imam and the clergy have the duty 
to use the political apparatus to apply the laws of Allah and to bring 
about a system of equality for the benefit of the people’, writes Imam 
Khomeini expanding on the mission of Imams and the clergy with re-
spect to followers of the Velayati twelver movement.33

The occupation permeated a sense of internal transparency. Actions 
or inactions of every individual was seen or heard by all. These interac-
tions conveyed the sense of egalitarianism and everyone participated 
in designated activity and shared experiences. The boundary delin-
eated by the epidermis of occupation established the terrarium [no-
go zone] now under control of the Velayati protostate. Diraz confirms 
the thesis that the replication of occupations in places small and large, 
with or without symbolic targets, has the importance of having a per-
manent location in an identifiable space, wherever that space might be.

Many political and religious activists have grown dependent on 
communication via the Internet-based social networks, e-mails, You-
Tube videos or blogosphere; the occupation of Diraz re-focused in-
teraction on face-to-face communication in real time and real space. 
Mediation by computer or television screens makes communication 
abstract and removes it from the substance of interpersonal relations, 
and over-reliance on the Internet has been criticised as ‘slacktivism’ in 
political science literature.34

However, there is little doubt about the Diraz movement (at least 
initially) being heavily dependent on Internet-based social networking 
for mobilisation and operationalisation. Yet, on a number of occasions 
and for extended periods of time the Internet and cellular communi-
cation in Diraz became intermittent. This phenomenon prompted the 
Occupy leadership to pivot to direct participation. 
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Foreign-based media, such as LuaLuaTV, and international support 
accounts on Facebook and Twitter had a role in bridging geographies 
of participation and connecting the international support mecha-
nism to active participation in the movement’s activities. Social me-
dia offered to international activists an opportunity to virtually join 
the movement, to interact with occupiers and share their stories. This 
‘virtual surrogate’ to the spill-over effect of Diraz occupation assisted 
distant participation in the creation of digital convergence spaces and 
imaginaries based on the Diraz occupation. 

Lefebvre (1974/1991) argues that urban space — especially the space 
dominated by finance capital —is depersonalised and abstract. Diraz is 
a unique experience since it was not depersonalised by finance capital, 
but produced by the Shiite Velayati oligarchy choosing this very site to 
become their home, base of operations, a space from which the mes-
sage of Velayati ideology permeates the island and goes beyond. The 
face-to-face interaction only enforced this notion. Counter-spaces, 
Lefebvre implies, are necessary spaces of concrete personal relations, 
because they are in part a protest against the abstraction imposed by 
authorities as part of their arsenal of social control. For decades now, 
the Shiite enclave was actively produced by Velayat-e Faqih ideology 
and religious oligarchs as means of their own social control over sub-
ordinate populations. At the same time, the rulers of Bahrain employ 
capital and coercion to transform Shiite enclaves into a more abstract 
space, devoid of direct Velayati twelver influences. In fact, it is care 
provided by agents of state and manifested in financial and judicial 
benefits, housing, education, medicine that constituted in this case an 
‘arsenal of government’s  social control’. Hence, Diraz counter-space 
begets a connotation of a space of concrete relations of those militant 
towards a governance and action by an opposing religious sect. 

In Diraz every adult has a voice, but the decision in collective ac-
tion has rested with elected or designated elites among Velayati clergy. 
Facilitators from the public have been trained to ensure a consensus, 
though no consensus vote among participants in sit-in was ever tak-
en. Occupy Diraz was governed in accordance with the Velayat-e Faqih 
paradigm — the decision-making by consensus among religious au-
thorities or an ordinance by the primus inter pares of religious authori-
ties. According to our interviews of occupiers, clerics in the leadership 
were accessible and attentive to the opinions of the masses. On the 
ground level people communicated rather fiercely. Gathered in small 
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groups they discussed issues associated with their predicament, their 
goals and aspiration. Designated activists commuted between groups 
spreading the message. This activity alone engenders a unique sense of 
empowerment, especially when one realises that the message has been 
heard and repeated by thousands of occupiers. 

Maintaining overnight and continuous occupation is a  big task. 
A number of activists had been tasked with responsibilities that ranged 
from keeping the place clean to providing medical care or intragroup 
communication, receiving and distribution of donated supplies. Hez-
bollah al-Hijas members were responsible for maintaining order and 
discipline among occupiers, protection of woman and children and 
interactions with outsiders and agents of state.35 A group of activists 
with propensities for writing, arts, the media, and the Internet-based 
information technology became responsible for getting the message 
to the outside world, and assisted in continuous mobilisation of the 
movement.

Diraz occupation remained proactive in sending and receiving en-
voys to and from other Shiite villages and even overseas. Diraz activists 
and clerics maintained close ties with political exiles in the UK and 
EU. This undeniably set the pattern, organisationally and ideologically.

A space for experimentation
The Velayati visions of social change do not simply exist a priori; they 
are actively produced in speech, praxis and locus. When Velayati Shiites 
filled the streets adjacent to Issa Qassim’s compound and refused to 
leave, their actions became spatial in that Shiites protested in a particu-
lar space, and this space transformed into a site of contested social and 
power relations, spatially facilitating an extensive political action. 

While in sit-in, occupiers shared a general rejection of the material-
ism and alienation they found in contemporary Bahraini culture and 
strove to reinforce principles of Velayat-e Faqih in the entirety of the 
Shiite movement itself. An occupation fosters a unique internal pro-
cess that encourages experimentation. In the case of Occupy Diraz , it 
deepened into an aspiration to create a  living quasi-egalitarian com-
munity in the image of Iran’s Islamic Republic. 

An occupation site provides especially fruitful ground because it 
has a  location that becomes the home of the occupiers twenty-four 
hours a day for an indefinite time.36 The boundaries are only partially 
permeable — they act as if they were sealed off from the rest of the 
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world and reinforce Velayati principles of their own structures and 
norms. As protesters stay at a site around the clock for days or weeks, 
the occupation becomes more than a protest site; it becomes a space 
for living. In Diraz occupiers created a living community; in it occu-
piers sought to establish a society of Islamic equality in which every 
member of the Shiite sect had an equal share.

The Diraz occupation of 2016 only marginally drew on prior models 
developed by movements that rejected the top-down leadership of tra-
ditional, secular new-liberal, progressive movements. In the West, the 
aspiration of prefiguration was first expressed by late nineteenth-cen-
tury anarchists.37 It was revived by some US leftists in the 1970s and 
embraced by the US women’s movement, the anti-nuclear movements 
in the US and Europe in the 1970s, movements in solidarity with the 
Zapatista uprising in Mexico, and the anti-globalisation movement of 
the 1990s and the early years of the twenty-first century. From these 
movements, it spread to the occupations of 2011.38,39,40,41However, in 
sharp contrast with Western liberal progressive values, Occupy Diraz 
embraced top-down organisational architecture, moreover, from the 
very onset of the movement,  paradigm and praxis of prefiguration 
were an intrinsic component of the Shiite twelver sect.

When the constituency of a social movement grows up to be a liv-
ing community, community ties strengthen the movement. The com-
munity created in an occupation can be compared to what has been 
called ‘free spaces’, ‘small-scale settings within a community or move-
ment that are removed from the direct control of dominant groups, 
are voluntarily participated in, and generate the cultural challenge that 
precedes or accompanies political mobilisation’.42 The occupation of 
Diraz was different, however, in two important respects: firstly, the 
free space described continued in perpetuity; secondly, it provided not 
only a site of calm and refuge but most importantly a nucleus, an apex 
of the Velayati protostate in Bahrain. The occupation of 2016 was the 
site where confrontations were planned and organised continuously. 
It resembled free spaces, however, by giving people the freedom and 
warrant to enact relationships that are different from those charac-
terising mainstream society, testing and demonstrating the alternative 
possibility — the Shiite Islamic Republic. 

Some of the functions were transferred to an occupation’s organisa-
tion, from the processes for informing the occupiers to the provision 
of food, medical care, and security. The leadership, however, appeared 
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uninterested in the provision of well-defined spaces such as working 
groups that would establish and maintain fidelity to the principle of 
horizontality — defining principles in the cases of traditional western 
new-liberal movements. The principle of prefiguration, on the other 
hand, had unmistakable presence in Diraz occupation. Those prin-
ciples accepted by the Velayati hierarchy have inspired many specific 
practices. For example, occupiers practiced pedagogy of proselytising 
and ideological indoctrination of the young and new to the movement, 
based on the conviction that everyone should take an active part and 
develop new experiences reflective of the sectarian ideology. Prosely-
tisation and exigency of subjugation to Shiite collective sectarian in-
terests or practices are built into the mobilisation process and interac-
tions Shiite Islamic organised groups undertake with the outside world. 

As already discussed, many occupiers had highly developed Inter-
net-based social media communication skills. They shared their skills 
with novices. They regarded themselves as ‘citizen journalists’ and 
believed that every Velayati was entitled to a  voice regardless of pri-
or training or experience in social networking. For such tasks as con-
sensus facilitation and media production, domestic and foreign based 
platforms manned by Velayati sympathisers were systematically uti-
lised. The information, such as training manuals, and carefully craft-
ed photo and video feeds, would be immediately disseminated via the 
Internet. 

The anti-hierarchical and prefigurative ideals of occupations so 
familiar to Western observers are just that — ideals. In practice, of 
course, they do not work perfectly, especially in MENA. Participation 
was not open to all comers. Those inside the sit-in designated area 
were constantly observed and many who wanted to participate in the 
movement without a place of loyalty were simply turned away. Some 
were suspected of being infiltrators. Further, even in the small space of 
Diraz, there was a physically demarcated stratification. Areas closest 
to the Qassim compound had been designated for religious patriarchs, 
community elders, and Hezbollah al Hajaz militants, further away from 
the compound one could see less significant, however valued, members 
of the sect. Some who regarded themselves as serious political activists 
viewed this gradient as one of ideological hierarchical commitment. 

It was argued, moreover, that there is tension between the prefigura-
tive ideal and intervention on national political issues. At a minimum, 
attention to interaction processes with a  view to the distant future 
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may distract attention from immediate goals.43,44 Hammond writes 
that the ‘[aforementioned] two sets of activities may be best served by 
entirely different models of organisation; pushing for political change 
in the society may require a more bureaucratic, top-down form of or-
ganisation’.45 Polletta, in a sharp contrast, asserts that bureaucratic or-
ganisation is more likely to deflect attention from pursuing the goals, 
and that participatory, horizontal movement organisations are best 
designed to retain the mobilised commitment of their adherents.46 It 
must be noted that for decades now, Velayati twelver’s strife for dom-
inance was exercised in strict adherence to Velayat-e Faqih top-down 
organisational architecture, yet the movement had failed to achieve 
any tangible political goals, and entered a phase of demobilisation and 
dislodgment. Occupy Diraz broadcast a consistent political message of 
opposition to the Sunni sectarian power of Al Khalifa clan and the re-
sulting economic inequality, but by refusing to make concrete political 
and economic demands and attempting, instead, to create an internal 
process based on Velayat-e Faqih doctrine, it emphasised prefiguring 
the Islamic State over the immediate achievement of more partial po-
litical reform.

Generally, communities committed to political values suffer from 
reluctance to compromise when it comes to solutions. Everyone is 
committed to the same values, but people interpret them differently 
and propose different ways of implementing them. Because partici-
pation and community are based on values rather than any material 
or traditional incentives, each person may be determined to persuade 
others of the correctness of his or her interpretation. This makes them 
reluctant to compromise despite their commitment to consensus. 

Interviews conducted on the ground indicate that most participants 
in Occupy Diraz were deeply committed to creating a new form of so-
cial interaction, with a view toward a new society. Many of those ques-
tioned concluded that the experience was truly liberating despite con-
flict and frustration, and offered a model on which they could build in 
future socio-political experiments. Occupation seems to have succeed-
ed in substantially expanding the loyalty dimension of the movement.

Space of confrontation
Occupation implies ongoing competition between a party attempting 
to retain its collective control over the terrarium it occupies and its 
population, and forces striving to regain collective control of the ter-
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rarium and repel the occupier. Protest occupations, on the other hand, 
designed to present a claim in public space, defend claim in confronta-
tions with authority, and promote a specific agenda. 

Since its onset, the Diraz occupation mounted a challenge to author-
ities to open confrontation in a space that was Velayat itwelver’s en-
clave for decades. While we came to expect that authorities would reg-
ulate the time and manner of use of public spaces, we, however, believe 
that in democracy the authorities are not expected to pick and choose 
which non-violent organised groups with legal right to free speech are 
eligible to exercise their right in a designated public space. But what 
about the use of public space where an organised group known for 
its violent tendencies chooses to mount a challenge to authorities by 
converting the space into a nucleus for the protostate complete with 
boundaries controlled by militant youth, religious taxes  [khums, zakat, 
jizyah, and khaeaj] being collected in accordance with Velayati frame-
work of beliefs, services provided to occupant, law enacted by the 
clergy, and all events are planned  and administered by the designated 
committee of twelver senior clerics through handpicked activists?

From early the days of the protests, Diraz occupiers have been sub-
jected to significant pressure from the Shiite religious and sectarian au-
thorities outside Bahrain national borders. Iran’s Supreme Leader Aya-
tollah Ali Khaminie [the supreme leader of the state sponsor of interna-
tional terrorism], Iraqi Ayatollah Sayyed Kazem Al Haeri [known for his 
direct affiliation to domestic and International terrorism], Sayed Has-
san Nasrallah, Secretary General of Hezbollah [an organisation desig-
nated Foreign Terrorist Organisation by the United States Department 
of State], all issued fatwas calling for violence in Bahrain.47,48,49,50 Edicts 
and fatwas of Velayati leadership in abroad targeting Diraz occupation 
exposed lateral connections between the leadership of the Occupy 
Diraz movement in Bahrain and Shiite religious oligarchs outside Bah-
rain’s national borders as well as vector gradients connecting members 
of the movement to known political violence movements and Muslim 
radicals throughout the Middle East and North Africa. 

While Occupy movements informed by progressive values sought 
to expand the meaning of ‘public’ in public space, Occupy Diraz rede-
fined the meaning in accordance with Velayat-e Faqih edicts pertaining 
al-Gheebah Era. The agent of state responded by imposing restrictions 
and attempts on disrupting Occupy gatherings and public Friday ser-
mons that in the experience of authorities incited violence and posed 
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public inconvenience when contrasted with other, permitted gath-
erings. The restrictions imposed by the authorities in turn provoked 
the occupiers and their supporters to defend their de facto possession 
of space. In Occupy Diraz, confrontations with the PSF, even though 
armed with non-lethal defensive weapons, came to be a defining char-
acteristic of the movement and to a  significant degree determined 
the reaction of international public opinion. The vast majority of the 
occupants had extensive experience in engaging in political marches, 
manifestations, and acted out of belief that the state is repressive and 
that asserting their rights means engaging in truculent, potentially un-
lawful activity. Some other occupiers did not have such clear views, but 
the very act of participating in the occupation was a force of proselyti-
sation and indoctrination in Velayati twelver ideology. 

Collective participation in acts of defiance energises and empowers 
participants and escalates discourse. Individual commitment to par-
ticipation in high cost collective action, such as Occupy Diraz, fosters 
conditions for a risk-avert group of individuals to overcome the ‘free 
rider’ problem by the participants transmitting harvested and ampli-
fied anger and frustration, ratifies one’s commitment to the cause and 
creates confidence in the outcome. Those responses are expected to 
manifest even more likely when actions are disruptive and risk of re-
pression is elevated. Participants in gatherings that are forbidden or 
subject to repression make a rational choice to transgress established 
norms of behaviour to act on their beliefs. The act of transgression, 
especially when it is repressed, ratifies the belief in one’s righteousness, 
furthers the conviction that those rights are being trampled on, and 
elevates the determination to assert them. Even in the event of failure, 
this heady experience recasts their understanding of the rest of the 
world in light of their belief in the cause, draws boundaries between 
those who are for and against, and clearly identifies comrades and en-
emies.51

Throughout the Diraz occupation, the Bahraini government main-
tained an information blockade pertaining to events taking place in the 
area surrounding the Issa Qassim compound or policing procedures 
with respect to occupants. However, a  confidential 27-page ‘agree-
ment for the provision of services’, obtained by The Observer, signed on 
14 June 2015 by the UK’s College of Policing and Bahrain’s Ministry of 
Interior, predicts the response of the Bahraini Security Force to a col-
lective action such as an occupation.52 It is inferred that the PSF defines 
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protest as a policing problem and sees its job as preventing disorder. 
When engaging protestors, it creates a self-fulfilling prophecy, produc-
ing the very violence it fears, as shown by the 22 December 2016 event. 

Bahraini Security has a  well-established strategy for dealing with 
protest that can be surmised as ‘command and control’. The overall 
objective is to impede protesters from entering the designated area, 
and responding forcibly when they attempt to do so; conduct video 
surveillance of the occupied site; interfere with means and ways of 
protest mobilisation by impeding the flow of normative and utilitarian 
resources in and out of the area.

PSF were the occupiers’ main counterparts in confrontation, al-
though occupiers also faced off against the judicial powers and state 
administration. Violent confrontations between agents of state and 
protesters took place primarily on the outskirts of the Diraz village. 
Initially, these skirmishes drew the attention of the media. Allega-
tions of PSF abuses, circulated by Shiite media sources, created public 
sympathy for the protesters.53 Images and commentaries from Diraz 
disseminated through weaponised-by-activists social media acted as 
a  cognitive amplifier to reactive emotions that mobilised dozens of 
protests and violent confrontations in various areas across the coun-
try. The image of the repressive PSF became a central part of the Diraz 
overall critique of Bahraini society and, by contrast, of its sense of it-
self.

Some observers would argue that the PSF response was dispropor-
tionate in relation to any kinetic threat that could emanate from occu-
piers. The number of arrests accentuated elevated levels of repression 
targeting members of the sect, increasing the perception of risk as-
sociated with continuation of collective action in support of interests 
of the Shiite twelver clergy.  And it seems the result was self-fulfilling, 
emboldening the protesters to raise the level of provocation. 

The overwhelming majority of the protesters, however, were com-
mitted to nonviolence as a principle and were ready to pursue nonvi-
olent solutions. They acted peacefully, if provocatively, albeit a small 
number of militant youth scattered at the perimeter of the occupied 
terrain and armed with white-weapons and Molotovs exhibited the 
propensity for violence and sought opportunity to incite chaos. They 
knew that the PSF response made them look good to the Velayati audi-
ences, and the experience fostered a culture which essentially glorified 
the impending arrests. The PSF, however, responded as if violence or 
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the realistic threat of violence by the protesters were the norm. It must 
be noted that for months the Ministry of Interior, increasingly wary 
of the occupation’s apparent staying power, made no decisive move to 
dislodge them and end the occupation.

Loss of space
The enduring nature of the social movement is comprised of three 
core functions: it must survive; it must strengthen itself; and in its 
fidelity to first two functions it must weaken the power structure of 
state. It follows that the loss of control over space weakens the move-
ment and in turn strengthens the state this movement is striving to 
oppose. Events since June 21, 2016 confirm the importance of physical 
space to the Occupy Diraz movement and its offshoots. It was proven 
that its concentration in a single location [Diraz] was a source of ener-
gy feeding a nationwide campaign of resistance. Also, ambiguity sur-
rounding the concept of ‘space occupied by Shiite Umma’ precludes the 
state from complete eradication of the movement, since life in Diraz is 
likely to continue as it was — in strict adherence to Velayat-e Faqih — 
emblematic to a core premise of the movement. On the other hand, 
once occupiers return to their own villages and their own daily lives, 
the attention of masses domestically and on the international stage 
will no longer centre on a specific site, and the aura of Occupy Diraz 
will inevitably fade away.

The success of Occupy Diraz was constrained by a number of struc-
tural factors. The first and perhaps most significant factor lies in its 
duality of the movement of being both religious and political. With-
in the socio-political environment dominated by the propensities 
for ethno-religious reconciliation, a  movement inspired by Velayati 
twelver’s ideology has to weigh out benefits and losses it incurs in pur-
suit of its interests through collective action, since at the essence of 
such a pursuit lies hard to reconcile ambiguity. The ambiguity in ideas 
and values embraced by the Shiite Islamic organised group pursuing its 
collective interests is rooted in its dual nature as both a religious and 
political actor. As a religious actor, it fully accepts the preeminence of 
Sharia interpretation by the Shiite spiritual leaders [Ayatollah Issa Qa-
ssim] over laws enacted by parliaments and states, and has to base its 
collective action programs and policy prescriptions on primacy of the 
sect’s interests and religious views. As the political actor, it is required to 
exhibit a higher degree of flexibility, perhaps even replacing the idea of 
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strict adherence to the sect’s views of Islam with the mere requirement 
that laws and policies be compatible with their spiritual leader’s inter-
pretation frame of reference. However, due to Velayati twelver’s innate 
ideological rigidity, the latter may only come as the result of a deleteri-
ous internal power struggle. Such group will have a hard time retaining 
the support of the devoted Velayati if they perceive the action as renun-
ciation of Velayat-e Faqeeh values as the basis for legislation. Therefore, 
the dual source of authority, religious and political, inside the Shiite Is-
lamic movement is mitigated by subjugation of the political leadership 
and decision-making process to religious authority.54 Such an arrange-
ment appears detrimental to the ability of a movement to achieve its 
aim as it denies the Shiite movement an element of horizontality, and 
hinders the ability to pursue political goals and solutions on behalf of 
all Shiites irrespective of their sectarian affiliations. Moreover, though 
occupiers claim to represent the entire Shiite population, they mainly 
come from a particular subset, chiefly the Shiites on Velayat-e Faqih.

Furthermore, this structural limit is manifested by the concept 
of the Shiite religious hierarchy and subjugation on all issues to the 
sect’s religious authority. Apart from its conflict with ideals of hori-
zontality, it implies the council on all affairs of the organised group 
by Shiite religious entities external to the group’s territorial domain. 
Such a  council on affairs of the group by an external Shiite reli-
gious-sectarian authority induces the common lateral gradient to the 
group’s  organisational structure. The dichotomy of this authoritar-
ian mechanism lies in the benefit, on the one hand, from provision 
for a nucleus universal to the Shiite movement’s structure responsible 
for the capacity to act, and losses, on the other hand, incurred from 
the rise in the cost of collective action in the environment, where 
a group’s interests are in unremitting conflict with Bahrain’s national 
security interests and sovereignty. This structural element denies the 
movement operational flexibility, reduces the speed with which it re-
sponds to a fluid external sociopolitical environment, allows agents of 
the state to control operational tempo, seize the initiative and place 
the Occupy Diraz movement in a position of weakness in a constantly 
reactionary state. 

Primacy of ‘religious over political’ limit has to do with the underly-
ing tenets of Velayat-e Faqih twelver doctrine that is likely to induce an 
embryo of authoritarian structure to Shiite Islamic movements, expand 
on the intimate need for establishment of governance and seed judicial 
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practice in a space occupied by the Shiite Umma, provide rationale for 
claim to a space, stipulate exigency to collect taxes, and wield coercive 
power on behalf of collective interests of the community—all in strict 
adherence to interpretations of the Qur’an and the Sunna by the elect-
ed spiritual leader or the elected council of religious authorities. In pré-
cis, a Shiite Islamic movement, progeny of Velayat-e Faqeeh paradigm, 
in control over space or terrarium inside nation-state’s national bor-
ders can be defined as a Shiite Islamic protostate. Hence, the state takes 
a dim view of the occupation as a threat to its national security rather 
than a collective action by the movement that seeks an opportunity 
to address its grievances associated with economic inequality, a gen-
eral rejection of the materialism and alienation the Shiite community 
finds in Bahrain’s contemporary culture. In this paradigm, irrespective 
of occupier position on confrontation, PSF agents of the state are com-
mitted to violence and will win the immediate violent confrontation. 
The agents of the state, in position of superior forces, will succeed in 
removing non-residents [members of Occupy] from Diraz. 

The history of the Occupy movement informs us that the occupa-
tion is impermanent — yet another structural limit. Whether because 
of protestor fatigue, repression, inadequacies in mobilisation and op-
erationalisation of the movement, the occupation will end. If a move-
ment depends on or is identified with its possession of a fixed space, 
the loss of that space will weaken the movement while strengthening 
the state it endeavours to oppose. 

Marcuse writes: ‘The defence of the permanent and round-the-
clock occupancy of a specific space can lead to a fetishisation of space 
that make[s] the defence of that space the overwhelming goal of the 
movement, at the expense of actions furthering the broader goals 
that that space is occupied to advance’.55 The relevance of space to 
the movement was especially elevated, in the case of Occupy Diraz, 
where the movement is mobilised around urgency to prevent an agent 
of state from entering the space where the Velayati twelver supreme 
leader finds refuge. Here the term fetishisation, coined by Marcuse, 
accentuates excessive preoccupation with a persona at the centre of 
occupation and occupation itself, in detriment to goals of social justice 
and sectarian equality.

The Velayat-e Faqih paradigm removes Marcuse’s concern that pur-
suing political goals in society at large at the same time as forming the 
relations of a new social order poses a dilemma. It was demonstrated 
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that prefigured alternative social arrangement is an intrinsic quality 
of the movement informed on the ideology of Velayat-e Faqih. Hence, 
the process of assembling a community out of Velayati twelvers [such 
as Occupy Diraz] directly and actively promotes goals associated with 
an immediate sociopolitical change, and there is nominal or no diver-
gence (in resources expended) between forging the relations of a new 
social order and larger socio-political goals. Therefore, Occupy Diraz 
does not exhibit the same detriments from fetishisation with prefigu-
ration as observed in the Occupy Wall Street movement in the United 
States, in the Occupy Abay movement in Russia, and in the Indignados 
in Spain.  

Lastly, we stress the fetishisation of confrontation. The occupation 
of public space places the movement in opposition and conflict with 
the authorities. Given the mode of operation of the PSF, any such con-
frontation is likely to result in coercive counter-action by means of di-
rect violence and judicial proceedings. For many young members of 
the movement, violent confrontations with PSF, acts of episodic low 
intensity terroristic activities, arrests, became a goal in itself. Velayati 
youth in Bahrain often reserve to the strategy of confrontation with 
agents of the state in order to win the attention of domestic, interna-
tional community and human rights activists. This tactic has signif-
icant and irreconcilable shortcomings. In the environment of inter-
national hypersensitivity to any manifestation of terroristic activity 
by the organised group pursuing political goals, such strategy further 
alienates militant Bahraini youth and widens the chasm between the 
radical fringe and Shiites actively seeking political dialogue with the 
royal family and peaceful resolution to sectarian tensions in the King-
dom.  Clearly, fetishisation with confrontation only distracts attention 
from the larger goals of social justice. 

 The aforementioned fetishisms might have diminished the move-
ment’s  capacity to represent grievances of the Shiite community in 
Bahrain and call out the government on issues of sectarian inequality 
and justice. Organisers of the movement had extensive experience and 
awareness of the history of protest activity in the current socio-politi-
cal environment, and were fully aware of deleterious effects of tactics 
inspired by religious-sectarian tenants to the overall strategy of recon-
ciliation and democratic reform.
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Conclusion
At the inception of the movement, public discourse was about social 
justice for the Shiite majority, economic and political inequality. The 
international media was dominated by themes of Occupy Diraz  – 
calls for freedom to Bahraini prisoners of conscience and news sto-
ries spiked providing welcoming exposure to the movement, com-
parable only with the coverage of the ‘Pearl Revolution’ itself. Crit-
icism of treatment of prisoners in Bahrain, and violation of human 
rights became an important part of policy advocates throughout the 
region, Europe and America as lawmakers and human rights defend-
ers adopted the language and position on those issues by the move-
ment. Nearly all major political entities from the European Union 
to the United States condemned the actions of the Kingdom with 
respect to Issa Qassim and prisoners of conscience held by the Min-
istry of Interior, and they issued stern warnings to the government 
of Bahrain. The international outrage culminated with human rights 
agencies releasing a flurry of reports and statements concerning the 
state of affairs in the Kingdom.56 Innovative actions of Occupy Diraz, 
its physical presence, and the contest for space fulfilled the goal of 
garnering the attention of the international community and signifi-
cantly advanced the collective interests of the Velayati twelver sect in 
Bahrain. However, fetishisation with prefiguration further exposed 
the ambiguity of subjugation within the movement of collective in-
terests and action to tenants of Velayat-e Faqih, those substantially 
handicapping its ability to reach political goals. In the same para-
digm, the causality of the movement’s confrontation with authority, 
which rests with Velayati twelver doctrine, relegated the movement 
to an incessant deleterious struggle for survival, drawing it further 
away from socio-political and economic objectives. Occupy Diraz 
became a laboratory where top-down bureaucracy in a social move-
ment was rigorously tested for its ability to push for political change 
in an autocratic society. Diraz offers strong evidence that the pursuit 
by the movement of socio-political interests may significantly benefit 
from implementation and fidelity in its future endeavours to princi-
ples of horizontality and, most importantly, departure from Velayat-e 
Faqih ideological precepts.
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This article will discuss Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of 12 Octo-
ber 2017 on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor’s Of-
fice. This project is a  significant demonstration of the unification of 
European criminal law and the redirection from the traditional judicial 
cooperation among individual EU member states on the path toward 
a unified and controlled investigation of criminal offences against the 
financial interests of the EU throughout the whole European Union. 
Initially, the scope of authority of the new office will include only 20 
EU member states within the framework of the so-called enhanced 
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sible issues that may arise during its establishment and throughout the 
course of its activities.
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Brief description of institutional sphere 
Not long ago, criminal law was considered one of the attributes and 
demonstrations of national sovereignty of EU member states and any 
interference in their national sovereignty was considered unacceptable. 

The European Union is a relatively new institution that has under-
gone numerous significant changes, including changes in the area of 
criminal law, in the past two decades. Especially since the Czech Re-
public joined the European Union1, criminal law in the Czech Republic 
as well as in other EU member states has been increasingly influenced 
by the criminal law of the European Union2. This applies both to sub-
stantive criminal law and procedural criminal law.  Within the scope 
of substantive criminal law, the influence is manifested particularly by 
the harmonisation of legal terms, institutes, constitutive elements of 
criminal offences or, as the case may be, the efforts to harmonise sanc-
tions.3  Within the scope of process criminal law, the influence of the 
criminal law of the European Union is manifested particularly by mu-
tual police and judicial cooperation, exchange of information, mutual 
recognition of procedural decisions, replacement of formal extradition 
proceedings by a simplified surrender of persons between EU member 
states, harmonization of procedural rights of individuals (defendants 
and aggrieved persons or, as the case may be, victims of criminal of-
fences), mutual admissibility of evidence between EU member states, 
and other procedures.

The objective of this article is to address the new project of the Eu-
ropean Public Prosecutor or the European Public Prosecutor’s Office 
(EPPO) – I shall use these terms as synonyms – and the issues asso-
ciated with its operation in one of the EU member states, the Czech 
Republic. Czech procedural criminal law is a  type of the continental 
model of European law that is sometimes referred to as Romano-Ger-
man law. In essence, the statements made regarding Czech criminal 
proceedings may be applied to other criminal proceedings in countries 
that belong to the same type (e.g. Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Slo-
vakia, Italy, etc.).

The reason why I am addressing this topic is the fact that I consider 
the project of the European Public Prosecutor along with its intend-
ed scope as key and ground-breaking in criminal law of the European 
Union.

In a certain sense, the establishment of the European Public Prose-
cutor’s Office crowns the efforts to create a unified legal framework of 
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penalties for international economic crime - efforts to achieve a uni-
fied or coordinated procedure when investigating criminal offences as 
well as during the subsequent criminal proceedings and enforcement 
of the decision.

The existing forms of cooperation among EU Member states in 
the area of process criminal law, e.g. The European Union Agency for 
Law Enforcement Cooperation (Europol4), The European Union`s Ju-
dicial Cooperation Unit (Eurojust5), The European Anti-Fraud Office 
(OLAF6), the European Judicial Network7, and other processes are to 
be complemented by a  qualitatively higher form of cooperation, the 
ground-breaking institute in European criminal law. It is a manifesta-
tion of the tendency to depart from the traditional judicial cooperation 
among EU member states toward a  unified and centrally controlled 
investigation, in the future hopefully throughout the whole EU terri-
tory, and currently throughout the territory of 20 cooperating states.

As mentioned above, the scope of authority of the EPPO shall not 
apply to all EU member states in a blanket manner; in fact, it shall be 
binding in its entirety and directly applicable only to the 20 EU Mem-
ber states that voluntarily decided to coordinate their criminal justice 
with the EPPO8. Out of the four countries bordering the Czech Re-
public, Germany, Austria, and Slovakia have joined the project, while 
Poland (and other EU member states) have not made the commitment 
to cooperate mainly due to their fears of the extended powers of the 
EPPO that could collide with the interests of the individual national 
states in the area of criminal justice.

The Regulation proposal to establish a  joint European prosecutor 
was adopted on 5 October 2017.9 The European Parliament has 751 
MEPs; the Czech Republic is represented by 21 MEPs. From the pres-
ent MEPs, a total of 456 MEPs voted in favour of the proposal, 115 were 
against the proposal, and 60 MEPs abstained on the vote.10

Nevertheless, as of right now the actual shape of the EPPO has not 
been finalized because shortly after the adoption of the Regulation 
in question, the Ministers of Justice of the involved countries agreed 
on a future extension of the powers of the European Public Prosecu-
tor’s Office in accordance with the intention of the European Commis-
sion that is expected to submit a new proposal in September 2018; by 
then, it is expected that a direct relation between participation in the 
project of the European Public Prosecutor’s Office and the distribution 
of EU financial resources will have been created.11
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As much as the three-year time limit for the launch of the European 
Public Prosecutor’s Office may seem sufficiently long for the prepara-
tion of a national legal order (i.e. for the adoption of national legal rules 
and regulations necessary for the application of said Regulation), it is 
in fact too short. The introduction of the EPPO into life will require 
the harmonization of substantive provisions as well as procedural pro-
visions of the Czech Criminal law with European legislation or with 
the legislation of other countries that had joined the EPPO project.

Essence, purpose, and basic principles of the functioning of 
the EPPO
The essence and purpose of the activities of the European Public Pros-
ecutor’s Office is captured in the fourth article of said Regulation on 
the establishment of the EPPO: 

The EPPO shall be responsible for investigating, prosecuting 
and bringing to judgment the perpetrators of, and accomplic-
es to, criminal offences affecting the financial interests of the 
Union, which are provided for in Directive (EU) 2017/1371 and 
determined by this Regulation. In that respect the EPPO shall 
undertake investigations and carry out acts of prosecution and 
exercise the functions of prosecutor in the competent courts 
of the EU Member states, until the case has been finally dis-
posed of.

The main reason for the establishment of the European Public Pros-
ecutor’s Office is predominantly to overcome the current unsatisfacto-
ry state in the area of finance crime in the EU; according to the data 
from the European Commission, the EU loses more than 500 million 
Euro annually based on the official numbers, which means that the 
actual loss of EU financial resources (i.e. taxpayer money) can be much 
higher. Therefore, there will be a single main objective of the Europe-
an Public Prosecutor on the general level – to prosecute crimes that 
damage the financial interests of the EU.  Protection and enforcement 
of rights in the fight against financial fraud that damages the financial 
interests of the EU differ greatly in individual EU Member states; such 
differences should be eliminated by the establishment of the EPPO. 
Priority shall be given to the protection of the EU budget; the estab-
lishment of the EPPO shall bridge the gap between criminal law sys-
tems of EU member states, the power of which ends at the border of 
the individual states not allowing EU subjects to investigate criminal 
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activities. The European Public Prosecutor’s Office should also provide 
EU member states with a more effective protection of EU financial in-
terests, i.e. a protection of funds that are provided to the EU budget by 
tax payers.12

Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 on the establishment of the Eu-
ropean Public Prosecutor’s Office includes the outline of the structure 
and operation of the EPPO. Nevertheless, there is a series of specific 
issues relating to the activities of the EPPO that remain unclear and 
will need to be clarified step by step before the project becomes active.

The newly established EPPO should operate as an independent EU 
institution at the central level including the Office of the European 
Chief Prosecutor who will be in charge of the whole EPPO as well as 
the College of European Prosecutors, a Permanent Chambers, and Eu-
ropean prosecutors.  The decentralized level will be represented by the 
Delegated Prosecutors from EU Member states. The EPPO will oper-
ate in parallel with national prosecuting authorities (public prosecu-
tor’s offices) in individual countries and it should perform its scope of 
authority, i.e. particularly investigate criminal offences and prosecute 
them in national courts pursuant to applicable national law. Never-
theless, there is no establishment of a common European procedural 
law or common European Criminal Court currently being carried out.

In other words, the European Delegated Prosecutors shall remain 
as a  part of the judicial system in the appropriate EU member state 
while working for the EPPO headquarters on cases relating to financial 
interests of the EU under the control and supervision of the European 
Public Prosecutor (therefore, they shall perform two functions concur-
rently).

This manner of operation shall ensure that the pre-trial phase is led 
by a person who has a good understanding of the judicial situation in 
the appropriate state and does not represent a foreign element; on the 
other hand, this position may bring along conflicts arising as a result of 
the performance of two functions, for instance in mixed cases related 
to both damaging the financial interests of the EU and the interests 
protected only by the EU member state, in which case the Delegated 
Prosecutor or the Public Prosecutor would be simultaneously subject 
to dual control  or supervision. 

Pursuant to Article 86, item two of the Treaty on the Functioning 
of the European Union, the European Public Prosecutor’s Office shall 
perform the function of the Public Prosecutor in the relevant Courts 
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of EU member states. Acts performed by the EPPO during the inves-
tigation shall be closely related to criminal prosecution that may arise 
from them; therefore, they shall be reflected in the legal order of EU 
member states. In many cases, such acts shall be performed by national 
law enforcement agencies acting in accordance with the instructions 
of the EPPO, in some cases upon obtaining a permission of the nation-
al Court.

Investigations of criminal offences that are to be subject to this Reg-
ulation should be led either by a Delegated Prosecutor personally on 
behalf of the European Public Prosecutor or via law enforcement agen-
cies in the relevant EU member state. Upon conclusion of the investi-
gation, the Delegated Prosecutor will submit a brief overview of the 
case to the European Public Prosecutor, including the defence motion 
and the list of evidence on the grounds of which the European Pub-
lic Prosecutor’s Office will adopt a decision to defer the case, request 
further investigation, or submit it to the relevant national Court; the 
selection of the relevant Court will be made by the European Public 
Prosecutor upon consulting the Delegated Prosecutor with respect to 
sound administration of justice.

The College of European Prosecutors should adopt decisions on 
strategic matters, including the stipulation of priorities of the EPPO 
and its investigation and prosecution policy as well as on general issues 
arising from individual cases, e.g. regarding the application of this Reg-
ulation, correct implementation of the EPPO investigation and pros-
ecution policy, and issues of principle or issues that have a significant 
impact on the drafting of a consistent investigation and prosecution 
policy of the EPPO. Decisions adopted by the College of European 
Prosecutors on general issues should not affect the obligation to inves-
tigate and prosecute in accordance with this Regulation and with na-
tional law. The College of European Prosecutors should make its best 
efforts to adopt decisions on the grounds of a consensus. Whenever 
a consensus cannot be reached, decisions should be adopted by means 
of a vote. 

 The Permanent Chambers should monitor and direct investi-
gations and ensure the coherence of the activities of the EPPO. The 
composition of the Permanent Chambers should be stipulated in ac-
cordance with the EPPO internal rules of procedure that should allow 
for, among other things, for the European Prosecutor to be a member 
of more than one Permanent Chamber whenever it is appropriate to 
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ensure an even workload among individual European Prosecutors to 
the highest extent possible.  Permanent Chambers should be chaired 
by the European Chief Prosecutor, one of the Deputy European Chief 
Prosecutors, or the European Prosecutor pursuant to the guidelines 
stipulated in the EPPO internal rules of procedure.  When allocating 
cases to individual Permanent Chambers, decisions should be based 
on the system of a random distribution to ensure, to the extent possi-
ble, an equal division of the workload. Deviations from this principle 
should be possible to ensure proper and efficient functioning of the 
EPPO on the grounds of a decision by the European Chief Prosecutor. 

A European Prosecutor from each EU member state should be ap-
pointed to the College of European Prosecutors. In principle, Euro-
pean Prosecutors should monitor the investigation and prosecution 
carried out by the European Delegated Prosecutors in the EU Member 
State of their origin on behalf of the appropriate Permanent Chamber. 
They should act as liaisons between the central office and the decen-
tralised level in their EU member states, facilitating the functioning 
of the EPPO as a single office. The supervising European Prosecutor 
should also check any instruction’s compliance with national law and 
inform the Permanent Chamber if the instructions do not do so.

As a  rule, the investigations of the EPPO should be carried out 
by the European Delegated Prosecutors in EU member states. They 
should do so in accordance with this Regulation and, with regards to 
matters not covered by this Regulation, in accordance with national 
law. The European Delegated Prosecutors should carry out their tasks 
under the supervision of the supervising European Prosecutor and un-
der the direction and instruction of the competent Permanent Cham-
ber. Whenever the national law of an EU member state provides for 
the internal review of certain acts within the structure of the national 
prosecutor’s office, the review of such decisions taken by the European 
Delegated Prosecutor should fall under the supervision powers of the 
supervising European Prosecutor in accordance with the internal rules 
of procedure of the EPPO. In such cases, EU member states should not 
be obliged to provide for review by national courts, without prejudice 
to Article 19 of the EU Treaty and Article 47 of the Charter of Funda-
mental Rights of the European Union (hereinafter the “Charter”).

The role (activity) of the Prosecutors in competent Courts should 
apply until the conclusion of the proceedings, which is understood to 
mean the final determination of the question whether the suspect or 
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accused person has committed the offence, including, where applica-
ble, sentencing and the resolution of any legal action or remedies avail-
able until that decision has become definitive.

The European Delegated Prosecutors should be an integral part of 
the EPPO and as such, when investigating and prosecuting offences 
within the competence of the EPPO, they should act exclusively on 
behalf and in the name of the EPPO on the territory of their respective 
EU Member State. This should entail, under this Regulation, granting 
them a functionally and legally independent status, which is different 
from any status under national law.

Issues relating to the implementation of the Office of the 
European Public Prosecutor’s Office

a) The Establishment of the European Prosecutor involves changes to exist-
ing European institutions on the future shape of which there is insufficient 
information

The Office of the European Public Prosecutor’s  Office is to be reap-
pointed from The European Eurojust13 but that does not imply that 
that Eurojust will cease to exist upon the establishment of the EPPO; 
the European Prosecutor will rather build on the existing infrastruc-
ture of Eurojust and use it as its background with respect to the need of 
close cooperation between the two institutions. This solution respects 
the different starting points of both institutions that reflect upon their 
differing functions – in essence, Eurojust will remain a coordination 
and support unit facilitating judicial cooperation in criminal matters 
among EU Member states and the EPPO shall be deemed a  judicial 
authority with investigative powers for the purpose of protecting the 
financial interests of the EU.

The institution of OLAF, i.e. the European Anti-fraud Office, poses 
another problem. Will this institution remain what it is, i.e. an insti-
tution for administrative investigations and initiation of prosecution, 
will it work independently or ‘under the supervision’ of the European 
Public Prosecutor, or will the European Public Prosecutor even control 
it?14

b) Risks of cooperation between the European Public Prosecutor and “na-
tional” Public Prosecutors
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The EPPO will fully depend on the existing acquisition of information 
from domestic authorities, especially law enforcement, and the effec-
tiveness of its activities will depend on the effectiveness of the activi-
ties of domestic bodies, especially law enforcement. The EPPO will be 
equipped with the necessary authority and prescriptive instruments 
so that it does not have to rely only on the voluntariness of the par-
ticipating countries; nevertheless, the answer to the question of what 
the level of trust and cooperation will be between the European Public 
Prosecutor and domestic investigative authorities and criminal justice 
authorities remains open and as of right now unanswered, just as with 
many other questions. 

Pursuant to Article 41 of the Preamble, the nature of the European 
Public Prosecutor’s Office is quite specific – it shall remain firmly em-
bedded in national legal structures while at the same time being an EU 
body. The EPPO will be acting in proceedings where most other actors 
will be national, such as courts, the police, and prison systems.

The role of the European Public Prosecutor acting in their home 
state while at the same time acting as an EU body will be schizophren-
ic. The European Public Prosecutor can easily be at the risk of a con-
flict of interests, a conflict with their ‘national’ or ‘EU’ independence. 
To address this issue briefly, we can mention the issue of career de-
velopment of said European Public Prosecutor. Who will make the 
relevant decisions on their career development? One possible solution 
would be that the delegated European Prosecutor acts or has acted as 
a Delegated Prosecutor who is not included within the structure of the 
domestic Public Prosecutor’s Office.

c) Problematic cooperation with EU member states that do not join the 
project; problematic cooperation with countries that are not EU member 
states 

In relation to non-member countries, i.e. when requesting legal help, 
the European Public Prosecutor will have to rely on the traditional 
form of international judicial cooperation. If there is no agreement, 
the key element of judicial cooperation should be the principle of reci-
procity pursuant to which individual countries shall provide the guar-
antee of mutuality to each other. Neither the European Union nor its 
authorities may be considered as a state; they shall be considered as sui 
generis entities; therefore, the EU may not provide a guarantee of mu-
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tuality that is a requirement for the provision of legal aid. Non-mem-
ber countries will thus not have an obligation to comply with the Eu-
ropean Public Prosecutor’s request for cooperation.

The situation can be resolved either by concluding international 
agreements between the EU and individual countries or by allowing 
the European Public Prosecutor to authorize authorities active in the 
criminal proceedings in the EU member state where the investigation 
is underway to comply with the request and the whole process would 
proceed according to international agreements that the relevant coun-
try concluded with the requested non-member country; however, in 
such cases, the assistance would be provided directly to the EU mem-
ber state and not to the European Public Prosecutor (if the Europe-
an Public Prosecutor were to decide to carry out the proceedings in 
another country, it would be a problem and it would be necessary to 
request legal aid via another state). As a  result, the European Public 
Prosecutor’s  Office would act toward non-EU countries only via the 
authorities of EU member states and not as an individual entity.

d) Different legal systems in Europe

This reason, which makes the creation of the project of a common Eu-
ropean Prosecutor and the proper functioning thereof problematic, 
appears to be a very strong reason.  There is no actual common Euro-
pean substantive criminal law in Europe. Yet the level of harmoniza-
tion of penalties across the legal orders of individual EU member states 
appears to be key for the proposed form of cross-border cooperation.15

Currently, there are two systems of criminal law standing against 
each other – the continental system (the Romano-German system) and 
the Anglo-American system. There are significant differences between 
the two systems and they paradoxically represent a  greater obstacle 
than the approximation of criminal law standards in such countries 
as Australia, Canada, and the United States of America. Within the 
coming years, we cannot expect that the Romano-German continental 
legal system and the British Anglo-American procedural system will 
become approximated as well as the criminal legislation in the EU to 
such an extent to provide foundation for a unified system of European 
criminal law.16

In addition, there are not only two different legal systems in Europe 
but also different definitions of fraudulent activities, definitions spread 
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across various parts of criminal legislation in individual countries from 
criminal law to criminal tax law.17 In other words, there is no unified 
definition of property crime or financial crime; nor are there unified 
standards of criminal liability; by the same token, there are no har-
monized sanctions for criminal offences. In my opinion, the level of 
harmonization of the constitutive elements of a crime and penalties 
will be directly related to the extent of cooperation of domestic judicial 
authorities with the European Public Prosecutor’s Office.

It is unfortunate that the Regulation does not stipulate the consti-
tutive elements of fraudulent activities that damage financial inter-
ests – that could be a path toward harmonization of the constitutive 
elements. Moreover, it will be necessary to resolve the issue that some 
states may consider some identical actions as an administrative of-
fence and other as criminal offences.

Another possible issue will arise in relation to criminal liability of 
legal persons. In the area of criminal liability of legal persons, certain 
states have a  general criminal liability of legal persons while other 
states only have criminal liability of legal persons for selected criminal 
offences.

The question arises whether we should begin with the harmoniza-
tion of the constitutive elements of the relevant criminal offences and 
the harmonization of the criminal liability of corporations instead – 
and leave the prosecution to the domestic authorities until the har-
monization takes place or at least until a general harmonization of the 
standards of substantive and procedural law takes place. 

The European Public Prosecutor Office will naturally have to re-
spect the principles of a ‘fair trial’; nevertheless, the harmonization of 
at least the basic procedural rights of the accused and the aggrieved 
persons or victims will be urgently needed in the future.

e) The jurisdiction will remain in the EU member states

One of the crucial problems of the proposed projects will be the fact 
that the criminal proceedings will be carried out in accordance with the 
regulations of individual states; yet their cooperation will be governed 
by European regulations. The investigation will be performed in accor-
dance with the domestic regulations, yet the cooperation among the 
authorities active in the criminal proceedings will be subject to Euro-
pean regulations; that can cause certain complications and raise ques-
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tions to which we still have no unanimous answer. To name one, let us 
mention the issue with the supervisory functions – it is unclear who 
should carry out the supervisory functions regarding the investigation. 
The Permanent Chambers of European Prosecutors should control the 
investigation. Delegated European Prosecutors should complete their 
tasks under the supervision of the supervising European Prosecutor 
and on the grounds of the proceedings and according to the instruc-
tions of the appropriate Permanent Chamber. It follows that a system 
of collective decision-making of the Permanent Chambers is being im-
plemented, i.e. something that is unknown in our criminal code be-
cause so far, decisions in the Czech Republic in the pre-trial phase are 
made by the Public Prosecutor – an individual; furthermore, it follows 
that a complicated system of transfer of competences is being created. 
However, collective decision-making divides responsibility for the out-
come of the prosecution.

 Let us consider a simple example: the police authority in the do-
mestic state discovers information that a  criminal offence may have 
been committed that may be within the competence of the EEPO ac-
cording to its circumstances. Should the police authority inform the 
Delegated European Prosecutor who will make the decision on the 
commencement of criminal prosecution by themselves or should the 
police authority inform the Permanent Chamber of European Prose-
cutors that will collectively make the decision on the commencement 
of criminal prosecution? And on the grounds of which information 
should the decision be made – will the file have to be hastily translated 
and dispatched or will the decision be made merely on the grounds of 
the report of the Delegated European Prosecutor? What if the situa-
tion calls for a deprivation of liberty or detention of the accused per-
son; will they wait until a decision is made abroad on their criminal 
prosecution? Let us assume that the Permanent Chamber will issue 
a directive to commence the criminal proceedings that will, neverthe-
less, be carried out with an objectionable time lag.

And let us pose the following question: who will make decisions on 
potential legal remedies against the resolution on the commencement 
of the criminal prosecution? The Delegated European Prosecutor act-
ing within the domestic judicial system or the Permanent Chamber of 
European Prosecutors? The Permanent Chamber should be excluded, 
since it had initiated the criminal prosecution. For defendants prose-
cuted in the “classic” criminal prosecution on criminal offences beyond 
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the scope of powers of the EPPO before domestic authorities active in 
the criminal proceedings, the legislation will remain the same. Is there 
not a danger of an unequal procedural process?

There may be such a danger during a prosecution of the defendant 
also in the case of transferring evidence from one EU member state 
to another, which is explicitly permitted by the referred Regulation. 
Pursuant to Article 37, Item 1 of the Regulation, evidence presented 
by the prosecutors of the EPPO or by the defendant to a Court shall 
not be denied admission on the mere grounds that the evidence was 
gathered in another EU member state or in accordance with the law 
of another EU member state. Situations may arise when a breach of 
civil rights and freedoms, e.g. a search of the home or other premises, 
wiretapping and recording of telecommunication operations etc. has 
to be approved by a Court in one EU member state while in another 
EU member state the consent or request by the public prosecutor shall 
suffice. It does not have to be an academic example; until the amend-
ment to the Czech Criminal Code amended by act no. 459/2011 Coll., 
a search warrant for other premises in the pre-trial phase could have 
been issued by a Public Prosecutor or a police authority (cf. the original 
version, Section 83a of the Criminal Code). Currently, the order and 
performance of the search of other premises shall utilize the provisions 
of Section 83, Article 1 and 2 of the Criminal Code analogously; i.e. the 
Judge shall decide during the pre-trial phase. Although such evidence 
would be ineffective in domestic criminal proceedings, it will be pos-
sible in proceedings carried out by a Delegated European Prosecutor 
pursuant to the referred Regulation.

EPPO investigations will be of a mixed nature because they will rely 
on a unified procedural standard, i.e. the referred Regulation; never-
theless, within the extent stipulated by the Regulation, the domestic 
law applies and later enters into the case in the shape of the decision of 
the Court, ordinary and extraordinary legal remedies against the deci-
sion of the Court, also the possibility to interfere with the case via the 
Constitutional Court of the Czech Republic, and finally via the Euro-
pean Court of Human Rights.

Conclusion
The idea of the establishment of a common European Public Prose-
cutor’s Office is certainly valid. It is another example of institutional 
judicial cooperation that amends the existing institutions. The Euro-
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pean Public Prosecutor’s Office may be an important instrument in the 
fight against large cross-border crime aimed to damage the financial 
interests of the European Union.

It is too early to evaluate the project; it is scheduled to commence 
its operation in 2020. Currently, it remains at the level of a political 
compromise. 

There are many important and problematic issues relating to its es-
tablishment and its operations that have yet to be resolved. The Czech 
Republic should focus its efforts on impacting the wording of the fu-
ture Code of Procedure of the EPPO to ensure that it clashes with 
Czech legislation as little as possible. Nevertheless, legislative changes 
in Czech procedural criminal law and in the Czech Act on the Prosecu-
tor’s Office are certain. 
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PKK’s Friends and Foes in the 
Middle East Since 1999

Tomáš Kaválek, Miroslav Mareš

This article illustrates the Kurdistan Workers’ Party’s  (PKK) relation-
ship with regional actors since 1999. The PKK maintains relations with 
Iran, Syria, Russia, Iraq, the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan and the US. 
On the other hand, the PKK has strained relations with Turkey, the 
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) in Iraq, and rebel groups in Syria. 
At the same time, PKK’s affiliate in Syria has received military support 
from the US and European support since October 2015. It is argued 
that the PKK and its affiliates are unlikely to become strategic allies 
of the US since it maintains ties with the pro-Assad camp. This article 
further shows that contemporary allegiances of the PKK are a result 
of a longer-term shift initially triggered by the Syrian war. PKK’s cur-
rent position in the regional conundrum recalls its Cold War alliances 
stretching back to the 1980s and 1990s and reflects on PKK’s priority – 
armed struggle in Turkey.

Keywords: Kurdistan Workers’ Party, Party of the Free Life of Kurdistan, 
war in Syria, Democratic Union Part, Turkey, Kurdistan Region of Iraq

PKK’s complex web of relations
The insurgency organization the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)1 is 
one of the main proponents of Kurdish nationalist ambitions in the 
Middle East. During almost forty years of its existence, it has man-
aged to build and maintain a prominent position among the Kurds. At 
the onset of 2017, the PKK is arguably stronger than ever in its orga-
nizational history. It controls major areas of northern Syria through 
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its Syrian wing the Democratic Union Party (PYD). It has bolstered its 
position in Iraq. Since August 2015, the PKK renewed its struggle in 
Turkey.2 The PYD and its armed wing the People’s Protection Units 
(YPG) enjoy a  considerable amount of international legitimacy for 
their successes in combating Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), 
including direct US military support since October 2015.3 Such a state 
of affairs raises the question of whether PKK-linked actors can be re-
garded as more than tactical allies against ISIS and the Syrian regime. 
Therefore, it is crucial to examine the PKK position in the web of 
regional relations.

As this article suggests, the PKK current strategic and ideological 
position in the regional mosaic is incompatible with a long-term alli-
ance with the US and other NATO countries. The PKK has a strained 
relationship with Turkey, a  NATO member since 1952. The PKK is 
also unfriendly towards the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) 
dominated by Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) which has enjoyed 
increased international support since ISIS emerged in the summer of 
2014. On the other hand, the PYD remains in a  marriage of conve-
nience with Assad’s regime. The PKK enjoys closer ties with Iran and 
its ally in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KRI), the Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan (PUK), as well as with the Iraqi government.

This article offers a brief account of the PKK reconstruction pe-
riod since 1999, when its leader Abdullah Öcalan was detained. The 
Syrian civil war raging since 2011 arguably boosted PKK’s prominent 
position in the region. The PKK relationship with actors such as Syr-
ia, Iran, and Russia stretching back to the Cold War era is in many 
ways revived in the contemporary period. By the end of 2013, the 
PKK leaned toward Iran, the PUK in Iraq, and Russia and its mar-
riage of convenience with Assad’s  regime took a  clearer shape. We 
argue that ISIS’ rise in 2014 further highlighted existing alliances and 
trends. In 2015, negotiations between the PKK and the Turkish gov-
ernment ended in failure and led to the escalation of armed conflict 
in the southeast. Considering the Syrian regime aided by Iran and 
Russia has a considerable upper hand against weakened opposition 
throughout 2016-17, the PYD has only little motivation to break ties 
with the Damascus regime and its sponsors, Russia and Iran. The ar-
ticle points out a  gradual shift of the PKK’s  focus and subsequent 
alliances which was triggered by the emergence of the Syrian civil 
war in 2011.
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The analysis faces several constraints given the relative lack of re-
liable data and hard evidence that would enable painting the exact 
picture of PKK’s relations, including levels of support. Both states in 
the region and the PKK and its members themselves tend to under-
mine or even completely deny ties or even contact with the actor in 
question. Therefore, a sole reliance on primary sources such as speech 
acts of stakeholders, documents of the PKK etc. would greatly distort 
the outcome of the analysis. In order to cope with these constraints 
we also rely on a combination of existing analyses, largely published 
by think-tanks, academic works and unstructured interviews with 
a range of respondents (mainly local and foreign journalists with long-
term experience with the issue, PKK-linked actors, local observers such 
as humanitarians). Additional data was collected during the first au-
thor’s observation and informal interviews with locals during his stays 
in Iraq and Turkey.

PKK’s reconstruction and success in 1999-2017
The PKK was established as a revolutionary Marxist movement which 
aimed at the creation of an independent Kurdistan. Beginning as one 
of the myriad of radical leftists groups in Turkey in 1978, it gradually 
rose to prominence, arguably becoming one of the key actors shaping 
Kurdish politics not only in Turkey but also among the Kurds in Iraq, 
Iran, Syria, and within the Kurdish diaspora mainly in Europe.4 The 
PKK continuously waged an insurgency predominantly in the south-
east of Turkey, enjoying the Cold War setting which has provided it 
with support from Syria and the Soviet Union since the 1980s and 
1990s.  Its insurgency in Turkey cost the lives of an estimated 30 000 
people in 1984-99.5

At the onset of 1999, the PKK experienced a period of ‘shock and 
retreat’ after the detention of its leader Abdullah Öcalan.6 He is cur-
rently serving a life sentence in Turkey’s İmralı island but maintains 
considerable influence over the organization.7 The PKK was expelled 
from Syria upon Ankara’s pressure on Hafiz Assad and also retreated 
from Turkey to the mountains of northern Iraq around the Qandil 
Mountain.8 It lost manpower, safe haven and experienced a  leader-
ship crisis embedded in a struggle between moderates (such as Abdul-
lah’s brother Osman) advocating for a political solution and hawks (in 
the end prevalent) represented by current PKK leadership.9 The PKK, 
largely deprived of its outside supporters such as Syrians, Soviets and 
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partially also Iran, underwent a period of reconstruction. In 2004, the 
PKK’s insurgency resumed on Turkish soil, albeit with much less in-
tensity than in the 1990s.10 In the post-2004 era, the PKK has proved 
its resilience in facing the pro-Islamist Justice and Development Par-
ty’s  (AKP) attempts to marginalize them by appealing to the Sunni 
identity of Turkish Kurds and easing the repression of ‘Kurdishness’ 
in general.11

In 2003, the PYD was established as the PKK’s main front in Syria 
and thus the PKK kept its presence, albeit so far limited.12 The expan-
sion went hand in hand with the reconstruction of the PKK as a system 
of political parties, armed wings and ‘civil society’ organizations fol-
lowing Öcalan’s far-left ideology with branches not only in Turkey but 
in other countries in the region as well.13 For example, the PKK spread 
its insurgency further to Iran in 2004, through its affiliate Party of the 
Free Life of Kurdistan (PJAK).

The start of the war in Syria in 2011 undoubtedly paved way for 
the PKK to strengthen its position in the region. In November 2011, 
Salih Muslim, a leader of the PYD previously exiled in Iraq, returned 
to Syria.14 In the summer of 2012, the PYD aided by PKK cadres from 
Qandil assumed a  monopoly in northern Syria when Assad’s  armed 
forces withdrew from most of the Kurdish areas.15 The PYD gradually 
pursued its radical democratic governance project in northern Syria in 
line with Öcalan’s idea of ‘Democratic Confederalism’.16 Syrian Kurds 
subsequently earned international prominence and legitimacy and 
were considered to be one of the forces capable of combating ISIS. In 
the summer of 2014, PKK’s forces took advantage of the vacuum left 
by the retreating KDP Peshmerga units facing ISIS from Shingal dis-
trict in Iraq.17 The PKK-linked forces subsequently moved in and gar-
risoned itself in the area while enjoying the support of the local Yazidi 
population and international legitimacy being viewed as the saviour 
of Yazidis.18

In the meantime, a period of ceasefire and negotiations during the 
so-called Peace Process between the PKK and the AKP government in 
Turkey, which began at the end of 2012, was used to bolster the PKK-
linked actors’ political power and organizational structures without 
direct Turkish counteractions in Kurdish areas of Turkey. However, by 
the end of July 2015, Ankara renewed its operations against the PKK in 
Iraq after more than two years of ceasefire.19
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PKK’s Cold War alliances revived

PKK’s Russian connection
The PKK was established as a Marxist revolutionary organization and 
thus it enjoyed support from the Soviet Union and from Russia in the 
1990s. This was due to both ideological affinity and the PKK’s enmity 
towards Turkey, which has been a NATO member since 1952. Moscow 
has never listed the PKK or its affiliates as a terrorist organization. This 
stance was reiterated in October 2015 by the Russian ambassador to 
Turkey, Andrey Karlov: ‘Neither the PKK nor the PYD are considered 
terrorist organizations by either Russia or United Nations Security 
Council’,20 a stance repeated again by Russian foreign ministry official 
Aleksandr Botsan-Harshenko in February 2017.21 The PKK received 
training and material support from the Soviets through their proxies, 
but political support for its cause was public.22 Moreover, its 3rd Con-
gress was held in Moscow in 1996, suggesting that ties continued 
even after the collapse of the Soviet Union.23 In the 1990s, Russia used 
‘the Kurdish card’ to restrain Turkish ambition to spread influence 
into newly established Caucasus republics; Turks in turn supported 
Chechen insurgency.24 Moscow hosted various conferences of PKK-
tied groups, toyed with the possibility of sponsoring (Turkish) Kurdish 
Parliament in exile and reportedly even set up PKK camp in Moscow.25 
However, it seemed that after 1998, when the PKK was expelled from 
Syria and re-located to northern Iraq, the mutual relationship was 
somehow downgraded for the time being. 

Nevertheless, incompatibility of Russian and Turkish interests re-
garding the outcome of the Syrian war again brought the prospect of 
using the PKK as a  card to be played against Ankara. With deterio-
ration of the relationship between Moscow and Ankara which began 
in November 2015 when the Turks downed a Russian Su-24, Moscow 
signalled their possible backing of the PYD in Syria.26 PKK leader Cemil 
Bayık also issued a statement in support of the Russians.27 In December 
2015, Moscow pledged support for the Syrian Kurds, but only through 
Assad’s government ‘as a part of counter-terrorism operation with the 
Syrian administration.”28  The PYD continues to try to pursue its bal-
ancing act and a  PYD official noted in November 2015 that it wants 
to nurture its relationship with both the US and Russia while “one 
wouldn’t be at the expense of the other’.29 PYD officials openly claim 
they have a rather warm relationship with Moscow. Salih Muslim not-
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ed in October 2015 that the PYD had had a relationship with Moscow 
for the past three years and they were able to go back and forth to 
Moscow.30 The PYD opened its liaison office in Moscow in February 
2016.31 The PYD leadership and the PKK cadres in Syria generally view 
Russia as an important partner.32 Maintaining ties with Moscow falls 
within the PYD effort to balance its external relationships. Russia has 
also consistently maintained that without the Kurds included, the Ge-
neva Peace Talks cannot succeed. Moreover, Russian is spoken among 
some senior PKK cadres operating in Syria since they received training 
from Russians in the past.33 Other sources also suggest that Russians 
extended military assistance to the PKK since late 2015 through send-
ing its advisors to Qandil, where PKK’s leadership resides.34 

During 2016, Russian-Turkish relationships normalised, with Er-
doğan expressing regrets35 over the downing of a Russian jet in June 
and Russians playing a role in negotiating Turkish military operation 
Euphrates Shield into Syria. However, since early 2016, the PKK-linked 
forces in north-western Syria have been enjoying Russian aerial sup-
port and coordinated their offensives against (Turkey-backed) rebels 
with pro-Assad forces in Afrîn area. PYD fighters in Afrîn reportedly 
even received weapons from Russia.36 PYD’s advance effectively cut off 
the most accessible land-route between Turkey, Aleppo and rebel-held 
Idlib further south. Additionally, Russian forces have built a  perma-
nent military presence in Afrîn since early 2017 in order to shield the 
PYD-held enclave from a possible Turkish attack.37 In March 2017, Rus-
sia reportedly mediated the deployment of Syrian government forc-
es along the lines of contact between Turks and Kurds in Manbij.38 In 
March 2017, it was also reported that Russia set up military base and its 
advisors were providing training for Kurdish forces.39

On the eve of Turkish invasion to Afrîn in January 2018, Russian 
forces withdrew from the area and have a green light to Ankara’s incur-
sion.40 Moscow most likely agreed to do so since it prioritised keeping 
Turkey on board of Russia-sponsored Astana negotiations on ending 
Syrian war. However, with the existing rivalry between Russia and Tur-
key, it is only logical that Moscow boosts its ties with the PKK-linked 
forces in the region in order to keep Turkey at bay as it did in the past. 
Developments since 2015 show that Moscow has boosted its support 
for the PYD and used it as a pressure point at times when relationship 
with Turkey was problematic.41
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PKK’s Iranian connection
The PKK developed a relationship with Teheran which was nurtured 
in the 1990s, when it was focused almost solely on its insurgency op-
erations in Turkey. In particular, Cemil Bayık, a current co-chair of 
the PKK’s executive council, developed ties with Iranian intelligence 
in the 1990s.42 Despite several security agreements between Ankara 
and Tehran inked in the 1980s and 1990s, Iran turned a blind eye to 
PKK’s bases, logistics and operations launched against Turkey from 
its soil.43

In 2004, the Party of the Free Life of Kurdistan (PJAK) was estab-
lished and began its armed insurgency in Kurd-inhabited areas of west-
ern Iran. The PJAK fighters organized in its military wing the Eastern 
Kurdistan Units (YRK) that are subject to the PKK’s military command 
although the PJAK leaders claimed that it is a  separate organization 
sharing the same ideology of the PKK leader Abdullah Öcalan and was 
only receiving assistance from the PKK.44 The PJAK’s insurgency was 
less intensive compared to the PKK operations. According to the Up-
psala Conflict Data Program, the PJAK insurgency claimed more than 
four hundred lives between 2005 and 2011, with over 220 casualties 
in 2011.45 However, by 2011 it managed to stage more comprehen-
sive operations that eventually provoked Iran into launching a major 
cross-border offensive targeting the PJAK safe havens in northern Iraq 
between July and September 2011.46

The PJAK operations on Iranian soil reportedly boosted intelligence 
cooperation between Turkey and Iran, which started to share intel-
ligence on the PKK in the summer of 2010.47 However, by the end of 
2011, the cooperation was severed. One of the reasons was the emerg-
ing war in Syria, where the competing interests of Teheran and Ankara 
arguably overshadowed pragmatic cooperation to curb PKK’s activities. 
In the second half of 2011, there was a surge of violence in southeast 
Turkey and Turkish officials believed that such major PKK operations 
were possible only because Iran turned a blind eye to PKK’s logistics in 
the area.48 At this period, Turkish interests once again strongly con-
verged with the Western outlook on Syria and regional developments. 
The rapprochement between Iran and Turkey in 2000s ended and as 
Sinkaya argues ‘(…) despite the rationalization of bilateral relations, 
the spectre of the former “modus operandi”, which was marked by 
ideological confrontation, regional rivalry, and security concerns, still 
continues’.49
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The PJAK retreated to Iraq in late 2011, where it shares bases with 
the PKK, and since then PJAK’s combat operations in Iran have been 
sporadic. PJAK’s  fighters engaged in struggles in Turkey, Syria, or 
were deployed on the frontlines against ISIS in Nineveh province in 
Iraq.50 Sources suggested that the decision to withdraw was made in 
accordance to agreement with Iran mediated by the KRG.51 The PJAK 
remains largely absent from the renewed Kurdish armed struggle on 
Iranian soil and its base is currently in Syria.52 Since the spring of 2016, 
other Iranian Kurdish opposition parties such as the Democratic Par-
ty of Iranian Kurdistan, Kurdistan Freedom Party and Komala have 
waged insurgency operations in Iran which have claimed tens of lives.53

In July 2013, the PKK convened its 9th Congress in the Qandil Moun-
tain in northern Iraq.54 The ensuing leadership change further con-
firmed PKK’s focus on Turkey and Syria and facilitated pragmatic re-
lationship with Tehran. Murat Karayılan, considered a more moderate 
figure within the PKK, was assigned a lower position as a commander 
of the PKK’s armed wing.55 The newly-appointed co-chairs of the Ex-
ecutive Council were Cemil Bayık and Hüleya Oran. The 2013 leader-
ship change hinted that in general, the PKK was preparing for war by 
appointing more hawkish figures rather than committing to the Peace 
Process with the Turkish government.

The traditional rivalry between Iran and Turkey once again mani-
fested in Syria brought the PKK closer to Iran. Iran has no interest in 
resolving the Kurdish issue in Turkey and views the ‘PKK card’ as a use-
ful tool to maintain pressure on Turkey and curb its regional ambi-
tions, including in Syria. That argument especially holds since the cur-
rent PKK leadership prioritizes its struggle in Turkey, and largely ab-
stains from fighting in Iran.56 In 2012-15, Iran was in contact with PYD 
leadership as well, including PYD co-chair Salih Muslim who visited 
Iran on several occasions. Iran encouraged its territorial expansion to 
deny these areas to opposition groups.57 However, International Crisis 
Group noticed58 that Iranian security officials have started to view self-
rule as contagious and asserted that ‘An autonomous Kurdish region 
[in Syria] will trigger the fragmentation of Iran, Iraq, Syria and Turkey 
(…)’. On the other hand, such a  rhetorical shift does not mean open 
enmity (instead it falls within the pattern of pragmatic cooperation 
on certain issues with the PKK) but at the same time preventing such 
Kurdish entities from emerging in the region and in Syria for that mat-
ter. Moreover, a  key Iranian ally Lebanese Hezbollah has reportedly 
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deployed its troops in Kurdish areas such as in Hasaka or regime-con-
trolled Qamishli airport over the course of the war albeit their num-
bers are relatively small.59 Hezbollah commanders in Syria noted that 
they coordinated with the PYD and shared intelligence during opera-
tions along the Turkish border at least throughout 2016.60

A marriage of convenience with Damascus
The Ba’athist regime in Syria directly supported and hosted the PKK 
in the 1980s and 1990s due to its enmity towards Turkey over the Ha-
tay province, which fell under Turkish control in 1939, despite then 
having an Arab majority.61 Another major source of friction was An-
kara’s ambitious Southeast Anatolian Project that allowed Turkey to 
use a newly built system of dams to choke water flows both in the Eu-
phrates and Tigris since the mid-1970s.62 Turkey has periodically used 
this tool to pressure the Syrian government. Although the PKK was 
expelled by Hafiz Assad’s  regime following the signing of the Adana 
Agreement between Turkey and Syria in October 1998, it renewed its 
presence in northern Syria which has been tolerated by Damascus. 
The PYD, established in 2003, became the main political front of the 
PKK in Syria. In 2003-11, the PYD remained rather politically inactive 
compared to Turkey, keeping its covert presence while building on its 
personal network of operatives from pre-1999 period. In Syria, there 
is an exceptionally rich palette of Kurdish political parties, some more 
independent, others with ties to Iraqi Kurdish politics, specifically to 
the KDP (Kurdistan Democratic Party in Syria), or to the PUK (Kurdish 
Democratic Progressive Party).63 For Damascus, allowing the existence 
of more Kurdish parties in Syria and thus keeping the Syrian Kurd-
ish political scene fragmented has long been one of its main Kurdish 
strategies. PYD’s networks, including youth and women rights orga-
nizations played a hand in recruiting Syrian Kurds into the PKK ranks 
fighting mainly in Turkey.64 Needless to say that for the regime such an 
arrangement was favourable since it ensured radical Syrian Kurds had 
the means to join the Kurdish struggle elsewhere.

In July 2012, Assad’s  forces left major garrisons in northern Syria 
without fighting, reportedly even leaving supplies and arms to the PYD 
forces.65 This event can be marked as a breaking point highlighting the 
renewal of the 1980s and 1990s marriage of convenience between As-
sad’s regime and the PKK. Armed confrontations between the PYD and 
the regime forces were sporadic and were only short-lived of local na-
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ture, most likely driven by local disputes, such as clashes with pro-re-
gime militias in Hasaka in January 2015 or August 2016.66 Assad’s armed 
forces coexisted and fought side by side in Hasaka against ISIS. There 
were numerous reports on cooperation over time, for example regard-
ing the protection of oil fields in the Rumayla area on behalf of the re-
gime.67 During the bloody battle for Aleppo in the second half of 2016, 
Kurdish neighbourhoods under PYD control were largely excluded 
from fighting and the Kurds did not evacuate their forces unlike other 
rebels. In 2017, the PYD-held areas in Aleppo are still under their sole 
territorial control with the regime accepting such an arrangement.68

These developments bolstered (traditional) suspicion and enmity of 
Arab opposition groups (both nationalist and Islamist elements) which 
blamed the PYD for their cooperation with Assad and strictly refused 
the establishment of any kind of Kurdish entity in Syria. The PYD, on 
the other hand, never joined major Arab opposition projects. As early 
as in the second half of 2012, the PYD was engaged in high-intensity 
fighting with other rebels, mainly with radical Islamist groups such as 
Jabhat al-Nusra, Ahrar al-Sham and later ISIS, but also with elements 
of the Free Syrian Army.

The PYD proactively worked on the establishment of quasi-state 
structures in northern Syria. These efforts were taken to a new level 
in late 2013, when the PYD announced an aim to establish three ‘can-
tons’ in northern Syria: Jazira, Kobanî, and Afrîn. Later on in March 
2016, in an attempt to cope with the controlling areas with significant 
Arab population and dispel its ‘Kurdish character’, the PYD governance 
project was re-branded on December 2016 finally as the Democratic 
Federation of Northern Syria.69 Accenting ethnic inclusiveness of both 
armed and political structures also stems from Öcalan’s  ideological 
outlook since he considers ethnic richness of Kurdish-inhabited areas 
as ‘(…) a blessing for new democratic political formations’.70 Even the 
Charter of the Social Contract adopted in January 2014 which served 
as a ‘constitution’ for Rojava stresses this since it speaks about ‘a con-
federation of Kurds, Arabs, Assyrians, Chaldeans, Arameans, Turkmen, 
Armenians and Chechens’.71 Interviews and existing research, however, 
suggest that decision-making is still strictly in the hands of the PYD-af-
filiated figures, and ultimately in the hands of the PKK cadres loyal to 
Qandil who usually work behind the scenes.72 The bureaucratic appa-
ratus itself also relies on the regime’s structures and people who have 
received salaries from Damascus over the years.73
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In October 2015, the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) was estab-
lished as an armed force consisting of Kurdish, Arab and other ele-
ments.74 Establishment of the SDF was in line with the general attempt 
to re-brand both the YPG and governance structures as primarily 
non-Kurdish. The SDF served as the main platform for the US-sup-
ported anti-ISIS campaign in Syria and is also comprised of the groups 
consisting of Arabs, Christians and Turks. In reality, however, Kurdish 
elements (and more specifically the PKK cadres) prevail and hold deci-
sion-making powers and the same goes for governance structures of 
the Democratic Federation.75

The PYD continues to cooperate with Assad’s  forces in northern 
Syria. It has also coordinated military operations. For example, since 
early 2016, PYD’s forces apparently coordinated its operations with re-
gime forces to cut opposition groups’ supply lines from Turkey, in the 
Aʿzaz area north of Aleppo.76 In March 2017, it allowed for the return 
of regime forces to Manbij.77 Since the Turkish incursion to Afrîn be-
gan in January 2018, the Kurds officially called for Damascus to inter-
vene and send its forces to the area.78 The regime consistently argued 
throughout 2015 that Damascus already provided Kurds with support 
in combating terrorism.79 A PYD spokesman Redur Khalil noted as ear-
ly as in August 2014 that the cooperation between Kurds and pro-As-
sad forces ‘is quite logical under the current conditions,” adding that 
the PYD “will collaborate with anyone to expel extremists’.80 Moreover, 
Damascus repeatedly signalled willingness to discuss more auton-
omous position of the Kurds.81 This was repeated by Syrian Foreign 
Minister Walid al-Muʿalim in September 2017.82 The PYD officials were 
negotiating numerous times with the regime officials in Qamishli on 
the post-war arrangements during the course of the war, however, no 
concrete outcome of these talks is known.83

Given the fact that it seems that Assad’s regime will remain in pow-
er, Kurds represent useful allies for Assad to counterbalance the Arab 
majority in the north. The PYD, on the other hand, needs to keep its 
relationship with Damascus to maintain at least a prospect of improv-
ing Kurdish standing in Syria in the long-term. 

The PKK cadres from Qandil exercise firm control over military and 
governance structures of the PYD in northern Syria.84 Moreover, the 
extent of influence of PKK fighters from neighbouring countries can 
also be illustrated by Stein’s and Foley’s casualty study85 of YPG mar-
tyrdom notices asserting that by January 2013 and January 2016 that 
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359 Turkish citizens, 323 Syrians, 32 Iranians and seven Iraqis. In the 
words of PKK fighter Zind Ruken: ‘Sometimes I’m a PKK, sometimes 
I’m a PJAK, sometimes I’m a YPG. It doesn’t really matter. They are all 
members of the PKK.’86 International Crisis Group further argues that 
while some PYD cadres are open to reaching a pragmatic agreement 
with Turkey, which they view as crucial for economic and political 
sustainability of their project, the current PKK leadership prioritizes 
activities against Turkey and considers its Syrian efforts closely inter-
connected with Turkey.87 PKK commander Cemil Bayık describes the 
fight in Syria as interconnected with the campaign in Turkey which is 
crucial: ‘It is wrong not to mention Turkey when we speak about Syria, 
Iran and Iraq. Turkey is behind the crisis in those two countries. If you 
can’t fix the Kurdish issue in Turkey first, you can’t resolve it there ei-
ther’.88 Murat Karayılan’s wing is, on the other hand, known as a propo-
nent of supporting Kurdish self-determination in all four countries.89 
Moreover, developments in early 2018 in mountainous Afrîn show 
that the PKK is determined to engage in a bloody protracted fight with 
Turkish forces and has relocated significant number of fighters from 
battlefields against ISIS.90 Apparently there have been contradictions 
between parts of the PYD political leadership and views of the local 
Syrian Kurds aligned with its administration and the PKK cadres. An 
example is Salih Muslim, former co-chair of the PYD, who advocated 
for an agreement with Turkey and met with Turkish officials sever-
al times in 2013-15.91 However, his position was comparably weaker to 
PKK-trained militants with stronger allegiance to Qandil leadership 
with a different outlook92 such as Aldar Khalil,93 who is currently a co-
chair of the PYD-dominated governing coalition in Democratic Feder-
ation, the Movement for Democratic Society (TEV-DEM). Salih Mus-
lim was gradually sidelined and eventually replaced as the co-chair of 
the PYD in September 2017.94 Existence of this friction between parts 
of the pragmatic PYD cadres when it comes to relations with Anka-
ra and the PKK leadership, which considers Syria an integral part of 
its campaign in Turkey (and in the region in general), was repeatedly 
mentioned by Syrian Kurds in informal interviews.95 

A strong grip of ‘Qandilians’ over military and political structures 
in Rojava remains and it is unlikely that it would rapidly change. As 
a result, there is even more space for cooperation between the PYD and 
the regime (and Iran for that matter) since Qandil could be willing to 
agree not to incite further conflict within Syria (or in Iran). 
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Turkish Kurdish conundrum

The failed peace process
The AKP’s coming to power in 2002 gradually raised hopes that they 
would take a more favourable stance towards the Turkish Kurdish is-
sue than the previous government. During his speech in the symbolic 
city of Diyarbakır in August 2005, Turkish PM Erdoğan remarked that 
‘Turkey needs to face up to its past’ and that ‘More democracy, not 
more repression was the answer to Kurds’ grievances’.96 Subsequently, 
the so-called Kurdish Opening was introduced in 2009 with an aim 
to improve Kurdish rights.97 However, these efforts, even while they 
were accompanied with negotiations between the Turkish intelligence 
and the PKK, failed in the summer of 2011. The Kurdish Opening end-
ed up halfway and was accompanied by repressive measures towards 
PKK-linked actors and their networks such as mass arrests in 2009 and 
2010. The AKP government believed that by improving the situation 
of the Kurds in general and at the same time employing repressive 
measure towards PKK-linked networks, the PKK would be politically 
marginalized.98 This was not the case since Kurdish political parties 
and candidates scored better results than the AKP in core Kurdish ar-
eas both in local elections in 2009 and the parliamentary election in 
2011.99 Following the period of renewed insurgency since the summer 
of 2011 and state’s repressive measures aiming at dismantling the pro-
PKK Kurdish political structures, the so-called ‘Solution Process’ (in 
Turkish Çözüm süreci) and a cease-fire were announced with the PKK 
leader Öcalan’s statement read in Diyarbakır during Newroz celebra-
tions in March 2013.100 During the Kurdish Opening in 2009-11, the 
PKK declared sporadic ceasefires. However, only after March 2013 were 
the arms quiet for an uninterrupted period until July 2015. Further-
more, in 2013-15 (in contrast to the Kurdish Opening period), Turk-
ish law enforcement abstained from repressive measures towards the 
PKK-linked political structures which allowed them to flourish.

Despite initial high hopes, the Process has been stalled since May 
2013. The AKP government demanded that the PKK lay down arms. The 
PKK, on the other hand, demanded legal reforms and legal grounding 
of the negotiations. Finally, in February 2015, the Dolmabahçe Decla-
ration101 between the AKP government and the pro-Kurdish party Peo-
ples’ Democratic Party (HDP) laid out a more concrete framework for 
the stalled the process.
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In the June 2015 parliamentary elections, Erdoğan’s AKP achieved 
only a  Pyrrhic victory as for the first time since 2002, the AKP was 
unable to form a single-party government. In July 2015, President Er-
doğan denounced the Dolmabahçe Declaration, definitely freezing the 
Solution Process.102 The pro-Kurdish HDP managed to ally with Turk-
ish leftist parties and, most importantly, dispel its image as a primarily 
Kurdish-focused actor and instead show itself as a  leftist pro-demo-
cratic and anti-AKP platform.103 Together they scored a historic victo-
ry passing the 10 percent threshold to enter Turkish parliament for 
the first time. The AKP lost Kurdish vote to the HDP and lost votes 
to nationalists as well due to its ‘soft stance’ towards the Kurds and 
the PKK. Neither of these segments of society was fully satisfied, the 
Kurds also due to diminishing hope in the genuine interest of the AKP 
to push the stalled Solution Process further. A political deadlock led 
to early elections in November 2015, securing an absolute majority for 
the AKP. Erdoğan’s  AKP changed its electoral strategy and adopted 
a more nationalist stance, finally scrapping the Solution Process and 
abandoning policies which favoured the Kurds. The strategy contrib-
uted to AKP’s victory. Arguably, the AKP government returned to se-
curity-based strategy against the Kurds since its policies failed to sway 
Kurdish support in their favour and strip the PKK-linked actors from 
significant portion of popular support.

In 2013-15, the PKK pro-actively worked on building parallel gov-
ernance structures and a stable presence in south-eastern cities. The 
Democratic Society Congress (DTK) served as an important frame-
work for these efforts. The DTK was already established in 2007 but 
has been overtly more active since 2014-15 and serves as an umbrella 
organization that pursues the establishment of Democratic Confeder-
alism and is a de facto umbrella political organisation for PKK-linked 
political groups in Turkey.104 The HDP is also a part of the DTK. Al-
though the HDP denies any links to the PKK, there are ideological and 
personal connections with a myriad of existing PKK-linked groups and 
actors. However, it should be noted that the HDP and its organisa-
tional predecessors are in general more pragmatic and political solu-
tion-oriented compared to the PKK illegal networks, which have on 
occasions caused rifts.105 Such rifts led for example to sidelining the 
HDP from local councils and the local level in general in 2014-15 at 
the expense of the Democratic Regions Party (DBP), which has stron-
ger organic links to the PKK.106 Following the renewed fighting since 
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the summer of 2015, the situation in the southeast Turkey escalated 
into a  ‘now or never’ stance among pro-PKK actors. Numerous pro-
PKK mayors declared their autonomy from Turkey (18 mayors between 
August and October 2015).107 Furthermore, the DTK itself announced 
Democratic Autonomy (in Turkish Demokratik özerlik; in other words 
Democratic Confederalism) in Kurdish areas of Turkey in December 
2015108 and the HDP declared pursuit for Democratic Autonomy as the 
centrepiece of proposed political reforms in Turkey in its 2015 electoral 
manifesto.109

This accent on the Democratic Confederalism project, accompa-
nied with high intensity conflict in Turkey which cost more than 3.300 
lives since July 2015 to March 2018110, shows the PKK’s determination 
to focus on its struggle in Turkey, even at the expense of other strug-
gles in the region. This argument holds true especially since in this pe-
riod, the PYD experienced major combat operations against ISIS and 
against other rebel groups in northwest Syria.

In February 2013, the Patriotic Revolutionary Movement (YDG-H), 
a predominantly urban youth wing of the PKK was established.111 Turk-
ish security forces conducted only a few operations against the PKK in 
the southeast in 2014112, thus providing an opportunity for the PKK and 
the YDG-H to build a stronger presence during the two and a half years 
of ceasefire between March 2013 and July 2015 in predominantly Kurd-
ish cities such as Cizre, Silopi, Silvan, or Diyarbakır. Since July 2015, the 
radical youth of the YDG-H113 has waged an urban guerrilla campaign 
in numerous Kurdish cities, contrary to the PKK’s usual modus ope-
randi of focusing on rural operations. Until early April 2016, the clash-
es had resulted in at least 1200 deaths, and up to 400,000 displaced 
people who fled the clashes and continuous curfews.114

Both the Turkish state and the PKK signalled their resolve to con-
tinue the armed struggle. The PKK commander Cemil Bayık warned 
in December 2015 that ‘The civil war in Turkey will greatly intensify 
in the coming months’.115 By the summer of 2016, the PKK abandoned 
its focus on urban operations, facing rising criticism from the Kurdish 
population for the destruction they brought on Kurdish cities.116 How-
ever, intense fighting, this time with more focus on rural areas of Hak-
karî, Şırnak, Mardin and Diyarbakır provinces, has continued. Neither 
side has signalled fatigue or prospect of a ceasefire and renewed nego-
tiations. 
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The ‘Kobanî Effect’
Gradually, Turkey started to view the PYD as an increasingly problem-
atic actor, despite Salih Muslim’s efforts to assure Ankara that the PYD 
would not endanger Turkey’s  interests. Muslim conducted high-lev-
el visits to Turkey, for example twice in the summer of 2013 and in 
October 2014117, but Turkish foreign minister Davutoğlu criticized the 
PYD’s  declaration of de facto administration and blamed it for ‘not 
keeping its promises’.118 Moreover, shortly after Muslim’s  last visit to 
Turkey in October 2014, President Erdoğan labelled the PYD as a ter-
rorist organization equal to the PKK.119 While PYD officials regularly 
maintain that their goal is not to break from Syria120, Ankara views the 
Kurdish entity in Syria tied to the PKK as a primary issue of its national 
security. 

By September 2014, when the siege of the PYD-held town of Kobanî 
by ISIS forces started, the Solution Process between the PKK and the 
AKP had been frozen. While a large part of the Turkish public, namely 
the Turkish Kurds, still believed that at least the ceasefire would be 
kept, Kurdish opinion was gradually shifting. Many Turkish Kurds be-
lieved that the AKP pro-actively supported ISIS and other radical Isla-
mist groups not only in order to get an upper hand against Assad, but 
also to contain the Kurds and thus simultaneously deny help for Ko-
banî.121 In October 2014, Turkish Kurds subsequently launched numer-
ous demonstrations in support of Kobanî, mainly in the south-eastern 
Turkish cities, while many escalated in riots and loss of lives.122 

The siege of Kobanî effectively boosted Turkish Kurds’ solidarity 
with Rojava. Such developments further increased Turkish fears that 
Syrian Kurdish efforts could spill over into Turkey taking inspiration 
from Rojava. Indeed it can be argued that in 2015-16, urban operations 
of the PKK in Turkey with mobilized youth were taking inspiration in 
urban experience from fighting in Syrian towns.

PKK’s relationship with Iraqi Kurds
The PKK main safe haven was established after being expelled from 
Syria in the mountains of northern Iraq in 1999. It also gradually as-
sumed de facto control over numerous villages and towns in the 
mountainous areas alongside Turkish and Iranian border. The PKK 
traditionally enjoys a rather good relationship with the PUK, which is 
a principal power in the eastern part of the KRI. The PUK and the KDP 
were engaged in a  bloody internal armed conflict in 1994-97 during 
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which the PKK forces assisted the PUK. That is one of the major rea-
sons why PKK’s relationship with the KDP has remained stranded. The 
Barzani family and the KDP in general seeks to maintain a title of the 
main representative of Kurdish struggle in the region, which puts it at 
odds with the PKK. Moreover, the PKK ideology itself is in direct con-
flict with that of the KDP since it views it as a tribal entity and naturally 
not in line with its extreme leftist ideology. A snapshot of these rela-
tionships also corresponds with the fact that in the PUK-dominated 
areas, PKK’s popularity is higher than in Erbil or Dohuk.123

When the ISIS threat emerged in the summer of 2014, the PUK was 
forced to seek increased Iranian help including money, advisors, weap-
ons shipments and side-by-side deployment with Iran-backed Shiite 
militias on the frontlines along with the PUK Peshmerga.124 The PUK 
also boosted its cooperation with the PKK, including common deploy-
ment.125

In northern Iraq, the PKK filled the power vacuum in Shingal while 
KDP forces fled the district in August 2014 facing ISIS advance, leav-
ing the Yazidis unprotected. The PKK, already having limited presence 
in Shingal in the 2000s, dispatched forces from Syria and also from 
Qandil and swiftly opened a corridor for Yazidi people trapped in the 
mountain. Training of the Yazidi PKK-linked militia YBŞ (Shingal Pro-
tection Units) soon followed. While Peshmerga forces only slowly be-
gan to retake lost positions after having fled in August 2014, the PKK 
had already had a strong presence and won the ‘hearts and minds’ of 
the Yazidis championing its ideas of self-governance and self-protec-
tion.126 For the PKK, the Shingal district is a strategic land-bridge be-
tween Iraq and Syria while its mountain ridge serves as a defendable 
safe haven. Interviews suggested that the PKK seeks to establish a per-
manent presence in the mountain.127

The KDP-PKK relationship in the area oscillated between tacti-
cal cooperation and rhetorical enmity. For example, during the war 
against ISIS, the KDP forces were deployed in the Shingal district or 
in the Bashiqa area where the PJAK fighters were deployed.128 Howev-
er, since November 2015, pro-KDP officials have insisted that the PKK 
presence in Shingal is illegal and KRI’s  President Barzani considers 
Shingal effectively annexed to KRI.129 There are reports of an on-and-
off economic blockade of the PKK-controlled areas of Shingal district 
imposed by the KDP forces, as well as persecution of Yazidis joining 
the PKK’s political and armed structures in Shingal.130 In March 2017, 
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clashes between the PKK-linked forces and Peshmerga occurred when 
the KDP tried to expand its presence in town of Khanasor under PKK 
control.131 The principal force in these clashes was the so-called Rojava 
Peshmerga (RP), linked to KRG’s Ministry of Interior forces.132 The RP 
is an armed wing of Kurdish National Council (KNC), the main op-
position to PYD in Syria. The KDP has also tried to re-inject its allies 
(the RP and the KNC) to Syria, which has been staunchly opposed by 
the PKK-linked forces. However, despite KDP’s ties with Turkey (which 
calls for action against the PKK) its hands still remain somewhat tied 
considering that openly promoting intra-Kurdish fighting with the 
PKK would deeply disturb its constituency.

Moreover, PKK’s contact with Iran facilitated some degree of com-
munication and cooperation with Iraqi Shia leadership.133 For example, 
some 1,000 YBŞ fighters have been on Baghdad’s  payroll within the 
Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF) since June 2015.134 YBŞ command-
ers highlighted their direct talks with Iraqi government over post-ISIS 
arrangements of the Shingal district,135 and the YBŞ delegation even 
visited Tehran as a part of PMF visit in January 2017.136

Western support of the PYD
When ISIS swept through major Sunni parts of Iraq in the summer of 
2014, the PKK had already become stronger than ever in the region. 
The PKK’s affiliate in Syria, the PYD, became a  symbol of a  success-
ful fight against ISIS and very carefully crafted its image as a moderate 
force in order to win over Western public opinion. The breaking point 
was indeed the siege of Kobanî in October 2014-January 2015. Light-
ly armed Kurdish forces repelled numerous ISIS attacks while US air-
strikes supported the Kurds tactically. Turkey, fearing the Kurds would 
eventually push further west and effectively assume control over al-
most the whole Turkish-Syrian border, reached a deal with the US. The 
July 2015 agreement stipulated that there would be a ‘safe zone’ along 
the Turkish-Syrian border stretching 100 km and 40 km wide137 – the 
zone would be without ISIS but, at the same time, effectively without 
the Kurds. Turkish intervention Euphrates Shield launched to secure 
the area started a year later, in August 2016.138

By then, the US was regularly supporting the SDF’s advance with 
airstrikes. Since then it became a  principal ally of the US on the 
ground in Syria against ISIS. The US facilitated its advance into ma-
jority-Arab areas, including ISIS stronghold Raqqa. The US has re-
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peatedly maintained that the PYD (and the SDF) is not a part of the 
PKK, which has been listed as a terrorist entity by the US since 1997. 
Similarly, the EU listed the PKK as a designated terrorist organiza-
tion in 2002. However, both interviews and other sources suggest-
ed that the PKK cadres hold key decision-making powers.139 The US 
backing of the SDF appears to be focused solely on combating ISIS in 
the area, more specifically in the region east of Euphrates River. On 
occasions when the SDF crossed this line, the US support has been 
suspended or severely limited for those campaigns. Despite pressure 
from the SDF, the US has not facilitated further advance to the west 
from Manbij in order to connect it to the Afrin canton. For that mat-
ter, it has also remained adamant that Afrîn area is not part of the 
agreement and the US will not establish any presence or direct any 
support there. The SDF has in turn pursued these campaigns regard-
less and especially in the Aleppo surroundings it has bolstered rela-
tions with the regime and its allies. 

Thus, the relationship between the SDF and the US is one of a tacti-
cal cooperation on one matter only and that is fighting ISIS, which has 
been common interest for both actors. Thinking about the way for-
ward, neither the US nor the SDF have signalled any specific roadmap 
for the nature of the relationship in the post-ISIS Syria, and post-war 
Syria for that matter. In January 2018, the US announced that its plans 
to train a  ‘Border Force’ of some 30,000 (half out of the SDF cadres, 
half from the new recruits)140 in order to secure desert areas and pa-
trol porous borders with Iraq. Training of this force is apparently un-
derway.141 This again illustrates that the support is aimed at one goal 
only: to defeat ISIS. Since ISIS lost its territory and was conventionally 
defeated by late 2017, the US wishes to have a local force (apparently 
not PKK-dominated since it does not use the SDF framework) on the 
ground in Syria, which would be able to deny ISIS movement in the area 
and across borders and ultimately prevent another Sunni Islamist in-
surgency to emerge in the region. This approach is, after all, within the 
scope of the updated focus of the Operation Inherent Resolve and in 
the focus of the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS, which stresses creating 
local actors’ military capabilities to fight insurgency as well as non-mil-
itary stabilisation efforts.142 Additionally, in February and March 2018, 
the SDF relocated significant number of fighters to Afrin to fight off 
Turkish invasion, despite the US objection to the move since it could 
distract from the SDF from combating ISIS.143 This once again shows 
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the tactical nature of the cooperation since the PKK-linked forces act 
autonomously and seemingly regardless of US concerns if the matter 
is of strategic importance to them – such as fighting Turkey in Afrîn.

Additionally, the PYD and its affiliates strictly follow PKK’s  ideol-
ogy laid out by Abdullah Öcalan. This ideological outlook is radical 
leftist and totalitarian in nature. Also, it ultimately strives to spread 
Democratic Confederalism in the whole region and as such is highly 
subversive to the key US allies since it inherently undermines state au-
thorities. This may seem in part tolerable or even useful in Syria for the 
time being. However, its spread could further destabilize the key US 
allies in the region (Turkey and the Kurdistan Region of Iraq).

Conclusion
The PKK is currently engaged in a marriage of convenience with the 
Syrian regime. The PKK and its affiliates fit rather to the ‘pro-Assad 
bloc’ consisting of Iran, the PUK, and, in a broader sense, Russia. On 
the other hand, the PKK has a quarrel with the pro-Islamist govern-
ment of the AKP in Turkey, a quarrel which once again has grown into 
an intensive armed confrontation in the Turkish southeast since the 
summer of 2015. The PKK is also a rival to another Western ally in the 
region, Barzani’s KDP. Effectively, the PKK stands against the interests 
of Western allies in the region. Thus, any prospect of a strategic alliance 
with the PKK and its affiliates, such as the PYD in Syria, is far-fetched. 
A tactical ad hoc cooperation can take place on particular issues, such 
as combating ISIS (ongoing since late 2014). However, a  more long-
term strategic relationship seems, in the light of the PKK’s stance in 
the regional conundrum, unlikely considering Western (especially the 
US) interests and existing alliances.

This article argues that the PKK’s current position in the region is 
not a result of a sudden shift or of the establishment of ties with actors 
previously not close to the PKK and its affiliates. The PKK has a long 
history of contact and cooperation stretching back to Cold War times 
and the 1990s with Syria, Iran, and Russia. The Syrian civil war, hand 
in hand with the successful reconstruction of the weakened PKK after 
1999 when its leader Öcalan was captured by the Turks, fully revived 
these allegiances. Eruption of the Syrian civil war posed an opportuni-
ty for the PKK to re-establish its strong presence in Syria. ISIS’ arrival 
on the scene in 2014 further confirmed revival of PKK’s Cold War al-
liances.
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In the current onset, it seems more promising for the PKK to lean 
towards the ‘pro-Assad camp’, resurrecting old Cold War partnerships. 
Iran will support the PKK against its regional rival Turkey, with whom 
the PKK failed to reach settlement over the past years. The charm of 
the AKP’s favourable stance towards the Kurds is now clearly over and 
unlikely to be revived anytime soon. Also, the PKK leadership itself 
prioritizes its Turkish struggle. Moreover, Iran has a sizeable Kurdish 
population as well and thus keeping the Kurds focused on their Syrian 
and Turkish battlefield is in its interest as well. The war in Syria seems 
to be nearing settlement which will most likely include the current 
regime in Damascus. For Assad’s regime, the PYD could be useful to 
counterbalance Sunni Arab elements in the north and as a card to play 
against Turkey.
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The main focus of this paper will be to anchor the Obama thrust with-
in the framework of American diplomatic and defense priorities of the 
recent past.  How will that emphasis survive the presidential transition 
in January 2017?  The campaigns of Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump 
offer little evidence about their priorities, other than their mutual de-
sire to exit the Trans-Pacific Partnership.  However, Asian pressures 
will impinge into the new President’s decision-making, and it will not 
be too soon in April 2017 to summarize what we will know so far about 
the Asian direction of the new administration. The decision of Presi-
dent Obama to “pivot” towards Asia in his second term in office was in 
tune with the decisions of previous administrations.  Perhaps he was 
looking for a fresh policy focus, after years of frustration with Afghan-
istan, Iraq, Libya, and other nations of the Middle East.  It is also prob-
ably the case that the economic dynamism of Asia was a draw, and the 
parallel focus of Russia’s President Putin on priorities in Asia offered 
competition as well. 
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Introduction
American foreign policy has vacillated between Asia and Europe for 
over a century.  During World War I, the involvement was entirely in 
Europe, and President Wilson’s focus in his Fourteen Points was on in-
corporation of East and Central Europe into a democratic framework.  
There was a twin focus on Europe and Asia during World War II, but 
the event that precipitated American entry into the war was an attack 
from Japan on Pearl Harbor.  During the second half of the 1940s, the 
focus was entirely European with an eye on helping to rebuild it in 
light of the emergent Soviet threat in the region.  Attention switched 
back to Asia with involvement in the Korean War of the 1950s and in 
the Southeast Asian War of the 1960s and 70s.  President Nixon en-
tered office in 1969, and he declared that it was time to return to the 
natural allies in Europe.  The Southeast Asian War did continue to 
preoccupy his administration, but the SALT diplomacy had again an 
entirely European flavor.  When Ronald Reagan took over the reins 
of leadership in 1981, he decided that it was time to look west again 
and emphasize the value of the Pacific region and the nations on its 
shores.  Such a spotlight did not continue for long, as the break-up of 
the communist world riveted the West on Southeast Europe and the 
Balkan Wars of the 1990s, with the United States leading the way.  The 
9/11 attacks pulled both Presidents George W. Bush and Obama to-
wards Afghanistan and Iraq, while the Arab Spring called for attention 
to a wide variety of countries in the Middle East.  The Ukrainian crisis 
that began in 2014 led to a renewed focus on Russia and the nations of 
East Europe.  

Thus, the decision of President Obama to ‘pivot’ towards Asia in his 
second term in office was in tune with the decisions of selected previ-
ous administrations.  Perhaps he was looking for a fresh policy focus, 
after years of frustration with Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, and other na-
tions of the Middle East.  It is also probably the case that the economic 
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dynamism of Asia was a draw, and the parallel focus of Russia’s Presi-
dent Putin on priorities in Asia offered competition as well.

The main focus of this article will be to anchor the Obama thrust 
within the framework of American diplomatic and defense priorities 
of the recent past.  How did that emphasis survive the presidential 
transition in January 2017?  The campaigns of Hillary Clinton and 
Donald Trump offered little evidence about their priorities, other than 
their mutual desire to exit the Trans-Pacific Partnership.  However, 
Asian pressures have impinged into the new President’s decision-mak-
ing, and it is not too soon to summarize also what we will know so 
far about the Asian direction of the new administration and speculate 
about its future thrusts.

America looks west across the Pacific during the Obama 
administration
There were actually two pivots or rebalances in the renewed policy to-
wards Asia of the Obama Administration.  One involved a switch from 
the preoccupation with earlier wars in that region and a new focus on 
building connections and bridges.  The second entailed the move away 
from the difficult involvements in Afghanistan, Iraq, and other wound-
ed nations from the Arab Spring. 

Even though America was preoccupied with Iraq, Afghanistan, and 
Ukraine in 2011 and again in 2014, President Obama called for a pivot 
to Asia. In part, there were renewed dangers such as that provided 
by North Korea, but there were also economic opportunities and ex-
panded markets with the strengthening economies in China and In-
dia.1  With the strong American military presence in Japan, there was 
a  continued preoccupation with its policies and future challenges. 
Links to Taiwan were an inheritance from the Chinese Communist 
victory on the mainland in 1949, while the relations with Pakistan 
were under the heavy influence of unending challenges in the Afghan 
War. Conflict brewed in the South China Sea, and this brought the 
U.S. into a common front with Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia, 
and others.

Conflict with North Korea
With American troops located in South Korea as a deterrent to North 
Korean aggression, any military tension between the two Koreas 
sucked in the United States and required a show of solidarity with its 
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southern ally. In 2010, forty-six South Korea sailors lost their lives after 
North Korea sunk one of their ships with a torpedo. The Kim Jong-Il 
regime in the north claimed that the ship had violated their territorial 
waters, but proof for that assertion was uncertain. The response by 
Seoul later in the year entailed live fire exercises in the direction of the 
north, and America sent more forces there in a show of force. The tran-
sition at the end of 2011 to the new North Korean dictator Kim Jong-
un intensified the militancy of the north. For example, in 2013 North 
Korea tested long-range missiles that could reach the United States. By 
2015, North Korea had the fourth largest military in the world with 1.9 
million active troops. South Korea possessed only 655,000, and so the 
28,500 from the United States helped to balance the power equation 
on the peninsula.2  President Bush had listed that regime as one of the 
threats on the Axis of Evil in 2002, and probably that perception of the 
situation did not change much through the Obama Administration. 

In February 2016, South Korea decided to halt cooperative work 
on North Korean territory to construct a huge jointly-run industrial 
park. North Korea reacted quickly by declaring that they would turn 
over the entire site to their military. Earlier in the month Pyongyang 
had fired a long-range rocket that seemed to be part of development of 
their missile technology. America responded somewhat later with low 
flights of four of its F-22 stealth fighters over South Korea and com-
menced discussions with its ally about deployment of the Terminal 
High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD). Additionally, the joint military 
drills later in the spring were to be the largest ever.3 Thus, the pivot 
to Asia was partly based on security needs, even though the Cold War 
threat from China had abated.

China and India
Beginning in the aftermath of the attack on the World Trade Center, 
Chinese-American relations began to improve. China’s  leader Jiang 
Zemin visited the United States in 2002, and there were supportive 
public statements made about their bilateral relationship by Ameri-
can leaders such as Secretary of State Colin Powell. China was willing 
to support the American invasion of Afghanistan but not that of Iraq. 
China did not veto UN resolutions for reconstruction of Iraq, and in 
2007 they signed agreements with Iraq itself for cooperation in human 
resource training, economic cooperation, and technical cooperation. 
For its part, the Bush Administration toned down criticism of China 
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on the issues connected with Taiwan, Tibet, and its missile sales. Presi-
dent Bush also visited China in 2002, and that provided an opportunity 
for further discussions about the future of the relationship.4 Of course, 
China has been forceful in its trade policy, and by 2005 the U.S. had 
a $200 billion deficit with China.5 A symbolic event occurred in 2015, 
when China passed Germany and Japan to become the second largest 
global economy behind only the U.S. Although China worked to build 
up its trade links with America beyond what they were, they also ex-
panded trade ties to Japan, South Korea, and Australia. That resulted in 
making the U.S. pivot to Asia even more challenging.6 

American policy has focused as well on India in the hope that they 
will become a reliable anchor in an improving relationship with China. 
The mutual work with India has included projects that nurture them 
in the direction of peaceful nuclear development.7 However, support 
for them also included the U.S. role as chief arms supplier to India. It 
was the U.S. hope to build on this security relationship to develop ex-
panded trade ties that would be of mutual benefit to both.

Japan and Pakistan
Japan had achieved enormous economic success with a  dynamic 
trade policy in earlier decades, but their economic primacy in Asia 
had suffered with the rise of China and India in economic success 
and trade ties with the West. There were still 38,000 American troops 
in Japan mainly as a  deterrent against a  thrust from North Korea. 
However, in 2010 Japan enunciated a new defence strategy that fo-
cused more on the threat from China against islands that were con-
tested between the two nations.8 There were also tensions with its 
U.S. partner over the presence of so many American troops in Okina-
wa, especially after scandals over crimes committed against Japanese 
youth by American soldiers. However, trade ties between Japan and 
the U.S. remained strong ones, and Japanese automobiles on every 
road in America were a reminder of that fact.    

Pakistan was a  critical but sometimes complicated partner of the 
United States in the regional war on terrorism. They had joined the 
nuclear club at the same time that India did in 1998, and the result 
was imposition of sanctions on them. After the 9/11 attacks, America 
lifted the sanctions and instead provided economic and security assis-
tance that totalled $3.5 billion in the plan for 2009–14.9 However, there 
was considerable tension between the United States and Pakistan over 
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prosecution of the war in Afghanistan. Taliban forces continued to find 
sanctuary in the northwest corner of Pakistan, and the national gov-
ernment had never been really able to establish controls in that area. 
During the Obama Administration, drone attacks took place on the 
Pakistani side of the border, and some civilian lives were lost. At one 
point, Pakistan raised the costs of transportation of needed goods and 
military equipment through their territory that America sought other 
routes. Finally, the discovery that Osama bin Laden had been living in 
a relatively visible area of Pakistan for some time intensified American 
concerns about the reliability of ISI, the Pakistani intelligence service.10

Trouble in the South China Sea
One challenge for America in the general overture to Asia has been 
continuing challenges from China in the sea off its coasts. In the 
background of the recent expansion by the Chinese navy in ‘far sea 
defence’11 are the examples of American military activities in other 
theatres. Chinese leaders were concerned that the American Missile 
Shield proposal would undercut China’s nuclear deterrent, and so they 
expanded their own ICBM development. Having watched the use of 
American military capabilities in Kosovo and Iraq, China worked on 
expansion of its MIRV capabilities as well. Their long-range missiles 
could hit U.S. cities, while short-range ones had Taiwan in their scope. 
In 2011, they sent a naval vessel to be stationed off the coast of Libya 
during the NATO air attacks on the Gadhafi forces.12

Energy needs in part drove their heightened interest in more control 
in the South China Sea. In 2014, they had moved a huge oil rig close to 
the Paracel Islands which Vietnam claimed were over their continen-
tal shelf and exclusive economic zone. After protests and the dispatch 
to the site of 30 Vietnamese coast guard and fisheries vessels, China 
pulled the rig back in the summer of the year.13 Partly in response to 
that new Chinese aggressiveness, President Obama portrayed the U.S. 
as a better partner for Africa on his four-day trip to the continent a year 
later. He indirectly portrayed China as seeking exploitation of African 
resources while American efforts centred on contributions to conti-
nental development as well.14 Later in the fall, China’s agenda shifted 
to military construction on reclaimed islands in the South China Sea. 

At an APEC Summit meeting in the Philippines, Obama called on 
China to stop that construction and submit that issue to arbitration 
among the nations of Southeast Asia.15 Terrorism was also on the agen-
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da of the ASEAN Summit two days later, due to the recent attacks in 
Paris, Lebanon, and Mali.16 Shortly thereafter, the United States and 
Japan commenced a large military training exercise in the seas south 
of Japan. There were 30 warships and many planes involved in the 
exercise, and it was in part a message to China that there was sharp 
disagreement about Chinese claims to territorial control of that water-
way.17 In the month of December, the Pentagon flew two B-52 bombers 
near contested islands, and this led China to call for an end to provoc-
ative actions.18 Early in the new-year, the U.S. sent the guided missile 
destroyer USS Curtis Wilbur near the islands under the label of a ‘free-
dom of navigation operation’.19 President Obama hosted an Association 
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Summit in southern California in 
mid-February 2016, and China was certainly on the agenda although 
not represented there. The ASEAN leaders had become more suspi-
cious of Chinese motives due to the recent conflicts in the South China 
Sea. President Obama offered the alternative of his Trans-Pacific Part-
nership as another choice on the table.20 President Obama’s opening 
day speech called for development of ‘accountable institutions’, and 
he encouraged the others to work towards an international order in 
which global rules such as freedom of navigation were upheld.21 Al-
though the joint statement at the end of the Summit did not mention 
the aggressive actions of China in the South China Sea,22 China sent 
a message on the last day of the conference by deploying surface-to-
air missile launchers on the Woody Island in the contested Paracel Is-
lands. That is an island that China, Vietnam, and Taiwan all claim as 
their rightful territory.23 

Overall, hopes dominated fears in the projected pivot to Asia during 
the Obama Administration. Prospects for expanded trade benefits 
were particularly high for the overtures to China and India, but they 
were also meaningful for its ties with Taiwan, South Korea, and Ja-
pan. Security issues did exist with Pakistan, but they were likely to fade 
with the end of the war in Afghanistan. The biggest threat clearly was 
the one from North Korea, but an emerging one existed in the tension 
with China over their claims in the South China Sea. However, mul-
tilateral diplomacy was occurring for each of those two threats with 
the six-party talks on the Korean issue and ASEAN discussions on Chi-
na’s hostile moves. In the background was the American-Russian rival-
ry and the question of how much their tensions on other issues would 
carry over to the Asian setting.
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American presidential transition of 2016–17
After the APEC Summit, the presidential transition in the United 
States began in earnest, for by April Donald Trump had nearly locked 
up the Republican nomination.  Of course, President Obama contin-
ued to have the full power of the office, but increasingly on policy is-
sues he looked over his shoulder to see what the counterpoint might be 
from eventual candidate Trump.  Future policy towards Asia was cer-
tainly not the main debate theme of the campaign, but the Obama piv-
ot towards that region heightened the significance of striking events 
that happened westwards across the Pacific Ocean.  In particular, the 
China chord resonated continuously and demanded a hearing across 
many fronts and nations in the region.

The transition to President Trump and the pivot to Asia: the 
question of alliance partnerships
Soon after his election victory, Donald Trump announced on a You 
Tube video that he would end U.S. participation in the TPP on his 
first day in office.  He expressed a preference for bilateral agreements 
that would bring jobs to the United States.  While German Chancel-
lor Angela Merkel reiterated her conviction that a  multilateral ap-
proach was a necessity in Asia, China celebrated its own future role 
in Asian leadership.24  Very de-stabilizing also was the willingness 
of President-Elect Trump to receive a congratulatory telephone call 
from President Tsai Ing-wen of Taiwan, a nation that the One China 
Policy of 1979 had pushed into the background.  China itself lodged 
a  formal complaint with the United States.  The informality of the 
Trump response was as controversial as his violation of the western 
One China Policy.25  

In mid-December, Prime Minster Shinzo Abe stirred the pot even 
more with comments on controversial islands with visiting Russian 
President Vladimir Putin.  Abe expressed an interest in resolving the 
decades-long controversy over the Kurile Islands.26  Renewed conver-
sations of that sort between Japan and Russia would make the con-
tinuation of the American pivot towards Asia even more complicated.  
However, Abe continued a delicate balancing act.  At the end of De-
cember, there was a balancing move by Abe in a trip to Pearl Harbor.  
He actually visited Pearl Harbor, a first for a Japanese leader.  In a sense, 
this paralleled the spring visit of President Obama to Hiroshima.  The 
healing of emotional wounds could reinforce the centrality and en-
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during nature of Japanese-American links.  President-elect Trump had 
called for more Japanese spending on defence, and he had also criti-
cized President Obama for visiting Hiroshima without mentioning the 
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.27  With its economic strength and the 
with the political longevity of Prime Minster Abe, it was not surprising 
that Japan would play a more central role in working towards a politi-
cal balance in its own home region.

China was also active in the last month of 2016, after the Trump 
election but prior to his installation as the new American leader.  U.S. 
intelligence revealed that China had installed defensive capabilities on 
seven of its outposts in the Spratly Islands archipelago.  The Center 
for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) had issued the report, 
and the evidence was based on satellite images taken and compared 
between June/July and November.28  At about the same time, a Chinese 
warship captured a U.S. Navy underwater drone operating in the South 
China Sea.  The American leadership issued a diplomatic protest and 
called for return of the drone.29  Chinese provocations continued, as 
on Christmas Day China’s first aircraft carrier headed out for a training 
exercise in the Western Pacific.  As with the drone capture, the Chinese 
move could have been a  warning to incoming President Trump, for 
there was the possibility that the carrier Liaoning would glide past Tai-
wan.  Further, the presence of the carrier would project Chinese power 
in the highly contested South China Sea region.30

Equilibrium theory and President Trump in office
The inauguration of Donald Trump meant that equilibrium theory 
replaced the priority of alliance partnerships as the cornerstone of 
American foreign policy, and this was very evident in the Asian theatre.  
Economists use equilibrium theory to analyse choice that consumers 
make.  Consumers are interested in obtaining the ‘most satisfaction (or 
utility) possible, given the budget constraint’.31  He or she will sacrifice 
purchase of other goods if prices are prohibitive and the desired good 
within price range.  Purchases will continue as long as the price contin-
ues to equal marginal benefit.  When the price exceeds that standard, 
then attention will shift to other needed goods whose prices are within 
range.  Thereby, the consumer meets the goal of equilibrium between 
expenditures or prices and the value of the desired product.  In a sense, 
consumers are contributing to estimations of the public good as they 
weigh the balance or equilibrium between marginal benefits to them 
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and the voluntary contribution they make through purchases.  As a re-
sult, the public good becomes a function of the balance between the 
price per unit of a good and the quantity of the good needed or de-
manded by the consumer.32    

Many people were startled as they watched the newly elected Pres-
ident hammer traditional allies such as Australia, Sweden, Mexico, 
Canada, the United Kingdom, Japan, China, and even the NATO alli-
ance.  However, the President was not following the traditional model 
that allies who had shared collective security obligations for decades 
should continue to communicate ideas and plans in understanding 
ways, with broader outcomes like heightened global security the ob-
jective.  His comments on allies and treatment of foreign leaders were 
based on assessments of what they could contribute to American ob-
jectives and how that was related to the cost of working with them.  
Would there continue to be an equilibrium that guaranteed that Amer-
ica would gain advantages in return for the expenses encountered?  
From the vantage point of equilibrium theory, trade-offs were central 
in importance, and there would be a need to downplay connections to 
nations and leaders whose demands and needs exceeded the American 
ability to pay for them.  Continuous bargaining and uncertainty would 
characterize the American approach to allies and enemies, as marginal 
costs were always shifting in relation to profits gained for America.    

As a  result, after the Donald Trump inauguration on January 20, 
2017, there were initial signs of change from the Obama Administra-
tion’s pivot to Asia.  Three days after assuming the Presidency, Trump 
pulled America out of the TPP.  This was an expected development but 
undid all of President Obama’s careful stitching work to get a coalition 
of nations behind the agreement.  Protection of American jobs was the 
principal motivation of the new American President, but there was also 
an implicit attack on a decades-long commitment of the United States 
to lower trade barriers when possible.  The negotiations between the 
United States and its allies had taken eight years, but the Obama Ad-
ministration had never submitted it to Congress, in fear of its defeat. 33 

The Trump Administration also openly broke with earlier policy to-
wards China in early February.  They supported Japan’s claim to tiny 
uninhabited islands over which China also claimed sovereignty.  Their 
name in Japanese was Senkaku and in Chinese Diaoyu.  The new Sec-
retary of Defense James Mattis had made the claim on behalf of Japan 
during his initial trip to Asia.  Trump support for an Obama Adminis-
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tration decision to deploy a missile defence system to South Korea also 
received criticism from Chinese leaders.34  On February 19, the Trump 
Administration sent the USS Carl Vinson again into the South China 
Sea.  China claimed sovereignty over the area, and they were critical of 
the naval intervention.  Freedom of navigation was the value stressed 
by American leaders such as the new Secretary of Defense, but that 
clashed with Chinese sovereignty claims.35

President Trump met in March and April with two principal Asian 
leaders whom he had earlier criticized.  Prime Minister Shinzo Abe 
from Japan came to Mar-a-Lago in March and the two repaired some of 
the earlier damage due to President Trump’s remarks about Japan’s low 
level of defence spending.  In early April, Chinese President Xi Jinping 
visited the same Trump Winter White House, and they discussed trade 
practices as well as regional defence issues.  It was no doubt helpful 
to the discussion that President Trump had returned to the tradition-
al U.S. ‘One China’ policy after receipt of the controversial phone call 
from the Taiwanese leader.36

During the same time period, concern about the threat from North 
Korea remained high on the President’s agenda.  On March 6, North 
Korea had launched four ballistic missiles that travelled 600 miles into 
the Sea of Japan.  Several weeks later, on March 22 they had attempted 
another launch that was a failure.  Just prior to the Trump/Xi meeting 
in Florida, Pyongyang test-fired another ballistic missile into the Sea 
of Japan.  One result was the American decision to redirect the aircraft 
carrier strike group headed by the USS Carl Vinson directly towards 
the Korean Peninsula.37  Clearly, a show of force on both sides intimat-
ed at escalation of tensions that would require new bargaining skills 
by the American President either to restore the previous equilibrium 
or create a new one.  North Korean leaders were sharply critical of the 
American strike on the Syrian air base after use by the regime of chem-
ical weapons.  In part, this may have reflected their fear of a similar U.S. 
attack on their territory.  There was also awkwardness in the fact that 
the attack occurred at precisely the time that President Trump was 
hosting a dinner in Mar-a-Lago for President Xi and his entourage.38

Vice President Mike Pence made a 10-day trip to Asia in mid-April in 
an effort to firm up support with key allies in part due to the increased 
threat from North Korea.  In Seoul, he commented that the threat 
from the north underlined the continued importance of the Ameri-
can-South Korean defence linkage.  Other key nations on his itinerary 
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included Japan, Indonesia, and Australia.39  In part, the meeting with 
Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull aimed at re-establishing 
good communications after the spat between the Prime Minister and 
President Trump over an Obama-era refugee resettlement plan.  How-
ever, the two leaders also discussed cooperation with an eye on con-
vincing China to put more pressure on North Korea to surrender its 
nuclear weapons program.40  

There are a number of potential steps that might have the effect of 
containing the threat from North Korea.  Full implementation of the 
November 2016 U.N. Security Council sanctions would be one step 
in the process.  Those sanctions had the intention of limiting sales 
of North Korea’s sale of conventional weapons and natural resources.  
A  second step would be limitations on the Chinese supply of large 
trucks used in North Korea’s transport of missiles.  Third, there was 
some evidence that Chinese companies may have provided North Ko-
rea with industrial equipment and materials that included mercury 
and lithium hydroxide.  Given the role of lithium 6 in nuclear weap-
ons production, there was perhaps a need to put pressure on China 
to control these types of exports across the border. Fourth, it might 
be possible to push for a ban on the dispatch of North Korean work-
ers into foreign countries, with their profits going back home to help 
fund the nuclear program.  The November U.N. Resolution had called 
for vigilance over this type of activity, but a ban would be even stron-
ger.  A fifth step would entail a U.S. orchestrated coalition of nations 
that would all impose tough sanctions on company officials outside 
North Korea who did business with leading figures in North Korea 
and China on military production.  Sixth, access to the U.S. financial 
system in banking could be restricted to any entities that did business 
in North Korea.  This would be an extreme measure but would cap-
ture the connections between the foreign companies and their North 
Korean counterparts.41

Any of the above steps would fit into the parameters of equilibri-
um theory, for there would be a calculation of the costs of permitting 
North Korean nuclear developments to proceed against the backdrop 
of reluctance by the global community to move towards an even deep-
er conflict with the pariah state. Work between the Trump Adminis-
tration and foreign partners could establish measurements of prob-
abilities of those two eventualities, and decisions about which steps 
to utilize would thereby be evident.  In that way, equilibrium theory 
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could drive the decisions, but it would do so in a way that intermeshed 
with traditional alliance formations and patterns of doing business.

Theoretical implications of the American foreign policy 
transition towards the Asia-Pacific: future expectations in 
light of past political patterns

Pertinent theoretical components of American foreign policy in the 
Asian setting
Over time a key underlying continuity in American strategy towards 
Asia has been the devotion to liberal internationalism.  In fact, such 
a  priority has been a  consistent one since the creation of the new 
world order after 1945.  At that time, there was an emphasis on cre-
ation of a  ‘loose array of multinational institutions’ in an effort to 
promote both world order and American interests.42  This ‘transfor-
mational grand strategy’ served American national interests in later 
decades with mixed results.  Its idealistic thrust has entailed alliance 
partnerships with like-minded Asian states but also serious efforts to 
expand the network of liberal-democratic nations within the region.43  
Attempts to expand this philosophical framework to the northern part 
of the Korean Peninsula in the 1950s and the counterpart strategy to-
wards Vietnam in the 1960s and 70s were expressions of the liberal 
democratic thrust.  In spite of the frustrations with those two efforts, 
recent approaches to Russia and China reflect the same central direc-
tive.  However, such efforts regarding those two superpowers call for 
caution, and some observers admonish that it may be better to rely on 
liberal democratic allies in the region such as South Korea and Japan to 
take the lead on these kinds of overtures.44

It is also the case that the theory of realism, a rival to that of liberal 
internationalism, may offer supplementary possibilities for preserving 
the influence of the United States in the Asian theatre.  As Richard 
Haass articulates this view, he comments on the appropriateness of the 
‘World Order 1.0’ as focusing exclusively on the ‘protection and pre-
rogatives of states.’ However, he concludes that ‘World Order 2.0,’ with 
its emphasis on sovereign rights but also ‘those states’ obligations to 
others’ better fits the current Asian setting at the moment.  This latter 
perspective is one that rests on the realistic proposition that ‘sovereign 
obligation’ is the most reliable and trusted Asian strategy for the near 
future.  Its features entail a  respect for existing borders and a  reluc-
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tance to use force to either push them back or transform their existing 
contours.45  Stronger foundations for promotion of world order may 
be a result.  It is also possible to fit this realistic theoretical thrust into 
attempts over time to establish something of an American Empire in 
Asia.  Such conceptions are softened by definitions that include think-
ing about such aspirations as a  ‘relational social totality embedded 
within global capitalism.’46 suggests that such an approach represents 
a  materialistic perspective that links American realism to its central 
role in the development of capitalist economies in Asia and elsewhere.

Additional theoretical approaches can help clarify the general evo-
lution of American policy ambitions and prospects in Asia.  Preserva-
tion of the credibility of the United States has been a  guiding force 
since the end of World War II.47  Such a motivation may have had much 
to do with involvements in both the Korean and Vietnam Wars, but 
it may also have been a guiding force in post-Cold War interventions 
such as the Balkans, Afghanistan, and Iraq.  Others have even suggest-
ed that  the Kennan immediate post-Cold War recommendation of 
a ‘strategy of containment and deterrence’ may be useful in anticipat-
ing future policy towards North Korea.48 It is certainly true that outside 
powers have isolated that nation and confined its political influence 
within the borders of the Korean peninsula.  However, its acquisition 
of nuclear weapons that can reach well beyond their own region, have 
made deterrence of the regime and its military forces problematic.  
Containment has worked in the political sense but not in the military 
aspect.  Theory has also guided consideration of the concrete role of 
the United States and its diplomatic/military strength in the region.  
With the postwar order ‘in decline,’ it is in part up to America to clarify 
what its own ‘responsible behavior’ would be in the region as new pow-
er centers and balances emerge.49  In that sense, the transition from 
President Obama to President Trump has been puzzling to many inter-
ested elites and observers in the region.  With President Trump having 
articulated an ‘America First’ perspective, other American key publics 
have called for preservation of the nation’s  commitment to a  liberal 
international order in which the United States preserves firm ties to 
Asia-Pacific nations that possess ‘common values, shared interest, and 
mutual vulnerabilities’.50

All of these theoretical expressions bring to the table important 
questions of the meaning of President Obama’s ‘Pivot to Asia’ as well 
as its aftermath.  Following this nuanced policy shift, a  series of ag-
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gressive challenges to American policy took place in and near the re-
gion.  In 2014, Russia annexed the Crimean Peninsula from Ukraine 
and turned it into a new Republic with their own political systems.  At 
about the same time, China began its acquisition of contested islands 
in the South China Sea.   After coming to power in 2011, Kim Jong Un in 
North Korea commenced his waving of nuclear capabilities and threats 
to many in the outside world.  Thus, the Obama ‘pivot’ entailed quite 
different consequences than the expectations of dynamic new trade 
partners and a setting aside of the troubles further west in Afghani-
stan, Iraq, and the Arab Spring nations of the Middle East.  In fact, the 
Obama Administration soon renamed its new thrust the Asian ‘rebal-
ance’ strategy.51  Their focus was two-fold, to include a balance that up-
graded the importance of Asia in relation to traditional ties to Europe 
and also to incorporate a role as a potential balancer within the Asian 
region itself.  The fact that a perception developed that the pivot ‘came 
up short’ led in part to the eventual Trump emphasis on a much more 
America-focused effort in the region.52

The challenge from China and application of political theories
Proposals abound for the application of key theories to the challenge of 
rising Chinese power in East Asia.  This is an important and profound 
change from a past in which China had enormous power but content-
ed itself with a self-perception as the Middle Kingdom that was mainly 
self-contained and was the place to which other less significant players 
came to pay respects.  Even during the early communist period, there 
was little evidence of Chinese aggression towards its neighbors, par-
ticularly in comparison with the adventurousness of the Soviet Union 
along its border.  In the recent period of more active Chinese moves 
abroad, there has been a mixed response by neighboring states.  For 
example, the maritime ASEAN nations have been more sharply critical 
of Chinese moves in the South China Sea than have been the mainland 
members of that organization.  To a certain extent, regime changes can 
change those postures, for the rise of President Duterte in the Philip-
pines led to a strategy by that maritime nation of the wooing of China 
after 2016.  One result of that duality has been that China felt empow-
ered to play one Asian nation off against another, a classic illustration 
of the use of the balance of power theory.53

The proliferation of regional organizations, both informal and for-
mal, has also shaken pre-existing global power structures.  In the late 
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Cold War and in its immediate aftermath, the United States, the Euro-
pean Union (EU), and Japan made up a ‘triad’ of power that possessed 
considerable power to enact changes and create reactions within the 
Asian region.  However, the rise of China as well as India has led to 
a more complex multi-polarity of influences within the region.  APEC, 
BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa), and others add 
to the policy mix and stimulate the growth of additional regional con-
nections that ‘exist alongside and against’ American goals and inter-
ests.54  Efforts to contain bold Chinese moves to declare its sovereignty 
over the land formations within its ‘nine-dash line’ benefit from atten-
tion to the states actually threatened by such claims.  Brunei, Malaysia, 
the Philippines, Taiwan, and Vietnam all have competing claims with 
China over those territorial waters and islands.  All five states welcome 
limited American initiatives to assist them in preventing Chinese he-
gemony in the turbulent waters of the South China Sea.  A more force-
ful American strategy in the area might include concrete efforts to halt 
Chinese land reclamation, their building of new infrastructure, and 
the ensuing militarization of facilities on the islands themselves.55  

It is also possible to be much more specific about potential Amer-
ican policy steps that might utilize its ‘network of alliances and part-
nerships in Asia’ to both protect American interests and channel 
China’s ambitions in more positive directions. A bolder U.S. strategy 
could preserve the existing network of Asian alliances, utilize sanc-
tions against Chinese industries on a selective basis, acknowledge the 
pluralism of interests with the Chinese political system, push open 
the door to more communications with China, and avoid actions that 
might needlessly exacerbate the existing antagonisms in the region to-
wards China.56  Such a multifaceted strategy might well maintain the 
traditional American presence in the region in a political form rath-
er than primarily one that rests on military capabilities.  Such an ap-
proach would also have the potential to preserve the essence of past 
political patterns, while meeting expectations for policy adjustments 
in the near future.

Containment of and responsiveness to Chinese interests and ini-
tiatives rests on the assumption that China has become a  ‘disruptive 
power but not a revolutionary one’ as it was in the days of Mao’s lead-
ership.  China is not part of the liberal-democratic ethos that much of 
the West shares and it has promoted competitors to existing alliances.57 
From that perspective, a meaningful and coherent American balanc-
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ing strategy is a necessity. However, concerns about the spreading of 
Chinese communist values are no longer a Western assumption, as it 
was during the heart and heat of the Cold War. One illustration of the 
deeply changed Chinese position is its advocacy of economic openness 
at the Davos Conference of global powers in January 2017.58  Their ap-
proach at the same meeting in early 2018 was parallel and even timelier 
in light of the presence of Donald Trump, an advocate of a tightened 
American policy, at the same meeting.  No American President had 
personally attended that important global economic conference since 
2000. With the involvement and changes of the new American Presi-
dent in traditional Asian policies, China had a golden opportunity to 
play on American inconsistency and increase its own influence in the 
regional balance of power.59  Realist theory is also an important factor 
in the anticipation of future expectations about that critical balance.  
As Joseph S. Nye, Jr.60 reminds, the U.S. still ranks 1st in the world on 
‘soft power’ capabilities, while China ranks 28th.  Further, China’s econ-
omy is 61% that of the size of the American.  Thus, American prospects 
in the Asia-Pacific region are not gloomy but require a very adept and 
consistent pattern of policy-making.

Key security issues
In light of the altered challenge from China, it is incumbent upon the 
United States to offer its ‘credible and demonstrable force’ on behalf 
of the threatened ASEAN nations. Without the leverage of American 
power in support of their national interests and security, those nations 
would have no choice except to accommodate Chinese demands.61  
Since U.S. military spending was in fact 41% of the world’s total outlay, 
the use of their enormous reserves as a  deterrent would be impres-
sive.62  Such utilization of American security capabilities could include 
military exercises but also ‘soft power’ components such as diplomatic 
meetings and pressures that would not entail the use of force.63  How-
ever, America cannot act along in the Asia-Pacific region, and stron-
ger security partnerships with Indonesia, Myanmar, and Vietnam will 
be particularly significant in the future.  Each of those three nations 
presents a particular challenge to American values, whether it be the 
authoritarian features of rule in Myanmar or the continued commu-
nist rule in Vietnam.  Indonesia, with its huge population and Muslim 
majority, has many domestic challenges in addition to the desire to 
help control Chinese ambition. However, their pragmatic need for se-
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curity and even survival pushes them closer to the protectiveness of 
American security capacities.64 Further, U.S. support for Brunei, the 
Philippines and Taiwan is vital as well, for they all have overlapping 
claims with China in the tumultuous arena of the South China Sea.  
Strengthened alliances with Japan and Australia would enhance the 
ring of alliance partners that have containment of Chinese ambition 
as a common concern.65

It must be admitted that pan-Asian organizations that also chal-
lenge American-led trade initiatives have emerged in recent years, and 
that adds a mist of confusion to the single-minded effort to develop 
alliance networks that center their efforts on managing relations with 
China.  One is the Trans-Pacific Partnership, which the United States 
is no longer part of, and another is the Regional Comprehensive Eco-
nomic Partnership (RCEP).  In 2013, China initiated the Belt and Road 
Infrastructure Project, and that is a tempting fit or model for certain 
Asian nations.  It also entails an exercise of China’s economic muscle 
that is competitive with that of the United States.66  In that scenario, 
it may be possible for the United States to create ‘ad hoc groups of 
states’ that can focus on single issues instead of trying to cope with the 
entirety of the Chinese challenge.  One result of that approach may be 
to provide more of a proactive and initiating momentum to American 
policy in the region, which could counteract a certain tendency by U.S. 
leaders mainly to react to Chinese moves along their vast borders.  It is 
also true that the advent of Donald Trump into the Presidency in 2017 
has stirred the already boiling waters of the region.  Sometime adver-
saries like China may desire to test the new administration in ways that 
differ from the past, while traditional allies in the region may be more 
uncertain about American intentions.67

Impact of the election of Donald Trump to the American 
presidency
Amidst the theoretical swirl of pivot or re-balance tactics, realist 
theory, the overall balance of power, the spread of liberal democrat-
ic influences, the emergence of World Order 2 with its emphasis on 
sovereign obligations, containment, and the protection of American 
credibility; what is the impact of the advent of the Trump Adminis-
tration that emerged at the beginning of 2017?  A number of observ-
ers have maintained that one result of the announced ‘America First’ 
campaign will be an accelerated movement of affected nations also 
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to put themselves first.68  Others have affirmed that anticipating his 
responses to policy crises ahead of time will be very difficult or next 
to impossible.69  Yahri-Milo 70 points out that some have characterized 
the Trump approach as ‘Rationality-Irrationality.’ His comments both 
about the North Korean leadership and about Chinese policy moves 
have at times involved seemingly apparent and sudden emotional re-
actions, with the result that he has undercut the American reputation 
for possessing a consistent ‘signaling reputation.’

For many Asian leaders and interested publics, the theoretical im-
pact of this sudden change in American policy has been to end ap-
parently the American traditional role as the ‘guarantor of the liberal 
world order.’ President Trump’s demonstrated indifference to identi-
cal values within the political and social setting of the United States 
reinforces that growing and collective picture. American alliances de-
signed for containment of a variety of foes have become shaky, with 
their partners no longer able to perceive American guidance within 
the framework of an ordered strategic environment.71 Some analysts 
of the new American President have gone even further to suggest that 
he represents and contributes to a ‘foundational rupture in the United 
States.’  American elites that have been in power for decades have less 
legitimacy than they did in the years prior to his inauguration, while 
the representative institutions within have become to sway and even 
crack.72  As a result, the American state no longer possesses the abiding 
and historical ‘globalist orientation’ that has been the heart and soul ei-
ther of its re-balance under Obama towards Asia or even the sovereign 
obligation contract that was part of the World Order 2 perspective.

Trade relations are part of the issue in this new season of complex-
ity and confusion, for President Trump as so far taken ‘a more mer-
cantilist, or zero-sum’ approach to trade questions.  As a  result, the 
long-standing commitment of the United States to open trade with 
its attendant supporting policy steps is in question, and that chang-
es the traditional American multilateral approach to trade and lowers 
the credibility of policy statements and intentions from the western 
side of the Atlantic Ocean.73  This picture of new American economic 
commitments, in combination with the other modifications of tradi-
tional theoretical approaches, sets the state for a very uncertain poli-
cy in regard to the growing security threat that emanates from North 
Korea.  The traditionally cautious commitment to a steady strategy of 
deterrence that characterizes the long-standing western approach to 
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nuclear questions yields to unpredictability with its intensification of 
anxiety throughout the Asia-Pacific Region.74

Containing the threat from North Korea
One writer has characterized the explosion of dialogue between the 
two Presidents of the United States and North Korea as constituting 
a new Missile Crisis that compares with the October 1962 Cuban Mis-
sile Crisis.  Unfortunately, the current conflict involves two unpredict-
able leaders rather than only the Cuban leader Castro in the earlier 
tension-ridden situation.75  American policy options exist but have 
shrunk in the Trump Administration.  Working to ‘leverage Chinese 
involvement’ may help to use the considerable power of that state to 
contain the aggressiveness of North Korea, and provision by America 
of intelligence on the matter to China may even be a  help.76 Use of 
financial tactics against North Korea may assist in containment and 
help to restore the reputation and credibility of the United States on 
the issue.  For instance, the United States in 2016 responded to the 
fourth nuclear test of Pyongyang with the freezing of financial assets 
of two hundred North Korean entities.  As the crisis has intensified, the 
Trump Administration has considered and enacted even more sanc-
tions that penalize and severely limit the financial transactions within 
and from the pariah Asian state.77 

One observer proposed that the United States has three military 
options in the crisis with North Korea.  They include ‘acceptance, mili-
tary intervention, or more creative diplomacy.’ He specifically proposes 
that North Korean leaders may consider a halt to testing of warheads 
and a freeze on existing nuclear capabilities in return for sanctions re-
lief and a  formal agreement that ends the Korean War.78  Given the 
deep involvement in the Korean War from 1950-53, it would enhance 
American strength and respect to call for a conference that would offi-
cially end that war.79  It is also the case that other affected nations such 
as South Korea have openings to take creative action as well.  President 
Moon Jae-in of South Korea in his early months in office accomplished 
a limited number of joint activities with North Korea in the February 
2018 Olympics Games held in Pyeonchang, South Korea.  They includ-
ed a march together behind the same flag in the opening ceremonies, 
a joint women’s ice hockey team, a large North Korean cheering squad, 
an orchestra that played several concerts, and a taekwondo demonstra-
tion team.80  Such a move by South Korea is reminiscent of the early 
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1970s ‘ping pong’ diplomacy that helped pave the way for more formal 
diplomatic moves between the United States and Communist China.  
Whether it will have the same effect will depend in large measure on 
the willingness and ability of the Trump Administration to begin to 
engage with allies in the ways outlined by pre-existing theoretical ap-
proaches to the dynamic Asia-Pacific Region!

Conclusion
Was there an overall vision behind the pivot of the Obama Adminis-
tration towards Asia after the wind-down of the wars in Afghanistan 
and Iraq, or was that policy re-orientation simply an expression of the 
desire for a fresh start after the exhaustion that accompanied difficult 
conflicts further west?  

On the one hand, there were clear economic and defence policy 
goals to which America could provide new energy.  Expanded trade 
with the growing economies in India and China would be one way of 
coping with the need to pull the United States out of the recession 
that hit in 2007 and continued in the following years.  In that sense, 
expanded trade agreements might jump-start the American economy 
and bring new jobs to the domestic economy.  At the same time, there 
was a need for an expanded defence focus against regional and global 
dangers that had taken on an ominous tone in the region.  The emer-
gence of Kim Jong Un in North Korea in 2011 had brought the issue 
of their nuclear capability to the fore in a way that had not been true 
under his father, whose policies often seemed to be random reactions 
to on-going events.  Chinese thrusts in the South China Sea provided 
security risks to U.S. allies in the region such as the Philippines, South 
Korea, Japan, and perhaps Vietnam.  American contributions to resolv-
ing those threats could be significant ones, if U.S. leaders possessed the 
time and energy to make Asian issues a top priority.

On the other hand, within America there was exhaustion with more 
than a decade of war after the 9/11 attacks and a corresponding hope 
to focus on domestic needs for the near future.  Thus, there would not 
have been much excitement about new ventures in a recently ignored 
region.  However, there was a desire of most Americans that their na-
tion has leverage and influence in its foreign policy.  With results so 
nebulous in the Middle East and in the nations where Americans had 
fought so long, the move to Asia might have seemed like a clean and 
welcome break.  Unfortunately, the pivot to Asia might have been sim-
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ply a turning of the American head without a carefully planned agen-
da behind it.  Multinational discussions within the G-7, G-20, ASEAN, 
and APEC offered the beginnings of a plan, but creation of the TPP was 
quite problematic and did not clearly link American domestic needs to 
cooperation within that framework.  The new emphasis on Asia bore 
the elements of fresh thinking, but the policy goals were quite frag-
mented and hinged to the emergent threats of the moment.  In con-
trast, the planning for the Afghan War after 9/11 was more organized in 
terms of rallying the American public and establishing links with allies 
who promised to make their own contributions to the effort.  Perhaps 
the War on Terror nurtured a more coherent and focused security re-
sponse than did the Asian emphases on economic prospects and con-
tainment of unrelated new threats from North Korea and China.

Unfortunately, the end of the Obama Administration came before 
a  full-fledged and coordinated new Asian policy could emerge.  The 
initial signals that flashed from President-elect and, then, President 
Trump were unconvincing about prospects that a  coherent policy 
would follow-up on the pivot to Asia.  He ended American participa-
tion in planning for the TPP right away and then provided evidence 
that he did not take the One China policy that the West had supported, 
very seriously.  He did host the Japanese Prime Minister in Washington 
and Florida in the first month of his administration, and perhaps that 
was a signal that he would take some traditional alliances in the region 
seriously.  However, the evidence of a coordinated policy towards Asia 
that might flesh out the Obama pivot was limited.  Such coordination 
might take the form of traditional alliance politics.  More likely, its 
framework would approximate equilibrium theory with its continued 
measurement of the rising costs of chosen policies against the price of 
alternatives that might prove to be cheaper.  In either scenario, serious 
observers would need to wait and hope that the new foreign policy 
team would come up with an Asian strategy that was more clear and 
coherent than the ‘America First’ slogan of the Trump campaign!



This article was prepared for presentation at the ‘International Con-
ference: Changing Balance of Power in the Asia-Pacific Region,’ Pilsen, 
Czech Republic, April 12, 2017.
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Permanent Members’ Veto 
Right Reform in the Context 
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Lesia Dorosh, Olha Ivasechko

The activities of the United Nations Security Council have tradition-
ally been seen as a guarantor of international peace and security with 
powers to influence infringers of the international law. At the begin-
ning of the 21st century, the UN Security Council was powerless to 
perform its functions and duties to safeguard international peace and 
security, as well as to resolve a number of large-scale armed conflicts. 
Therefore, the need to find mechanisms of the UN Security Coun-
cil reform in order to enhance its effectiveness is proven. The article 
analyses the UN member-states’ suggestions on the UN Security 
Council reform that they started to apply actively in the early 1990s. 
On the basis of the analysis of the Security Council decision-mak-
ing mechanism, an increase in the effectiveness of the UN Security 
Council can be achieved only by means of the veto right reform. This 
article analyzes the position of Ukraine, in particular proposals for 
reformation provided by state officials, analysts and publicists. It was 
found that the main obstacle in the reform of veto is the need to 
persuade five permanent members to limit themselves in the use of 
the instrument that allows them to influence the entire international 
system. Therefore, it is unlikely that these states will give their con-
sent to such a reform.
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The Russian military aggression against Ukraine, which started in 2014 
with the annexation of the Crimean Peninsula, is an unprecedented 
challenge for the international system, its security and therefore for 
the current global order. The powerlessness of the United Nations 
(UN) as the most influential global institution in the world security 
sector in stopping European territorial changes in the 21st century 
again raises the issue of reforming the United Nations Security Coun-
cil (UNSC) as one of the key bodies of this organisation. Such reform is 
important both for the international system in general and for Ukraine 
in particular. In this article, we put forward the claim that the issue of 
UNSC reform has never been considered in the context of the armed 
conflict in Eastern Ukraine and in the context of new challenges to the 
international security system caused by it. For the present, there is no 
research on the impact of the UNSC desuetude on the possibility of 
its intervention in this armed conflict and on the importance of the 
UNSC reform to resolve it. Thus, the previously mentioned facts have 
encouraged debate on the problems of UN Security Council reform, 
which will help to establish the reasons for the ineffectiveness of the 
organisation in resolving the conflict in Eastern Ukraine (2014-ongo-
ing), and to devise a method for their elimination, as well as to identify 
the possible ways to increase the effectiveness of the United Nations in 
resolving conflicts in the twenty-first century.

Near the turn of the century, the UNSC failed to intervene and to 
resolve the escalation of a number of armed conflicts, particularly such 
conflicts as the Falkland war (1982), the invasion of Iraq (2003), and the 
civil war in Syria (2011-ongoing). Since the annexation of Crimea in 
February 2014, the Russian Federation, which was declared the aggres-
sor country by Ukraine in the conflict, has used its veto right to block 
the activity of the UNSC towards the solution of the Ukrainian crisis. 
Parties such as Ukrainian diplomats and foreign officials in the United 
Nations, as well as the authoritative international nongovernmental 
organization ‘Amnesty International’ have noted that because of the 
risk of Russia’s use of the veto right, the UN Security Council could not 
take any effective action concerning events in Ukraine. In this way, it is 
effectively powerless to perform its functions and duties to safeguard 
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international peace and security, making the international community 
search for ways to transform this structure. Because of its central place 
in the international security system, the research on reforming the Se-
curity Council is particularly relevant. 

Theoretical framework
An analysis of research sources shows the considerable attention of 
researchers to various aspects of the UN Security Council’s  reform. 
It is worth mentioning the work and analytical studies of Gh. Evans,1 
I. Endeley,2 C. Karuna Karan,3 E. Luck,4 F. Mahmood,5 S. Patrick,6 D. Sa-
rooshi,7 D. Schweigman,8 L. Svart, J. Freiesleben,9 E. Wirkola,10 M. Zorn,11 
J. Paul,12 C. Nahory,13 M. Teng,14 E. Toro,15 N. Ronzitti,16 T. Weiss17, 18 and 
others, in which the authors describe the UN and its main achieve-
ments in resolving ‘frozen conflicts’ in the world, espesially in the for-
mer Soviet Union. Detailed studies (in particular, of E.  Osmanczyk, 
A. Mango19) on the main and specialized UN bodies’ functioning and 
their effectiveness contributed greatly to our work.20

This study is an attempt to address the issue of insufficient legis-
lative power of UN and the lack of a UNSC enforcement mechanism. 
There is a  rapidly growing body of literature on the effectiveness of 
the UN as an organization aimed at maintaining peace in the world. 
While writing this article, attention to the set of normative legal acts 
governing the activities of international organisations of various lev-
els, primarily the UN, is considerable.21 

The literature on UN Security Council’s  reform abounds with ex-
amples of the absence in Ukraine the opportunity for effective protec-
tion through the mechanisms that currently exist in the UN system. 
Under such circumstances, it is necessary to single out the work of M. 
Butler on conflict management in international relations.22 

An important monographic source on the issue is the historio-
graphical work of Lydia Swart and Jonas von Freiesleben23 Security 
Council Reform from 1945 To September 2013, issued with the support 
of the Government of Switzerland by the non-profit organisation 
Center for UN Reform Education. This work allows us to study all 
the proposals for reforming the Security Council that were put for-
ward during the period from 1945 to 2013, to examine the positions 
of the member states on this issue, and also to analyze the main ob-
stacles to the reform of the UN Security Council arising during this 
period. 
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The work of German scientist Bardo Fassbender called UN Security 
Council Reform and the Right of Veto: A  Constitutional Perspective de-
serves special attention among the monographs devoted to the prob-
lem of UNSC reforming.24 The author argues that there are the disad-
vantages of the Security Council’s  obsolete structure and the unfair 
distribution of power among the member states, as well as analyses 
the main proposals of the UN member states on the reformation of 
this body. 

Many scientific articles addressing the problem of reforming the 
UN Security Council, as well as other problems close to the topic of 
our study, are published both by various periodical scientific publica-
tions and by non-profit organisations of scientists and specialists in 
the field of international relations. In particular, Center for UN Re-
form Education, Global Policy Forum, Security Council Report and 
Council on Foreign Relations. Most scientific articles do not aim at 
a comprehensive study of the problem of the United Nations Security 
Council reformation. Moreover, in their scientific articles, researchers 
tend to focus on one of the main areas of reform.

Further evidence supporting UNSC reform may lie in the findings of 
J. Paul, C. Nahory, B. Fassbender, who pay attention to the issue of the 
veto right reformation despite the small prospects for introduction of 
such reform, largely because of resistance of the permanent members 
to any changes in their prerogatives and powers. 

Current research seems to validate the view that there is the neces-
sity of reforming the UNSC working methods and the prospects for 
the introduction of a regional representation in the UNSC. A number 
of scientific articles by E. Toro, J. Paul and C. Nahory, I. Endeley and 
N. Ronzitti represent this area of study. 

In addition to the above-mentioned sources of information, scien-
tific theses published on official websites of foreign universities and 
the repositories of their libraries can be used for studying the problem 
of the UNSC reform in the post-bipolar world. To fulfill our research, 
we have studied the work of E. Wirkola.

It is necessary to also note the lack of domestic fundamental and 
generalizing studies concerning today’s  problems of the function of 
the UN, in particular the reform of the UN Security Council. A  rel-
atively small number of scientific publications have been devoted to 
the UN contribution to the conflict in Ukraine, which could provide 
an objective assessment of the UN peaceful regulation and could help 
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to formulate specific recommendations and suggestions for improving 
the activity of the UNSC in resolving the Ukrainian crisis and simi-
lar conflicts. For example, the proposals and recommendations on 
Ukraine’s position on restricting/denying the veto right of the aggres-
sor state have not been particularly developed. 

The literature shows no consensus on the issue of Security Council 
Reform. Much of the current debate revolves around the certain areas 
of the reform, namely:

1. The issue of membership and changes of the composition of the 
UN Security Council. Studies in this area consider the possibility 
of increasing the number of both permanent and non-permanent 
members of the Security Council and forecast the possible impact 
of such changes on the functioning of the UN and of the interna-
tional system;
2. Reform of the working methods of the Security Council. This 
research area concerns the possibilities of making changes into the 
procedural rules and methods of work of the UN Security Council 
that would help to increase transparency of its functioning;
3. Veto right reform. Within the framework of this direction, re-
searchers defend three points of view: veto right should be elimi-
nated, preserved or limited;
4. Regional representation. This line of research examines the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of obtaining membership in the UN 
Security Council for regional associations and organisations such 
as the European Union.

On the basis of the issues currently available in existing works such 
as the main features of the activities of the UN, mechanisms for con-
flict management, principles of the UN and its role in the system of 
international organizations, and the effectiveness of the UNSC activ-
ity, it seems fair to suggest that the main arguments can be advanced 
to support the international cooperation deepening, specification of 
strategic directions of the UN, and defining the strategic importance 
of Security Council Reform.

In the research, the institutional method was used for considering 
the UN Security Council as an international institution, its powers, 
and functions, as well as the norms which regulate its activities, as 
it’s  enshrined in international law. Also, the historical method was 
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used for the study of the history of UN Security Council functioning, 
the activities of Member States of the UNSC and the process of the 
proposals’ providing for Security Council reform, etc. The behavioral 
method helped to research positions and statements of the perma-
nent members of the UN Security Council, their goals, attitudes, and 
motivation. The method of documents analysis was used for inves-
tigating the proposals for reform of the UN Security Council which 
have been proposed by the member states of the organization and 
the internal organs of the UN, as well as for the study of reports, 
resolutions, transcripts of meetings of the main United Nations in-
stitutions, etc.

Consequently, the purpose of this article is to identify the reasons 
for the lack of power of the United Nations Security Council to re-
spond to threats and violations of peace in the post-bipolar interna-
tional system, and to examine the main proposals for reform of this 
international structure. In particular, the task is to establish the rea-
sons for non-interference of the UN Security Council in a number of 
large-scale conflicts, to identify and systematise the main proposals 
for its reform, and to study the prospects for introducing this inno-
vation.

The UN Security Council: basic suggestions for reform
The Security Council is the most powerful body of the United Nations, 
on which according to the UN Charter primary responsibility for the 
maintenance of international peace and security is imposed.25 While 
other parts of the UN can exceptionally make recommendations, the 
Security Council has the power to make decisions that member states 
are obliged to obey. This gives the Security Council a very important 
and powerful position in the United Nations and in the world.26

The UN Security Council is composed of fifteen states, five of which 
are permanent members.27 The latter – the USA, the United Kingdom, 
France, the Russian Federation, and the PRC – have the power to “veto” 
(from Latin vetō – I forbid) substantive decisions of the Council.28 The 
other ten non-permanent members of the Security Council are elected 
by the General Assembly for two-year terms; with five members elect-
ed each year.

In the key realm to peacekeeping and security, the Council has three 
main functions:
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•	 contributes to the peaceful resolution of conflicts;
•	 establishes the UN peacekeeping forces and exercises control 
over them;
•	 carries out coercive measures against states that violate interna-
tional law.29

Acting under Chapter VI of the UN Charter, the Security Council 
shall, when it deems necessary, call upon the parties to a dispute to 
settle it by negotiation, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, 
or judicial settlement (Article 33 of the UN Charter). The Council also 
may, if all the parties to a dispute request, make recommendations to 
the parties with a view to a peaceful settlement (Article 38 of the Char-
ter).30 While fulfilling its duty to safeguard international peace and 
security, the Council frequently authorises the deployment of peace-
keeping operations as a  means to end conflicts or to preserve shaky 
peace accords. With the aim of ensuring security, political support 
and facilitating peacebuilding, the Council usually deploys the UN 
peacekeeping forces only after ceasefire between the parties have been 
agreed upon.31

In addition, the UN Security Council can carry out more resolute 
and ‘hard’ enforcement actions than peacekeeping. Chapter VII of the 
UN Charter grants it the power to carry out such compulsory actions. 
According to it, the Council has the right to determine independently 
whether there was a threat to peace or if it was violated, and authorises 
it to impose economic and military sanctions, or to use armed forces 
(military, naval, or air) to maintain or restore international peace and 
security.32

Thus, the UNSC should normatively play a major role in the cur-
rent global system of international security. Having the right to make 
decisions of an imperative nature, in particular the authority to apply 
economic sanctions and military force against states that violate the 
principles of international law, and to apply a wide range of coercive 
methods, the UN Security Council should act as a guarantor of peace 
and security on a humanity scale.

However, being created after the Second World War by the victori-
ous powers, the Security Council does not meet modern geopolitical 
realities. In particular, the institution of permanent membership of 
the Security Council does not consider the presence of new centers of 
influence that have appeared after the end of the war and make a sig-
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nificant contribution to financing the UN and conducting its peace-
keeping operations (Japan, Germany, India, etc.). In the end, several of 
the above-mentioned armed conflicts point to the inefficiency of the 
Security Council’s work.

Proposals for reforming the UN Security Council are pushed by 
member states dissatisfied with various aspects of functioning of this 
international security body. We can divide these proposals into three 
categories of reform:

•	 changes of the composition;
•	 change of working methods;
•	 reform of the veto right of the permanent members.

Formal discussion on the problem of increasing the number of the 
Security Council members began in 1991.33 As Melanie Zorn points out, 
there are three main reasons that justify the need to reform the Coun-
cil’s membership:

1. Changes in global power structure. Five permanent members of 
the Security Council today reflect the global power structure that 
existed after World War II, despite the emergence of new centers of 
power over the past 70 years.
2. The problem of representativeness of the UN Security Council. 
As supporters of the Council’s enlargement note, the representa-
tion in the UN Security Council is not proportional, neither geo-
graphically nor in terms of population or number of UN members 
per region. For example, no country in Africa or Latin America has 
a  permanent membership in the Security Council. Africa is the 
second largest continent in the world in terms of population and 
ranks first in terms of the number of UN member states (53 coun-
tries). Asia accounts for more than half of the world population, but 
China is the only Asian state with a permanent seat in the Security 
Council.  In addition, the ratio between the number of members of 
the Security Council and the total number of UN member states is 
too small. In 1945, this ratio was 11 members of the Security Coun-
cil to 51 UN member states. In 2015, this ratio is 15 members of the 
Security Council to 193 UN member states.
3. Disadvantages of the current structure of the Security Coun-
cil. The lack of ability of the UNSC to respond quickly to threats 
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to peace and security is one of the most acute problems. A combi-
nation of the veto paralyzing effect on one hand and insufficient 
representation from 193 member states on the other is a source of 
the problem. This, in turn, can lead to problems in the sphere of 
peacekeeping. States that provide troops, funds or supplies to UN 
peacekeeping missions want to have a greater influence on the de-
cision-making process.34

All the proposals put forward in this area of reforming the UN Se-
curity Council belong to the issue of an expansion of its composition. 
Proponents of the UN Security Council membership reform claim that 
increasing the number of its participants will increase the level of de-
mocracy and representation of the body, which it lacks. The main ob-
stacle to the implementation of such a reform is disagreement in the 
views of the UN members on whether to grant the new members of 
the Security Council ‘permanent’ membership or the veto right. Thus, 
Brazil, India, Japan and Germany (the ‘Group of Four’) demand for 
themselves the status of permanent members of the body. They also 
propose reducing their financial contributions to the UN budget and 
the number of their own contingents involved in UN operations if their 
demands are not satisfied;35 African members of the UN also speak in 
favor of expanding the Security Council membership and demand the 
provision of permanent seats for two states of the continent. However, 
a number of states that have formed the interstate group ‘Uniting for 
Consensus’ promote the idea of expanding the non-permanent com-
position of the Security Council without increasing the number of its 
permanent members. They oppose giving new members of the Secu-
rity Council the veto right, claiming that an addition of permanent 
seats violates the principle of sovereign equality of states.36 According 
to them, the provision of permanent seats to new members can also 
exacerbate regional rivalries among the states of the subcontinent (for 
example, between Argentina and Brazil, or India and Pakistan).37

An integral part of the EUSC’s membership reform is the issue of 
introducing regional representation in it. Regional representation is 
an alternative concept of reforming participation in this body, accord-
ing to which permanent seats in the UN Security Council should be 
provided to regional organisations and blocs, rather than individual 
states.38 10-15 members of the intergovernmental group ‘Uniting for 
Consensus’, in particular, Italy, Spain, Argentina, Mexico and Malta, as 
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well as organisations such as the League of Arab States and the Organ-
isation of Islamic Cooperation, expressed their support for this idea of 
reformation.39 However, the idea of introducing a regional representa-
tion did not receive broad support among the UN members. Moreover, 
such permanent members of the Security Council as the United States 
and Russia rejected it. According to them, proposals to expand the 
membership of the UN Security Council should target specific states. 
Applicants for permanent membership in the Security Council also 
criticised it.40

The second direction of the UN Security Council reform concerns 
a change in the Council’s methods of work. It has been on the agenda 
of the UN members since the 1990s. Initiatives to reform the work-
ing methods of the UN Security Council aim at achieving three main 
goals – transparency and accountability of the Council, as well as the 
possibility of participation of non-member states in its work.

The Security Council, under UN members’ pressure, has already 
taken some measures to increase the transparency of its activities. 
For example, the Security Council now holds more meetings that are 
public, and consults with external actors, including non-governmental 
organisations, more frequently. It has also given other UN members 
the opportunity to speak before the Security Council and has made 
a special effort to enhance relations with troop contributing countries, 
meeting with them on a regular basis.41 Since 1993, members of the Se-
curity Council have created a number of initiatives aimed at changing 
its working methods. Such initiatives were as follows: the publication 
of the daily programs and the monthly schedule of the work of the 
Council; draft versions of its resolutions; providing the opportunity 
for the members of the UN Security Council to invite experts and rep-
resentatives of civil society to its ‘private’ meetings, etc.42 

However, as J. Paul and C. Nahori claim, to achieve the goals of the 
UN Security Council reformers, there are still many things to change. 
According to the researchers, the Security Council should abandon its 
temporary procedural rules in favor of permanent members. It also 
should find ways to obtain support from the UN Secretariat and insti-
tutionalise the presidency of the Security Council (to increase the term 
of chairmanship of its members from one month to six or more). The 
authors propose the UN Security Council transfer more of its work 
to its subsidiary bodies, as well as to strengthen the work of expert 
groups, and establish a  constant exchange of information between 
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them. In addition, the Security Council should work more on finding 
accurate information through consultations with international actors 
of all kinds, especially with non-governmental organisations.43

The use and proposals for the veto right reform in the light of 
conflict in the East of Ukraine
In our opinion, reform of membership in the UN Security Council and 
its working methods will help to increase its democracy, representa-
tiveness and transparency. However, these areas of reform cannot sig-
nificantly enhance the effectiveness of this international body, as well 
as the ability to intervene in the large-scale conflicts of the present 
and solve them. The expansion of the Security Council will even lead 
to deterioration of its ability to response to the peace violations and 
threats rapidly.44 Consequently, reform in the composition and work-
ing methods of the Security Council is not relevant, while the problem 
of reform in practice of using the veto right by the permanent mem-
bers of the UN Security Council is extremely acute. In our opinion, the 
veto right is the main obstacle to the fulfillment of the Council’s main 
functions – maintenance of peace and security. Therefore, it requires 
the main attention of the international community. To confirm this 
thesis, let us consider the mechanism of decision-making in the Secu-
rity Council.

The Security Council’s decisions are in the form of resolutions. One 
or more Security Council members propose its draft and transmit it to 
the other members for consideration. It (the document) is discussed 
and, if necessary, is changed after consultations with members of the 
Security Council. When all members of the Security Council reach 
agreement on the final version of the resolution, it is formally submit-
ted to the Security Council.45 In voting for the adoption of the resolu-
tion, each member of the Security Council has one vote (Article 27 of 
the UN Charter).46

Questions submitted for UN Security Council consideration are of 
two types – procedural and substantive. The Security Council’s deci-
sion on procedural matters is taken by a majority of nine votes of any 
members of the Security Council. The decisions of the Security Coun-
cil on substantive issues call for a positive vote by nine members of the 
Council, including the votes of all five permanent members.

So, formally, the word ‘veto’ is not used in the UN Charter. None-
theless, through the above-mentioned mechanism almost every per-
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manent member of the Security Council has the opportunity to block 
the decision. If at least one of them votes against the resolution, it is 
considered not adopted. However, a resolution may be adopted when 
a permanent member abstains from voting.47

This decision-making mechanism enables permanent members of 
the UN Security Council to abuse their veto right for realizing their na-
tional interests, including cases when they violate the rules and princi-
ples enshrined in the system of international law by themselves. This, 
in turn, can have unpredictable consequences, because blocking the 
actions of the international community in ending the development of 
armed conflicts inevitably leads to an escalation of such conflicts and 
an increase in the number of their victims. For example, in scientific 
literature and rhetoric of the United Nations’ members, the accusa-
tions of Britain for its power abuses in 1982 are quite common. Ac-
cordingly, the UN was unable to prevent Britain from starting a war 
with Argentina for the Falkland Islands. Another example is the tough 
criticism of the US for the invasion of Iraq in 2003.48 Russia and China 
are widely criticised today for their support of Bashar Assad in the civil 
war in Syria. These countries have blocked the adoption of resolutions 
of Western states aimed at putting pressure on the Syrian president. 
Richard Govan, vice-director of the Center on International Coop-
eration at New York University notes that it is widely believed if the 
United Nations had intervened in the conflict in its early stages, when 
violence was on a  limited scale, it would have avoided escalation of 
conflict to a state of civil war - the one that has lasted more than four 
years and claimed the lives of more than 191 thousand people. In addi-
tion, because of the actions of Moscow and Beijing, the Security Coun-
cil’s serious attempts to influence B. Assad, including the imposition 
of an arms embargo on the current Syrian regime, were blocked.49 Un-
doubtedly, it is not just an issue of blocking a resolution by one of the 
permanent members of the Security Council regarding a conflict. It is 
also about the so-called ‘hidden veto’ – the quiet threat of a permanent 
member of the UN Security Council to use the veto right because of 
inconvenience of the situation for this member, the result of which is 
the blocking of resolutions at the stage of their writing and approval.50

In the last two years (since the annexation of the Crimean Penin-
sula in February 2014), the Russian Federation, being an aggressor in 
the conflict in the east of Ukraine in 2014-2015 (Ukraine recognised 
Russia as an aggressor country on 27th January 2015), has used its veto 
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and has blocked activities of the UN Security Council in resolving the 
Ukrainian crisis.51 Both Ukrainian diplomats and foreign officials in 
the United Nations have already announced Russia as the implicated 
country. The influential international non-governmental organisation 
Amnesty International noted in its report that ‘because of the risk that 
Russia is using its veto in the UN Security Council could not accept 
effective action when it came to events in Ukraine’.52

The behavior of Russian official representatives at the meetings 
of the Council on the Ukrainian question showed the fact that the 
Russian Federation blocks the actions of the UN Security Council on 
events in Ukraine. For example, Russia was the only member state of 
the Security Council that voted against the adoption of draft resolu-
tion S/2014/189 on 15th March 2014. In this resolution, in accordance 
with the UN Charter 42, UN member states, including Ukraine, re-
frained from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity 
and independence of other states, and confirmed: “no territorial acqui-
sition resulting from the threat or use of force shall be recognised as le-
gal”. They also called on the international community not to recognise 
the referendum held on 16th March 2014 by the occupation authorities 
at the Crimean peninsula as legal.53 The fact that the Russian Federa-
tion has blocked the draft resolution mentioned above, in particular, 
is indicated in the list of vetoed resolutions of the Security Council 
published by the United Nations Library of the United Nations named 
Dag Hammarskjöld – the information center and the structural unit of 
the UN headquarters in New York.54

The overwhelming majority of the UN Security Council members 
at meeting on 15th March 2014 expressed its support for Ukraine in the 
military conflict in the Donbass. After the vote of 15 members of the 
Security Council, Gerard Araud, French Ambassador to the United 
Nations, expressed outrage at the Russian annexation of Crimea and 
recognised Russia’s isolation in the UN.55 Mark Lyall Grant, British of-
ficial representative to the Security Council said that Russia’s violation 
of international law ‘is heard outside the walls of the Security Council 
meeting hall’.56 In their speeches at the meeting, Lithuania, the United 
States and France used the word ‘annexation’ to describe Russia’s ac-
tions on the Crimean peninsula.57

Moreover, according to the British government, Russia tried to pre-
vent the adoption of the UN Security Council Resolution No. 2166 on 
the Malaysian Boeing 777 shot down on 17th July 2014 in the Donetsk 
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region. In the Resolution, inter alia, the Security Council demanded 
militants refrain from any actions that could be a threat to the inviola-
bility of the injured party, and requested the relevant investigative bod-
ies, the OSCE Special Monitoring Mission and representatives of other 
relevant international organisations have safe, secure, comprehensive 
and unequivocal access to the site of the disaster and surrounding 
areas. Russia motivated such actions by the fact that there were no 
problems with access to the drop site of the downed aircraft, despite 
the OSCE report, which has contradicted the statements of Russian 
representatives.58 According to the representatives of Ukraine, Russian 
military personnel shot down the Malaysian Boeing 777. It serves as 
confirmation of Russian military aggression against Ukraine.59

Because of Russia’s actions, the Security Council could not accept 
two other important statements. The first statement, scheduled to 
take place on 31st October 2014, condemned the illegal ‘elections’ in 
the Donbass, which took place on 2nd November 2014 in the occupied 
territories of the Lugansk and Donetsk regions. As the Ukrainian For-
eign Ministry noted in its commentary, the draft statements condemn 
the said “elections” in the East of Ukraine that not only violated the 
Constitution and laws of Ukraine, but also caused serious damage to 
the Minsk accords. Therefore, by blocking this statement in the UN 
Security Council Russia once again demonstrated its unwillingness to 
implement the Minsk agreements, despite being the one of its signa-
tories.60

In addition, the Russian Federation blocked the statement of the 
Security Council condemning shelling of the Ukrainian city of Mariu-
pol controlled by the Ukrainian authorities on 24th January 2015, which 
killed 30 and injured more than 100 civilians. The shelling, as defined 
by the OSCE special monitoring mission (CMM), was conducted from 
a territory controlled by the Donetsk People’s Republic group, which 
is believed to be controlled by Russia.61  It is worth mentioning that 
the Russian Federation also blocks the initiatives of the international 
community to resolve the conflict in the Donbass region within the 
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). It once 
again proves the desire of this state to prevent any actions aimed at 
resolving, or at least freezing the armed conflict in eastern Ukraine.62

Therefore, the inability of the UN Security Council to intervene in 
the Russian-Ukrainian war in 2014-2015 is connected with the block-
ing by the Russian Federation of any initiatives of the Council mem-
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ber states aimed at resolving this conflict. Russia abuses the veto right 
granted to it as one of the five permanent members of the Security 
Council to commit military aggression against another state.

Undoubtedly, the problems of the functioning of the UN Security 
Council and the imperfection of its decision-making mechanisms that 
arise from the shortcomings of the United Nations Charter adopted 
in 1945 have a direct impact on the fate of Ukraine today. This has led 
Ukrainian society and Ukrainian leadership to take a fresh look at the 
problem of the UN Security Council reform. Ukraine continues to em-
phasise the need for reform. Therefore, Ukrainian experts even joined 
in the development of a draft on this issue, concentrating their atten-
tion firstly on the need of expanding the composition of this interna-
tional body. However, as noted by R. Guban, the previous position of 
Ukraine was suspended.63 Today, in our opinion, the issue of reform of 
the UN Security Council for Ukraine is fundamental and should be-
come one of the priorities of its foreign policy.

On 11th February 2015, the permanent representative of Ukraine to 
the UN, Yuriy Sergeyev, announced Ukraine’s new official position on 
reforming the key international security body. The Ukrainian crisis 
became an example of the United Nations’ loss of its legal capacity, 
and thus the UN Security Council should be reformed immediately. In 
addition, the Ukrainian party at the intergovernmental forum on the 
reform of the UN Security Council noted that Ukraine itself felt the 
lack of action of the UN Security Council in the case when one of the 
five permanent members is an aggressor, and this state of affairs needs 
to be changed.64 As early as December 2014, the President of Ukraine 
Petro Poroshenko, in an interview to the Australian television channel 
ABC, talked about the necessity of reformation in the functioning of 
the UN Security Council. Later the Ukrainian president also noted the 
ineffectiveness of the post-war global security system in general and 
the UN Security Council in particular and said that to improve the ef-
fectiveness of the latter, it is necessary to remove from the veto right 
from permanent members..65

The reasons for this position of Ukraine, in our opinion, are obvious. 
Ukraine has to advocate the veto reform in the UN Security Council 
because of the pressure of the Russian Federation that is a direct par-
ticipant in the war in the East of Ukraine. It blocks any initiatives and 
resolution on the solution of the Ukrainian crisis making the influen-
tial international security organ powerless in halting military aggres-
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sion. Specific cases of abuse of the veto right by the Russian Federation 
in the United Nations Security Council to realise its own predatory 
aspirations were cited in the first paragraph of this section.

Undoubtedly, the mechanism of decision-making in the UN Se-
curity Council, the shortcomings of which we have described above, 
must be changed, since it does not correspond to the modern geo-
political situation on the planet. As the Ukrainian diplomat Bohdan 
Yaremenko notes, the rules of the UN Security Council, were written 
‘to the Soviet Union’ by other victorious powers in the Second World 
War. They were written out in such a way that the powers of the two 
inveterate blocs could not impose their own opinions on issue, and 
of course, it is the rudiment of the political system in the world.66 
There are only two ways to reform the veto - its complete elimination 
or restriction of its use by the five permanent members of the UN 
Security Council.

Neither representatives of the Ukrainian government, nor the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine have put forward specific pro-
posals on how to reform the veto right of the five permanent mem-
bers of the UN Security Council. For today, we have only comments 
of the Ukrainian Minister of Foreign Affairs Pavlo Klimkin on this 
issue.

The first comment P. Klimkin gave in an interview with Channel 5 
in November 2014. Speaking on the issue of reform of the Security 
Council, he said, ‘a radical reform of the UN system, and in particular 
of the Security Council, is needed. We cannot allow in the twenty-first 
century the veto right belonging to country that carried out acts of 
aggression against another country… There are many countries now, 
which perfectly understand the need of such reform. Due to such re-
form, Russia cannot own veto. The veto of a permanent member of 
the Security Council should be limited, and some even talk about the 
collective veto right’.67 For the second time, Pavlo Klimkin started to 
talk about reforms in the veto right of the Security Council in an inter-
view with 1+1 TV channel in April 2015: ‘We spent years talking about 
the reform of the UN Security Council... We cannot agree on how to 
limit the veto use’.68 Therefore, since Ukrainian diplomats are negoti-
ating with other UN member states on the limitation of the veto, we 
can conclude that its total elimination in the Security Council is not 
possible now. 
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Position of the permanent members of the UN Security 
Council on the reform of the veto right
Let us consider possible options for reform of the veto right of the 
UNSC five permanent members. The international community has 
put forward the following proposals for reform:

1. Decision-making in the UN Security Council should solely be 
done by the consensus of all member states. As the permanent 
representative of Ukraine in the UN, Yuriy Sergeyev, notes in his 
author’s  column of Ukrainian Week, ‘this will lead to even more 
problems. Any country can break a consensus, and there will be no 
solution’.69 We agree the opinion that such reform of the veto right 
will not deprive Russia the opportunity to block the activities of the 
Security Council on Ukraine. In addition, agreeing on common po-
sition of the 15 members of the Council will be more difficult than 
between the five permanent members.
2. The proposal of France, first announced in 2001, is the vol-
untary refusal of the permanent members of the UN Securi-
ty Council to use their veto right in cases of mass atrocities to 
which France itself includes genocide, crimes against humanity 
and large-scale war crimes. In 2013, Francois Hollande again put 
forward this proposal, and Laurent Fabius, French Foreign and 
European Affairs Minister laid out its essence in an article for the 
The New York Times. It is that ‘the five permanent members of the 
Security Council – China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom 
and the United States - could voluntarily agree on the regulation 
of their right to use the veto … That is, if the Security Council 
needed to decide on a mass crime, the permanent members would 
agree to suspend their veto right. The criteria for the implementa-
tion of this agreement would be simple: at the request of at least 
50 member states, the UN Secretary General would be obliged to 
determine the nature of the crime. After making a decision, the 
code of conduct would be applied immediately’.70 In our opinion, 
such a proposal to reform the veto right in the Security Council 
does not satisfy Ukraine, because in its essence it is a  proposal 
for the conclusion of a ‘gentlemen’s agreement’ between the five 
permanent members of the Council. As is known, the gentle-
men’s agreement does not lead to any legal obligations of its par-
ticipants, and, accordingly, they can violate it at any moment. For 
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example, Russia may ‘not notice’ the commission of war crimes by 
separatists in the East of Ukraine.
3. Permission to use veto right only if two or more permanent 
members of the Security Council voted against the decision at the 
same time. Such a  reform would significantly limit the influence 
of a  single member on decision-making. Especially considering 
that according to information published by the United Nations 
Library under the name of Dag Hammarskjöld, between 1946 and 
2014 a collective veto was imposed only 30 times, while during the 
same time single vetoes were imposed 162 times.71 However, even if 
such a reform is implemented for Ukraine, there will still be a risk 
from the Russian Federation to block the Security Council’s activ-
ities on the Ukrainian crisis due to support of Russia’s actions by 
China. This is supported by the fact that over the past 8 years the 
two states have jointly vetoed the Security Council resolutions six 
times,72 and are historically considered old allies.73

4. The use of veto exclusively to the issues provided by Chapter 
VII of the UN Charter (‘Actions with respect to threats to the peace, 
breaches of peace, and acts of aggression’). Such a reform in no way 
will limit Russia’s ability to block the actions of the Security Coun-
cil against Ukraine.
5. Introduction of the possibility of overcoming veto by a  two-
thirds majority of UNSC. Since such a  proposal provides for the 
possibility of overcoming the permanent member’s  veto on any 
issue, in our opinion, the permanent member states will not dare 
consent to such a reform. For example, the United States is unlikely 
to give up the opportunity to support Israel in the Middle East con-
flict, despite the fact that from 1972 to 1997 its allies (France and the 
United Kingdom) voted on the Palestine issue opposite the United 
States position in almost 80% of cases.74 

Considering the unlikeliness of the permanent members’ consent 
to such reform, we do not recommend Ukraine to lobby it at the UN 
member states’ negotiations. Today Ukraine should put forward pro-
posals that would limit the veto right exclusively to the aggressor 
country, taking into account the fact that such proposals are quite am-
bitious. Since France could not persuade the five permanent members 
of the Security Council to conclude a gentlemen’s agreement on volun-
tary abstention from using veto in cases of terrible crimes for 15 years 
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(2001-2015), it will be very difficult for Ukraine and the world commu-
nity to persuade the permanent members of the Security Council to 
amend the UN Charter.

Since the UN Charter granted the veto right to the five permanent 
members, it is possible to liquidate or restrict it only by amending this 
document. According to Article 108, amendments to the UN Charter 
‘shall come into force for all members of the United Nations when they 
have been adopted by a vote of two thirds of the members of the Gen-
eral Assembly and ratified in accordance with their respective consti-
tutional processes by two thirds of the members of the United Nations, 
including all the permanent members of the Security Council’.75 In oth-
er words, each of the five permanent members of the Council has the 
right to block the veto reform. Therefore, in order to establish the pos-
sibility for such a reform, we will consider the official positions of the 
PRC, Britain, France, the Russian Federation and the United States of 
America on the issue of reforming the veto right.

The Russian Federation and the United States are categorically 
against the reform of this right. Russia’s  former Permanent Repre-
sentative to the UN, V. Churkin (2006-2017), voiced the position of 
the country on 26th September 2014. He stated that Russia ‘is against 
any changes regarding the veto right’.76 The United States of America 
also opposes restrictions on the veto right. Even though US officials 
rarely comment the question of reforming of the right, the United 
States position on the issue is indicated, in particular, in the report 
‘United States Participation in the United Nations for 2001’, pub-
lished on the official website of the US State Department. The main 
idea is that ‘the United States continues to resist the attempt to make 
any changes in the status and prerogatives of the currently existing 
defined by the UN Charter permanent members, including the es-
tablishment of any restrictions on the use of veto’.77 In the annual 
reports ‘United States Participation in the United Nations for 2002’ 
and ‘United States Participation in the United Nations for 2004’ this 
phrase was repeated.78 Similarly, on 15th November 2012, at a speech 
in the UN General Assembly, Rosemary Di Carlo, U.S. Deputy Per-
manent Representative to the United Nations, made a comment on 
the possibility of increasing the number of permanent members of 
the Security Council. She stated, ‘The United States is not open to 
an expansion of the Security Council that would lead to a change of 
current structure of the veto’.79 Also, note that the US did not support 
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the initiative of France to refuse the use of this right in cases of mass 
atrocities voluntarily.80

As Michael Teng points out, France has also revealed its reluctance 
to lose the veto right of a permanent member of the Security Coun-
cil.81 While France’s position on restricting the veto right is not known, 
it was precisely this state that proposed the conclusion of a  ‘gentle-
men’s agreement’ on the voluntary refusal to use it in cases of mass 
atrocities.

The United Kingdom is the only permanent member of the Unit-
ed Nations Security Council, supporting the above-mentioned pro-
posal by France to renounce the use of the veto voluntarily.82 At the 
same time, we cannot forecast the UK’s attitude to the possible re-
striction of the veto right of a permanent member of the Security 
Council. The United Kingdom’s official representatives discuss the 
reform of the Security Council, focusing exclusively on the expan-
sion of this body, completely ignoring the problem of reforming the 
veto right.

The position of the current government of the PRC on reforming 
the veto right in the Security Council also remains unknown. Howev-
er, according to S. Patrick, the PRC refused to support France’s propos-
al to restrict the veto right in cases of mass crimes voluntarily, declar-
ing its disagreement with such restrictions.83 Therefore, we can assume 
that since China refused to conclude a ‘gentlemen’s agreement’ which 
would restrict its veto right, the Chinese government will probably re-
sist such changes to the UN Charter.

Therefore, two permanent members of the UN Security Council 
(the Russian Federation and the US) are openly opposed to reform of 
the veto; China is negative to such a reform as well. No preconditions 
to believe that France and the UK will support the reform of veto right 
are yet available. Therefore, we can conclude that today the reform of 
the veto right in the Security Council is impossible.

In our opinion, none of the above-mentioned proposals to limit the 
veto right meets the challenges of international security provoked by 
the conflict in the East of Ukraine. In this regard, we propose our own 
way of limiting the veto right of the permanent members of the UN 
Security Council, which presupposes the following steps:

1. State parties to the conflict are invited to attend a meeting of 
the Security Council relative to this conflict;
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2. In their speeches, the participants give evidence of the partici-
pation of the UNSC permanent member in the conflict;
3. The Council holds a  vote for the recognition of a  permanent 
member of the UN Security Council as a participant of the conflict. 
If 12 of the 15 members of the Security Council vote positively, such 
permanent member loses right to veto decisions on a  conflict in 
which it is recognised a participant. 

Such a  mechanism would increase the influence and significance 
of non-permanent members of the UN Security Council, stimulate 
the international prestige of the institution of non-permanent mem-
bership and partially will solve the problem of representativeness in 
the Security Council. Nevertheless, the mechanism for limitation the 
veto of a permanent member of the Security Council proposed by us 
will not make it possible to influence such conflicts as a civil war in 
Syria. This is an example of a conflict where a permanent member of 
the Security Council is not directly involved, but abuses the veto to 
achieve its strategic interests despite the large number of victims of 
such a conflict.

As we noted above, the proposals for reform of the veto right are 
ambitious. It is unlikely that the changes necessary for such reform 
will be made in the Charter of the United Nations in the near future. 
Nevertheless, as noted by Yuriy Sergeyev, in 2015 the UN is in a critical 
state, since today it is not able to fulfill its main function - to safeguard 
peace and stability.84 Therefore, the future existence of the United Na-
tions and the future of the entire international security system depend 
on today’s  initiatives on reform of the UN Security Council as a key 
body for maintaining peace. 

Conclusions
From the inception of the creation of the United Nations, the United 
Nations Security Council, as the guarantor of international peace and 
security, has broad powers to influence states that violate international 
law (the right, at its discretion, to apply sanctions and military force 
against violators of peace and security). At the end of the 20th and the 
beginning of the 21st century, it proved to be powerless in resolving 
a number of large-scale armed conflicts. Members of the United Na-
tions and experts in the field of international relations often criticise 
its activities. One of the main reasons for criticism of this internation-
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al security organ is the imbalance between the five permanent mem-
bers of the Security Council and the rest of the UN member states. 
Enshrined in the UN Charter in 1945 by the World War II victorious 
nations, such imbalance gives the United States, Britain, France, Russia 
and the People’s  Republic of China the opportunity to ‘play not ac-
cording to the rules’ in situations favorable for them.85 Therefore, in 
connection with its inability to fulfill its functions and responsibility 
for ensuring international peace and security, it is necessary to search 
for mechanisms of reforming the UN Security Council to improve its 
effectiveness.

In the early 1990s members of the United Nations began actively to 
propose options for reform of the Security Council. These proposals of 
the UN member states on reforming the Security Council cover three 
key problems: the composition of the Council, the use of the veto right 
and non-transparent methods of work. However, as shown by the 
analysis of the decision-making mechanism of the Security Council, 
it is possible to increase the effectiveness of the UN Security Council 
only by reform of the veto right.

The main obstacle to such reform is the need to convince the five 
permanent members of the Council to limit themselves in using a tool 
that allows them to influence the entire international system. As the 
analysis of the statements and official positions of the five permanent 
members of the UN Security Council shows, these states oppose the 
restriction of their rights and prerogatives, and, therefore, do not con-
sent to such a  reform. Nevertheless, today the United Nations is in 
a critical state, as they are unable to fulfill its basic function of ensuring 
peace and stability on the planet. 

Consequently, having considered the cases of the United Nations 
and the UN Security Council’s failures to intervene in major interna-
tional or domestic conflicts, it should be noted that the non-interfer-
ence of the UN (the organisation which was created for the mainte-
nance of peace and security) in wide-ranging conflicts is associated 
with the abuses of the permanent Council members’ rights, granted 
by the UN Charter. In our opinion, for the same reason, the United 
Nations Security Council is unable to influence the resolution of the 
conflict in the East of Ukraine. The failure of the UN Security Council 
to intervene in the Russian-Ukrainian war (2014-ongoing) is related to 
the Russian Federation blocking any initiatives of the Council’s mem-
ber states aimed at conflict resolution. Russia abuses the permanent 
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Security Council’s members veto right for the purpose of committing 
military aggression against another state.

Hence, the future effective existence of the United Nations and 
the future of the entire international security system depend on to-
day’s initiatives to reform the UN Security Council as a key body for 
peacekeeping. In this context, further studies of the possibilities and 
options for reformation of the UN Security Council are promising. 
The position of Ukraine, which became a  victim of the aggressor – 
a  permanent member of this structure – should also be taken into 
account. The detailed study of proposals provided by official repre-
sentatives of the state of Ukraine, as well as analysts, publicists on 
reformation of the UN Security Council are of huge importance.

Considering the opposition of the permanent members of the Se-
curity Council on reforming the veto right, a reform must be one that 
seeks for restricting the veto right only in cases of extreme necessity. 
None of the ways limiting the veto right in the Security Council pro-
posed by the international community today meets this criterion. In 
this regard, the authors’ suggestion developed in this work is limiting 
the right to veto decision of the Security Council’s permanent member 
on a conflict, of which it (the permanent member) was recognised as 
a participant by thirteen member states of the UN Security Council in 
a special vote. Such a mechanism would increase the influence and sig-
nificance of the non-permanent members of the UN Security Council, 
the international prestige of the institution of non-permanent mem-
bership and partially will solve the problem of representativeness in 
the Security Council. Nevertheless, the proposed mechanism for lim-
iting the veto of a  permanent member of the Security Council will 
not influence conflicts such as the civil war in Syria. In other words, 
one when a permanent member of the Security Council is not directly 
involved in the conflict, but abuses the use of the veto to achieve its 
strategic interests, despite a large number of victims in such a conflict.



This article is a  revised and extended version of the text originally 
published in the jurnal Humanitarian Vision, volume 1, issue 2, 2015, 
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The Arab Spring Five Years 
Later: Toward Greater 
Inclusiveness

Reviewed by Nikola Zukalová

Since the so-called Arab Spring began in 2011, the selection of Arab 
countries (re: Egypt, Tunisia, Yemen, Jordan, Morocco) and their in-
ternational partners concentrated mostly on political and identity is-
sues, neglecting the importance of economics, which indirectly trig-
gered the current fluctuating situations in these countries. Following 
the 2011 uprisings the democratisation of Arab countries did not go 
as anticipated. Instead, a new phase of instability began, raising seri-
ous regional and international security concerns. The Arab Spring Five 
Years Later represents a different account for explaining the roots and 
outcomes of the so-called Arab Spring, which was initially surrounded 
by an aura of euphoria and optimism. If nothing else, the revolutions 
were the first step on the long journey to a new order. Now, Arab pol-
icymakers must acknowledge that the transition can be achieved only 
when political reform is simultaneously accompanied by economic in-
clusion. This is exactly what Ghanem suggests in his book — the result 
of a  three-year academic project exploring how to achieve inclusive 
growth after the Arab Spring, while contributing to development and 
regional stability. 
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The book is about economics. It promotes economic growth and 
social justice as crucial components of successful transition. In the 
beginning Ghanem focuses on the discouraging results of the Arab 
Spring and acknowledges that the transition is particularly difficult 
due to the high polarisation within post-Arab Spring societies. By de-
scribing different transitional experiences in Egypt, Tunisia, Yemen, 
Jordan and Morocco, he provides a  context for the rest of the book 
and shows how too much focus on political aspects is not enough for 
engineering successful transitions. This point is strong and is further 
supported by several statistics, analyses and experiences of successfully 
transitioned countries world-wide throughout the book − for instance 
Japan, Malaysia and Indonesia, East Asian countries that have gone 
through similar transitions.

Arab countries experienced economic growth before the uprisings, 
so why were people dissatisfied with their economic situations? Ac-
cording to Ghanem, the reason is that the benefits of growth have 
not been equally distributed among the entire population. Ghanem 
proposes four main priorities for the Arab countries to achieve eco-
nomic inclusion: building inclusive and accountable institutions, with 
supervision of the implementation process; supporting small and me-
dium-size enterprises; aid lagging regions through investing in agri-
culture and rural development; and modernising and improving the 
quality of the old educational system to produce a  workforce with 
skills demanded by the contemporary globalised labour market. Future 
reforms would be much easier if the old, dysfunctional system, based 
on generalised price subsidies, so typical of the Arab world, would be 
replaced by a social protection system based on targeted cash transfers, 
which is more efficient, fairer and much cheaper, as proven world-wide 
by many middle-income countries that shifted to this system (re: Bra-
zil, Mexico). However, it is a  massive change which would probably 
provoke even more unrest, so it will demand a lot of patience.

Nevertheless, achieving inclusive economic growth is tied not only 
to expanding national economies but more importantly to ensuring 
that the benefits reach the entire population. Consequently, Gha-
nem proposes steps for greater inclusion of the most excluded groups 
among most Arab countries — women, youth and smallholder farm-
ers. Moreover, Ghanem makes a solid point that the Arab states need 
the support of the international community in their efforts. The inter-
national actors must re-examine their regional engagement and sup-
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port the inclusiveness through strategic aid to the four main priority 
areas mentioned above.

Overall, Ghanem provides a very readable explanation of the com-
plex reality of the failed post-Arab Spring transitions, resulting in the 
states seemingly not moving towards democracy but rather slipping 
backwards, undermining regional and international security through 
terrorism, the refugee crisis and illegal migration. The book is a must 
read for anybody interested in a more in-depth analysis of the Arab up-
risings and failures of the following transitions from a different (eco-
nomic) perspective to expand their knowledge about the complex situ-
ation and its possible solutions. The arguments here are supported by 
extensive statistical data and surveys conducted in the Arab world and 
provided mainly by the International Monetary Fund, World Bank, 
World Values Survey, among others. Although the original three-year 
academic project aimed to advise Arab policymakers, leaders and de-
velopment partners, the book is very informative even for students, 
scholars and curious non-professionals interested in the topic. The 
book offers some compelling points and the provided evidence shows 
how desperately those areas need reform. Without doubt, this trans-
formation will take years, probably decades, which is what Ghanem 
acknowledges, but simultaneously, he suggests steps that are very clear 
and well-founded. Of course, whether the countries are prepared for 
this massive change remains a question unanswered. But that is a dif-
ferent task. In this one, Ghanem successfully demonstrates that politi-
cal and economic inclusion are two sides of the same coin.
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Muslims in Putin’s Russia: 
Discourse on Identity, 
Politics, and Security

Reviewed by Renat Bekkin 

The times when readers in the West learned about Islam in Russia 
from the books of Sovietologist Alexander Bennigsen, who for objec-
tive reasons could not have access to many important sources, have 
passed away. Over the last couple of decades, many studies giving an 
idea of the forms of existence of Islam and the life of Russian Muslims 
in 19-20 centuries have appeared. These are the works written by R. 
Geraci [Geraci 2001], E. Campbell [Campbell 2015], R. Crews [Crews 
2009] and other authors. The position of Muslims in modern Russia 
has not remained without the attention of researchers either. This 
topic was discussed in detail in the fundamental works of Sh. Hunter 
[Hunter 2004], G. Yemelyanova [Yemelyanova 2002], and others.

A researcher from the Florida International University (USA) Simo-
na E. Merati made an attempt to examine the history of Muslim com-
munities in Putin’s Russia. Thus, the book covers the period from 1999, 
when Vladimir Putin became prime minister, until April 2017, as the 
sources cited by the author indicate.

The work consists of 8 chapters, including introduction and con-
clusion. The names of the chapters sound promising, however after 
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looking closer at their structure one gets the impression of a certain 
dissonance. For example, Chapter 4 “Russia’s  Islamic Religious Insti-
tutions and the State” includes the following paragraphs: “The Rus-
sian Orthodox Church”, “Islamic Organizations”, “Interfaith Dialogue: 
Institutional Relations”, “The Russian Secular State: Contemporary 
Interpretation of Catherine’s Model”,1“The Functional Interpretation 
of Religion and Its Application in Russia”, “The Necessity of a Gover-
nance of Religion in Russia”. Even before acquaintance with the con-
tent of the above paragraphs, it becomes clear that not all of them are 
relevant in the chapter on the relations between the state and Islamic 
religious institutions. The topics and their arrangement in paragraphs 
raise questions.

Much attention in the book is given to the problems of security and 
the fight against terrorism. At the same time, S. Merati sees as one of 
the tasks of her research overcoming the binary opposition of “ethnic-
ity / security”, which, in her opinion, prevail in the studies of Islam in 
Russia (pp. 2-3).

S. Merati claims to be the first to “show that, beyond local, albeit sig-
nificant, realities, Russia’s Islam (re)confirms itself as a legitimate part 
of Russian civilization and, as such, can and should be studied within 
the general Russian context” (p. 3).

Needless to say, this task is important and ambitious, requiring pro-
found knowledge in a vast number of disciplines: from Islamic studies 
to modern history of Russia.

The very formulation of the problem is certainly not new. The 
question of the close connection of the destinies of Muslim peoples 
with Russia was posed by a number of authors in the second half of 19 
century. Suffice it to recall the names of the Russian philosopher Kon-
stantin Leontiev (1831–1891) and the Crimean Tatar enlightener Ismail 
Gasprinskiy (1851–1914). The book “Muslims in Putin’s  Russia” does 
not say a word about Leontiev, while Gasprinskiy is only mentioned in 
connection with other problems.

Basically, the ideas of Gasprinskiy appear in the presentation of oth-
er persons, first of all, Yu.A. Gavrilov and A.G. Shevchenko – authors of 
the compilation book “Islam and Orthodox-Muslim relations in Rus-
sia in the mirror of history and sociology”. A detailed analysis of this 
monograph occupies 4 pages of the book. At the same time, Gasprins-
kiy’s ideas about the rapprochement of the Muslims of Russia with the 
Russians Merati remained without attention. 
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The choice of sources for the book is a separate topic. S. Merati re-
peatedly cites the works of Roman Silantiev, whom she describes as 
a  “Slavic Orthodox scholar” (p. 72), who writes “enormously popular 
books” (p. 62). Let us leave on the conscience of S. Merati the uncon-
firmed assertion about the “enormous popularity” of Silantiev’s books. 
It’s  not that important. The Orthodox publicist Silantiev, who justi-
fiably deserved in Russia the laurels of an Islamophobe, is the author 
of biased works in which he rudely (using slang phrases) and without 
referring to authoritative sources, deliberately vilifies certain Muslim 
religious leaders, as well as ethnic Russians who converted to Islam.2 
For Merati, Silantiev is the author of “well researched analysis” (p. 63). 
“His contribution to the debate, Merati writes, is especially relevant 
when it comes to discussion of the inter- and intra-organizational 
dynamics of Islamic institutions and their relations with Church and 
State”. (p. 63). This statement looks, at least, strange, if we recall that 
Silantiev accuses representatives of one of the largest federal muftiates 
– the Council of Muftis of Russia – of religious extremism (Silantiev 
2015: 87, 416, etc.).  

The way Merati characterizes these and a number of other authors 
whom she cites in her book deserves special attention. For example, 
a secular scholar who works at the Institute of History of the Academy 
of Sciences of the Republic of Tatarstan Ildous Zagidullin is described 
by Merati as a “Muslim scholar” (p. 57). Journalist Maxim Shevchenko, 
who has never publicly announced his acceptance of Islam, was named 
by S. Merati “the popular Islamic journalist” (p. 60).

No less carelessly does the author treat the names of organizations. 
So, for example, in 1788 the Ufa Spiritual Mohammedan Law Assem-
bly was established in Ufa, a board later known as the Orenburg Mo-
hammedan Spiritual Assembly (OMDS). Merati refers to this muftiate 
either as the Islamic Council in Ufa (page 8), or the Spiritual Board (p. 
10), or the Central Spiritual Directorate of Muslims (TsDUM) (p. 90). 
(The latter name was in fact given to the muftiate but only after 1917).

By the way, considering “Islamic religious institutions”, by which 
the author understands the spiritual departments of Muslims, S. Me-
rati does not explain to the reader what the essence of this institution 
is and what functions it performs in Russia. At the same time, the au-
thor for some reason avoids using the terms “muftiate” and “spiritual 
administration”, preferring “Islamic religious institution” and “Islamic 
organization”.
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Merati also did not take the trouble to delve into what is hidden be-
hind titles and abbreviations. For example, on one page of her book she 
writes the abridged name of one of the federal muftiates, the Central 
Spiritual Directorate of Muslims (TsDUM) in two different ways: first 
as TSDUM, then as CSBM (p. 74).

Insufficient curiosity of the author of “Muslims in Putin’s  Russia” 
leads to the fact that she calls the press secretary of the Spiritual Ad-
ministration of Muslims of the Russian Federation (formerly the Spiri-
tual Directorate of Muslims of the European part of Russia (DUMER)) 
“director of the Russian press agency DUMER” (p. 59). In other words, 
without understanding what lies behind the abbreviation DUMER, the 
author decided that this is the name of the agency.

But there are far more bloopers in the book. According to S. Merati, 
Jadidism is a “very influential Islamic modernist movement developed 
among Muslims (especially Tatars) of Russian Imperial Turkestan in the 
second half of the nineteenth century” (p. 47). Yes, indeed, Jadidism has 
gained popularity in Turkestan, but to reduce this socio-political and 
cultural movement exclusively to this region is not entirely correct. Only 
at the end of the book does it turn out that the author understands un-
der Turkestan “the former Soviet Central Asia plus the Russian Volga 
region” (p. 202). Here, as they say, comments are superfluous.

Unfortunately, there are not only geographic “discoveries” in the 
book. From the text of the book it follows that the Muslims of Russia 
adhere to three main currents: the Hanafi madhhab, Sufism and Salaf-
ism (pp. 72, 106, 108, etc.). Such inaccuracies in the work devoted to 
Islam look completely out of place.

There are also “discoveries” in the field of Russian history. So, N.S. 
Khrushchev was named president (p. 187), although the first secretary 
of the CPSU Central Committee has never held a position that cor-
responded to the post of president (chairman of the Presidium of the 
Supreme Soviet of the USSR). On page 12-13 Merati tells about the cre-
ation in Kazan by the decree of Peter I in the beginning of 18 century 
of a certain “Orientalist school”. Judging by the context, the author has 
in mind the chair of Oriental languages of Kazan University (p. 13). The 
problem, however, is that the Kazan University was founded only in 
1804, and the above-mentioned chair in 1807, that is, more than three 
quarters of a century after the death of Peter I.

One can, of course, object to much of the above by saying that the 
book “Muslims in Putin’s Russia” is devoted to modernity. But, unfor-
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tunately, the analysis of the present in the book is not much better. 
The author sets herself the task to show that Islam is an integral part of 
the Russian identity (p. 2). She does not, however, consider a single text 
written by those Muslims who are a clear example of such an identity.

Instead, the views of the non-system thinker Geydar Gemal are 
considered in detail. Indeed, some ideas and statements of Gemal 
are really of great interest to the researcher, but in the absence of an 
analysis of other sources important for the work, a detailed examina-
tion of Gemal’s philosophy does not seem entirely justified. Moreover, 
Gemal’s views have been already examined in detail by the French re-
searcher Marlene Laruelle [Laruelle 2016].

It is also difficult to explain why Merati elaborates on the views of 
Harun (Vadim) Sidorov as the only representative of the movement 
of Russian Muslims. The National Organization of Russian Muslims 
(NORM), one of the leaders of which was Sidorov, was primarily an 
intra-Islamic phenomenon. The result of NORM activities was not 
the integration, but the marginalization of Russian Muslims.3 At the 
same time, not a word is said about the project of G.P. Schedrovitskiy 
and S.N. Gradirovskiy “Russian Islam”, which was developed by these 
political technologists in the first half of the 2000s and was aimed at 
integrating Muslims of Russia into the Russian cultural space.

Speaking about the popularity of Eurasian ideas among Muslims 
of Russia, the author for some reason does not consider the work of 
Damir Mukhetdinov “Russian Islam: Call for Comprehension and 
Contextualization”[Mukhetdinov 2015] specially devoted to this issue, 
but discusses the concept of Euro-Islam developed by Raphael Khaki-
mov. It is also not clear why the author characterizes Euro-Islamism 
(terminology of the author!) as “Muslim Eurasianism” (p. 33).

Unfortunately, the work written by Simona Merati sins in the same 
way that some Western researchers’ writings in the field of humani-
tarian and especially social sciences do. It does not matter that much 
whether Pushkin or Putin is concerned, the main thing is to dazzle 
a beautiful theory out of improvised material. Scrupulously but, unfor-
tunately, not quite skilfully building her concept of the place of Islam 
in the history of Russia, S. Merati does not always pay attention to de-
tail, giving inaccurate dates, wrong titles and names.

Any concept is a building, where the facts are bricks of which the 
building is built. If the bricks are defective, then the building itself will 
not come out good either. It will dissipate at the first serious test.
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The book “Muslims in Putin’s Russia” is a vivid example of unquali-
fied analysis, based on randomly selected, not seriously filtered sourc-
es. The result of this was not only a large number of errors and inac-
curacies, but a distorted view of the author about the processes that 
are taking place in modern Russian Islam. It is difficult to analyze the 
role of the Islamic factor in the formation of modern Russian identity 
having very remote ideas about the Muslim religion itself. As a result, 
instead of an in-depth study of a complex and interesting problem, the 
book turned out to be a so-called spreading “majestic cranberry” with 
distorted images, as if in a distorted mirror.

Perhaps, Simona Merati fell into a certain trend without even un-
derstanding it. In modern Russia (especially clearly manifested in pro-
vincial universities), Islamic studies at universities have long been re-
placed by studying Islamic problems in close connection with security 
issues and the fight against terrorism. The result of this “academic” ac-
tivity was monographs and conference proceedings that describe good 
(traditional, or moderate) and bad (radical) Islam.

Therefore Merati, dividing the Muslims of Russia into extremists 
and “moderate” (p. 88), clearly hurried to write at the beginning of her 
work that her work was the first of its kind. There have already been 
a lot of such works, but they were published in small print runs and 
therefore were inaccessible to the author.

Driven by a  worthy desire to write an original work about “good 
Muslims”, Simona Merati wrote a book about people remotely resem-
bling Russian followers of Islam and residing in the country, somewhat 
similar to Russia. In conclusion, it remains only to sympathize with 
the reader, who without preliminary preparation will take up reading 
“Muslims in Putin’s Russia”.

Notes
1 The author means Russian empress Catherine II.
2 See for instance the website Neofitam.net where the chapters from 

Silantiev’s  book “100 most famous Russian Muslims” are posted. Many 
of the heroes in this book are presented by Silantiev as terrorists and 
criminals. 

3 More about Russian Muslims see for instance: Bekkin 2012. 
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The Misguided Search for the 
Political 

Reviewed by Nick J. Sciullo

In The Misguided Search for the Political, Lois McNay argues that radical 
democracy suffers from a reliance on abstractions that echo the crit-
icism radical democrats make of traditional liberal democrats.  While 
radical democracy is often theorized as a critique of the immaterial fo-
cus of liberal democracy, it too suffers from the inability to adequately 
account for the materiality of inequality.  McNay’s book is provocative, 
readable, and a worthwhile addition to the libraries of political theory 
graduate students and scholars.  

It would be easy to dismiss this book as the work of someone fed up 
with the excesses of continental philosophy and its sometimes-nefar-
ious impact on political theory.  At times McNay seems to read those 
with whom she disagrees in an overly negative manner, but at the same 
time, the briskness of her critique is welcome in a world of platitudes.  
Other times, one wonders why she focuses on some scholars and not 
others, as in Chapter 5 when William Connolly is the focus, but Ste-
phen K. White and Jodi Dean get relatively little sustained attention.  
For that matter, why not more discussion of Judith Butler and Gianni 
Vattimo?  In some ways, this is a minor quibble.  One can only fit so 
much in a book, and one has to endure the vagaries of editors, yet read-
ers familiar with the vast expanse of critical theory post-1950 will often 
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wonder about her focus.  Still, one must not dismiss this book as it 
presents a theory of suffering’s centrality to political thought.  Indeed, 
this might be one of the most important works on suffering in the last 
10 or so years.  This work is important and necessary in the ravishing 
political excesses of our time.  

McNay hopes to center suffering in political theory.  This focus 
helps readers understand what is at stake, namely the well-being of 
people.  She argues that capitalism underlies much of this suffering, 
and that critique can help us undo oppression.  The question is: how 
do we perform said critique?  McNay’s critique is grounded in critical 
theory (Badiou and Mouffe are prominent) with specific attention paid 
to human suffering.  This approach understands the ills of the world 
as material, and she argues that solutions or theories from political 
theorists must resist the weightlessness of theory and attend to lived 
experience.  This is why she calls for a phenomenology of negative ex-
perience, which is a phenomenology that recognizes the normative na-
ture of political experience rather than highly theoretical approaches 
to political ontology that often leave out what those theories mean in 
everyday life.  

Phenomenology does offer a  way forward.  Political theorists are 
confronted with a  menagerie of political ontology arguments from 
around the political milieu.  These arguments often focus on abstract 
notions of subjectivity or the individual.  They are often crouched in 
theories about being and relationality.  Seldom do they address the 
realities of war, deprivation, social unrest, crumbling infrastructure, 
poor social services, and crime.  McNay argues that phenomenology, 
particularly when it is turned toward negative experience, can help us 
do just that.  

Some will find McNay’s criticisms harsh and perhaps criticize her of 
simply falling back on liberal democratic hopes.  This criticism is not 
without merit, as critical theory true believers will likely be resistant 
to her.  Her analysis of feminist political theory in Chapter 3 is well 
argued, but one cannot help but think her fear of relativism might be 
based on an overly narrow reading of some feminist theorists.  That is, 
the sort of decentered, post-identity politics of many feminist political 
theorists does not necessarily mean that those thinkers are unable to 
theorize political subjectivity (or other ideas) in empowering ways that 
are responsive to lived experiences.  Scholars of gender and sexuality 
will find this chapter particularly challenging as it poses reformula-
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tions of commonly held feminist political theories from a number of 
different angles. Nonetheless, one should read McNay generously as 
she has much to teach.  

This book is highly recommended for graduate students in political 
theory as well as scholars hoping to challenge pre-conceived notions 
about critical theory.  For those without a background in critical the-
ory, the text will be challenging, but McNay’s other works would be 
helpful tools.  This text will no doubt produce considerable debate and 
class discussions, and for that it is commended.  
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